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ABSTRACT
During the summer of 1982 a six-week testing and data recovery project
was conducted by the Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of Archaeology, University of
Tennessee-Chattanooga, at the Telfair Site in downtown Savannah. The site is
scheduled for development as part of a General Services Administration program
to expand the adjacent Federal Building. The property to be affected, consisting of 10 tything lots (60 by 90 feet each), and two trust lots (90 by 180
feet each) is part of the Heathcote Ward which was laid out in 1733. This ward
is now part of the Savannah National Historic Landmark District. The project
was administered by the Archeological Services Branch, National Park Service;
funding was provided by the General Services Administration. Project Co-PIs
were Nicholas Honerkamp and Charles H. Fairbanks.
Through the combined use of documentary and archaeological data the
Telfair project addressed several regional and site-specific research questions, including the definition of land use patterns and site formation
processes as they relate to demographic, economic, and social changes in
Savannah; testing and refining a model of resource utilization and butchering
practices for the Southeastern coastal plain; and the definition of patterns
of material culture use in the city during the 18th and 19th centuries. A total of 185 m2 of the site area was excavated, resulting in the recovery of
nearly 220,000 artifacts and the definition of 225 archaeological features
dating to the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries.
Contrasts in land use patterns between trust and tything lots were
defined and traced over 200 years. Trust lots generally were locations for
centralizing functions attributed to religious, commercial, and governmental
concerns, wr.ile the tything parcels were the sites of domestic occupations.
Combined residences and businesses were common on the tythings after 1850,
resulting in accelerated lot fragmentation as occupation density increased.
Associated with this trend was a constant reduction of open space and concomitant clustering of features (wells, privies, etc.) in each lot. An emphasis
on formal on-site refuse disposal is evident until the advent of basic
municipal services after 1850. Despite a large commercial component at the
site, empirical artifact profiles overwhelmingly reflect domestic activities,
and the implications of this finding are explored. Zooarchaeological analysis
revealed a heavy reliance on cow and an unusually large number of freshwater
fish and domestic fowl. Butchering patterns identified from the faunal remains
show adherence to a cut-and-chop method, with little evidence of sawing. In
general, the faunal assemblage conforms to the Coastal Subsistence Model
derived from other sites on the southeastern coastal plain.
Recommendations concerning future research at Savannah and other urban
sites are presented. It is suggested that CRM projects could substantially
benefit from a theoretical-methodological shift in the approaches taken by urban archaeologists.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Introductory Remarks

The archaeology of the city--as opposed to archaeology in the city--is a
recent phenomenon in the United States. While a cursory survey of back issues
of the Journal for Post-Medieval Archaeology reveals that systematic urban archaeology has been carried out in Europe for years, a surprising number of archaeologists in this country still view the urban environment as an obstacle
to research rather than an object of research (Salwen 1973:152; Dickens and
Crimmens 1982:106). Several factors have contributed to this state of affairs.
Two that we think are important are: (1) history envy, an antiquated "olderis-better" bias (it finds its expression in the attitude that since the
visible remains of most American cities are barely 100 years old, they are
therefore not "worthy" of scientific consideration); and (2) an equally antiquated (and unrealistic) "simple-is-better" bias, wherein the complexity of
urban sites renders them unsuitable for answering research questions which
require data from perfectly-stratified "time capsules" of the past.
Ironically, both of these arguments were raised by prehistorians 25 years ago
when historical archaeology began to emerge as a distinct subfield of archaeology (Deagan 1982:155-156; Noel Hume 1969a:10). Now it is historical archaeologists who must discard these biases if we are to gain an understanding
of a basic element of all industrial-level adaptations, the city.
The purpose of the present study is to define and explain several elements of what we refer to as the "urban process" by closely examining a threeblock area adjoining Telfair Square in downtown Savannah, Georgia. The focus
of our study is the Telfair Site, which is owned by the General Services
Administration (GSA) and is presently undergoing a typical urban transformation: after being cleared of structures and features that have accumulated
over the last 240-odd years, it is being developed as part of an expansion of
the adjacent GSA Federal Building. As this transformation is carried out,
however, evidence of past adaptations to the urban conditions of 18th-, 19th-,
and 20th-century Savannah is destroyed. Through an intensive investigation of
documentary sources and the archaeological record, we have attempted to
mitigate the destructive effect that the planned construction project will
have on archaeological data present at the Telfair Site. Rather than simply
carrying out archaeology in Savannah, we have chosen an approach which concentrates on the "city as a site" (Cressey 1978) and entails intensive testing
and data collection in and of the urban context.
The legal base for this effort derives from a body of federal legislation
that requires assessment and protection of cultural resources (including archaeological remains) affected by publicly-funded construction projects. This
legislation arose in the mid-1960s, in response to ever-increasing threats to
natural and cultural environments from expanding urbanization, industrialization, and other large-scale alterations to the landscape. Besides defining archaeological remains as non-renewable cultural resources (paralleling the
definition of natural resources found in companion environmental legislation),
the 1966 National Historic Preservation Act, the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969, and Executive Order 11593 required that any federal undertaking,
or federally assisted undertaking, had to take into account the effects of the
action on cultural properties in the project area. The properties that are
considered significant under this legislation are those that are included in
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or are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Place;';
(Fowler 1982:2-9). Ideally, identification and evaluation of cultural
resources should occur as part of the planning process prior to qiy cc , ,stru(!tion activities, and the procedures for doing this are clearly spelled out under the above-mentioned acts.
Funding for implementing the ilroceeires
provided from a percentage (usually less than 1%) of the total budget of any
project.
Since the Telfair Site is a part of the Savannah National Historic
Landmark District, identification and evaluation of the archaeological resources present there were clearly called for. In 1980 a preliminary survey carried out at the site (Cultural Resources Services 1980; hereafter referenced
CRS 1980) established the presence of considerable quantities of archaeological remains dating from the 18th through the 20th centuries. On the 1-, sis of
this evidence there was sufficient reason to carry out a research program to
sample a portion of the archaeological resources present,
to their
destruction. Accordingly, in May, 1982, the Archeological Services Branch of
the National Park Service (NPS) accepted a proposal by the Jeffrey L Brown
Institute of Archaeology, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, to carry out
this project.
Contract No. CX5000-2-0669 was awarded to the Institute the
next month, resulting in the archaeological and historical research reported
in the following pages. Co-Principal Investigators on the project were Dr.
Nicholas Honerkamp, Director of the Institute at the University of Tennessee
at Chattanooga, and Dr. Charles H. Fairbanks, Distinguished Service Professor
of Anthropology, University of Florida. Project Director was R. Bruce
Council, also of the Institute.
Site Location and Description
Located adjacent to the GSA Federal Building, within five blocks of the
riverfront, the Telfair Site occupies a central portion of downtown Savannah.
It has always done so, being part of one of the city's four original wards
(Heathcote) laid out by James Edward Oglethorpe in 1733. Included in the GSA
project area is a parcel of land known as the Belitha Tything, spelled in
myriad forms in historical documents. As one of four tythings making up the
Heathcote Ward, Belitha has retained its basic configuration since the
colonial period: 10 residential lots, each measuring 60 by 90 feet, in two
groups of five. Also slated for development, just north of the tything, are
Trust Lots 0 and Q, both of which measure 90 by 180 feet. The site is bounded
by Oglethorpe Avenue on the south, on the west by Barnard Street, on the north
by State Street, and on the east by Whitaker Street. The rear of the present
GSA building, also facing Whitaker, lies just east of the trust lots.
Telfair Square adjoins the site on the west. Originally known as St.
James Square, it was renamed in 1883 in honor of the prominent Telfair Family
(Coulter 1936), whose impressive Regency-style home next to the square remains
as a conspicuous city landmark (built in 1818, it is now the Telfair Academy
of Arts and Sciences). For the sake of clarity we will retain the current historic place-name of this square as much as possible in this report. Like
numerous other squares in the town's central district, Telfair contains shade
trees, benches, and well-tended grass, flowers and shrubs. The square's pleasing appearance stood in distinct contrast to the adjacent Telfair Site, which
was completely devoid of buildings at the time of the fieldwork and supported
only a scattered stand of weeds. As the location for the planned extension of
the GSA Building, the project area had undergone extensive "site preparation"
in the form of demolition and removal of standing structures in 1979 and 1980.
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It had also been severely affected by extensive bottle-and-coin-collecting
activities by local amateur and professional relic hunters. Following the
preliminary archaeological survey carried out in July, 1980, the site was
covered with a layer of clean clay and sand, creating a distinct "cap" over
the archaeological remains as well as a surface suitable for use as a parking
lot. Little, if any, looting had occurred since that time.
Prior to acquisition by the federal government, the Telfair Site was part
of a commercial neighborhood that was somewhat economically depressed, belying
the area's vigorous residential and retail functions in earlier years. The
present barren appearance of the clay-capped vacant lot was deceptive. The
subsurface archaeological record was found to be extremely productive and complex, representing the combined material remains of over 200 years of intensive urban occupation (CRS 1980). Given the presence of such a rich archaeological data base, the site was considered to have great promise for informing on a variety of questions relating to past urban adaptations and
lifestyles in Savannah. It was the task of the authors to formulate research
questions worthy of investigation, to identify archaeological and documentary
data needed to answer such questions, and to carry out fieldwork and analysis
activities appropriate to meeting the research objectives (Glassow, Johnson
and Wilcoxon 1981). A brief summary of the project goals and the procedures
and level of effort that were required to meet them is given below.
Research Orientation
The selection of research questions to be investigated is a critical
aspect of any archaeological project since it determines the methodology to be
used and the level of effort to be expended at the site. Although "eclectic"
approaches that do not specify research problems are still common in archaeology, they are most appropriate at the discovery level of research, particularly at sites where little previous work has been carried out and next to nothing is known of the archaeological data base. Since preliminary information
had already been attained for the Telfair Site, it was possible to carry out a
problem-oriented approach. Besides structuring the conduct of the research,
this type of approach can enhance the usefulness of the results of the project
to other archaeologists and to the audience that ultimately supports the
research: the general public. Ideally, the problems examined should be
regional in scope in addition to addressing particularistic aspects of the
site (Raab and Klinger 1977:633). Unfortunately, many CRM (Cultural Resource
Management) projects are oriented toward a specialized audience within the
scientific community, and they frequently result in rEports that are at best
of passing interest and at worst totally unfathomable to nonarchaeologists-when reports are published at all (Harrington 1979:75-76; Noel Hume
1982:299-300; Renfrew 1983:5).
As the oldest continuously-occupied settlement in Georgia, Savannah is a
city with a deep appreciation of its history. This fact has not been lost on
the sponsoring agency or the present researchers. During the sesquicentennial
year of the settlement of Georgia, it is appropriate to look at its first
capital in new ways. We have endeavored to generate research questions that
are both regional and local in scope, and we have tried to present our results
in a clear, understandable format. There are practical reasons for doing this.
First, it is necessary to investigate site-specific questions in order to
provide a firm empirical base for investigating problems that are regional in
scope. In other words, determining the dimensions and contexts of the
site-specific data demonstrates the suitability of these data for addressing
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the higher-level questions. Second, we are acknowledging the public support
base under which our research has been made possible.
The general problem areas we have chosen to examine operate at both
levels of inquiry mentioned above. They are part of the lelfair Site research
design that was formulated according to NPS recommendations presented in the
project scope of work (National Park Service 1982); information gathered
during the preliminary survey of the site (CRS 1980); our experience at other
urban sites (Fairbanks 1956, 1977; Honerkamp 1980; Honerkamp, Council, and
Will 1982); budget and time constraints; and our own conception of what is
worthwhile and interesting to know about past urban processes. As presented in
our proposal (Honerkamp and Fairbanks 1982a), the general problem domains consist of
1) definition of patterns of urban land use at the Telfair Site
and how these patterns relate to Savannah as a whole;
2) definition and explanation of 18th- and 19th-century subsistence practices at the site; and
3) definition and explanation of patterns of 18th- and
19th-century material culture in the study area.
Specific questions relating to the use of urban space, dietary components, and
the material items used by the site's inhabitants in adapting to the urban environment are presented in the next chapter.
Management Summary
In order to adequately investigate the Telfair Site, collection of a
large body of archaeological and documentary data were required, and considerable time, energy, and money were devoted to the research activities. What
follows is a description of the level of effort and logistical scope of this
project, from the beginning of fieldwork through preparation of the final
report.
Fieldwork at the Telfair Site occurred from July 5 through August 14,
1982. Personnel invclved in the excavations consisted of the full-time PI,
half-time Co-PI, Field Director, two Supervisors and eight Field
Archaeologists. Counting senior personnel, a total of 3,526 person-hours were
devoted to testing and data recovery activities. While the fieldwork was underway, the Project Historian was carrying out documentary research at the
Georgia Historical Society Library, Chatham County Courthouse, and the City
Engineer's Office.
He devoted 240 person-hours to this effort, which was
later augmented by three additional days of documentary research undertaken by
the PI at the Georgia Historical Society Library during December, 1982.
In order to indicate the general level of effort devoted to the project,
it is possible to quantify the results of various aspects of the field
program. However imperfect a measure of what may have been achieved, the
amount of dirt moved by the archaeologists and the quantities of materials
they recovered are in some ways indicative of the level of effort. In terms of
site surface area, 185 m2 were exposed, with 134.5 m2 excavated to sterile.
The former figure constitutes a sample size of 2.8% of the area available for
excavation (the site universe), excluding roads and alleys. From this sample
225 archaeological features were discovered and nearly 220,000 artifacts
collected. Extensive faunal remains were present at the site: a total of
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52,192 g of animal bone was recovered, of which 13,574 g were suitable for
zooarchaeological analysis. Our field documentation takes the form of 222
pages of narrative notes, a field specimen catalog, 36 plan view maps, 21
profile scale drawings, a photograph catalog, and hundreds of black-and-white
photographs and color slides. Documentary research generated an extensive,
detailed compilation of title holdings and transactions, from 1733 to the early 20th century, for each parcel in the project area.1 Using primary and
secondary materials, a historical overview of the development of Savannah and
the Telfair Site was also produced.
There were three main constraints on the fieldwork, all of which inhibited the research program to some degree. The lesser problem concerned site
access, or rather, the lack of it. Access to the west portion of the tything
was hindered by the presence of three large (approximately 4 to 7 m in
diameter and 1 to 3 m high) spoil piles. Consisting primarily of sand and
demolition material, all three were located in areas targeted for testing or
data recovery.
Besides preventing excavation, they interfered with transit
readings and with the horizontal grid system established at the site.
Eventually the Institute was forced to subcontract a front-end loader to
remove these nuisances.
A similar problem, but of a more serious nature, was present in Trust Lot
O. The entire eastern half of the lot contained a large hole, over three
meters in depth, associated with the basement of a multi-story structure that
was demolished prior to our arrival. Unfortunately, the demolition material
deposited on the western half of the lot was nearly the height of the original
building, and its presence effectively prohibited any test excavations.
Removal of this substantial and dangerous pile of concrete pilings, r-bars,
wall sections, etc., was the legal responsibility of GSA and was not attempted
by the Institute. This problem was never resolved; hence, no archaeological
research could be undertaken in the northernmost trust lot.
A second impediment consisted of salvaging activities carried out in the
basement area of a house that had been moved from Lot 7 shortly before we arr:ved. Both hand- and machine-assisted techniques were employed in collecting
the basement bricks left behind during the house-moving. Although the salvage
program was a minor logistical inconvenience to us, the impact it had on the
archaeological record was considerable, as was the impact of the numerous
trenches dug in preparation for moving the house. A substantial revision to
our research design for this area of the tything was necessitated by these unanticipated disturbances.
The most serious obstacle encountered at the site consisted of the nearrecord amount of rain that fell on Savannah during the summer of 1982. Rain
occurred on 14 of the 30 work days spent in the field (daylight hours only),
and the excavations were interrupted on 10 separate occasions. At least 120
person-hours were devoted to rain-related activities such as bailing water
from flooded excavation units, re-excavating mud-filled features, cleaning up
eroded profiles, and similar dismal tasks. Our despe'ate attempts to divert
rainwater away from the units in order to minimize th,) erosional damage took
diverse forms: earthen dams of backdirt were placed a; various places around
the site; elaborate wood frame and plastic tarp constructions were erected
over the pits; a series of small dikes and drainage ditches were dug around
each square; etc.
None of these methods were successful, however. The uncooperative weather simply had to be endured and cancelled work days had to be
made up on weekends, but there was no way to make up the time devoted to "salvaging" our own excavation units.
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Analysis and report preparation occurred from August 23, 1982, until
February 15, 1983, at the Institute's Archaeological Laboratory. A total. of
4,570.5 person-hours were devoted to this phase of the project, including supervisory personnel. Cleaning, identification, cataloging and conservation of
the artifact assemblage was conducted under the supervision of the PI and
Project Director. All graphic materials included in this report were produced
by the Project Director. Faunal analysis was carried out by Dr. Elizabeth J.
Reitz at the University of Georgia Zooarchaeological Laboratory. Her report is
presented as Appendix 2.
Overview
Despite several natural and man-made constraints, the Telfair project
fieldwork was completed on time and within budget allocations. Although the
site did not meet our original expectations as to the content and structure of
the archaeological record, it nevertheless provided a fascinating glimpse of
past urban practices and processes in Savannah. It also revealed to us the
reality of archaeology in and of urban contexts. As will be shown in the following pages, involvement in the archaeology of the city requires researchers
to adapt their theories, methods, and techniques to the unique problems and
opportunities that are presented at urban sites.

CHAPTER II
RESEARCH DESIGN

Introduction
The research design of an archaeological project consists of an overall
plan for carrying out the research program at a site or survey area. The plan
should encompass several elements: it defines the major research goals; it
identifies data needed to meet the goals; and it specifies the methodologies
to be employed during the fieldwork and analysis. By necessity, the research
design also reflects the theoretical orientation of the archaeologists as well
as such mundane factors as project time constraints and budget limitations.
Before presenting the research design developed for the Telfair Site, we will
make explicit the theoretical orientation we have adopted as urban archaeologists, so that the reader can better judge for him- or herself the
strengths and weaknesses of the research program.
Theoretical Orientation
The approach we take in the archaeological investigation of urban
Savannah stems from a conceptual framework which treats the city as an environment within which "complex human and institutional relationships are established and essential maintenance functions performed" (Lubove 1969:643).
This approach has been influenced by our previous involvement in urban
research projects at sites such as Fort Frederica, Georgia, Charleston, South
Carolina, and St. Augustine, Florida, but also by our experience in the field
of industrial archaeology (Council, Will and Honerkamp 1982; Fairbanks 1956,
1977; Honerkamp 1980; Honerkamp, Council and Will 1982). The net effect of
these experiences has been to force us to rethink several basic concepts and
assumptions that are frequently applied to the interpretation of complex historic sites, and two points have emerged: (1) it is becoming necessary for
historical archaeologists to critically examine their (usually implicit)
models concerning site formation processes, and (2) these models are often inappropriate in urban situations.
In recent years there has been a substantial increase in interest in urban archaeology, as evidenced by the growing number of studies dealing with
sites situated in urban environments (Dickens 1982; Staski 1982). The ascendency of the urban site as an object of archaeological research is not due to
chance and can be seen as resulting from several factors, including but not
limited to the following:
1) Many early historic settlements in the eastern United States
began purposively as urban entities (e.g., Jamestown,
Charleston, Savannah, St. Augustine, Boston, New York,
etc.).
2) The material by-products of past human behavioral systems
are present in urban environments in the form of patterning
of the archaeological record.
3) More and more contract research in archaeology is connected
particularly
with
urban
projects,
development
federally-funded projects.
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In other words, urban sites exist, they are potentially amenable to archaeological research, and public as well as private funding is being made
available for their investigation.
Much of the urban research carried out to date has been uneven in
quality, ranging from the multi-stage approach taken by Cressey et al (1982)
in testing hypotheses concerning cultural and spatial change in Alexandria,
Virginia, to an approach carried out in the northeastern United States which
quantifies archaeological features by first removing them from the ground with
a backhoe and then measuring the volume of recovered fragments (Rubertone and
Gallagher 1981).
Good or bad, each urban researcher has had to deal with a
relatively complex archaeological record. Unfortunately, many historical archaeolgists view the urban site as a stratigraphic nightmare, and as a consequence they refuse to face the unique problems and opportunities such sites
present.
This is a highly ironic situation. As anthropological archaeologists we
easily generate considerable disdain for pot hunters or bottle collectors, in
part because they are interested only in one type of artifact from a limited
time period and they ignore contextual information associated with the artifacts. Yet many archaeolgists regularly exclude "disturbed" features and
strata from consideration because they do not contain appropriate artifacts
dating to desirable time periods. Is the difference between pot hunter and archaeologist actually one of degree rather than kind? Is a bottle collector an
archaeologist once removed?
Negative Contexts and The "Disturbance" Category
In a recent article entitled "Behavioral Archaeology and the Pompeii
Complex," Lewis Binford (1981) presents several important criticisms of
Michael Schiffer's Behavioral Archaeology approach (1976). Of interest here is
Schiffer's discussion of cultural distortion of the archaeological record.
Binford takes vigorous exception to this concept on several grounds. His
strongest argument concerns the inappropriateness of applying the term "distortion" to cultural processes that contribute to the formation of the archaeological record. For example, the movement of ashes by a site's occupant
from a fireplace to the yard, which Schiffer considers to be a c-transform
distortion, is only distorting if the archaeologist wishes or expects ashes to
be found exclusively in primary context. In the case of fireplaces, this expectation is at odds with reality. Movement of ashes to a secondary context is
a necessary behavior pattern of any adaptation utilizing fireplaces as components of residential structures. But even if this behavior pattern was not
necessary for survival, the movement and deposition of the ashes is certainly
part of a site formation process. As Binford (1981:200) points out, to claim
that the ashes are distorting the archaeological record is tantamount to
claiming that the archaeological record is a distortion of itself!
According to Binford this circular reasoning derives from what Ascher
(1961:324) has called the "Pompeii premise," which assumes that the archaeological record contains the remains of a once-living community frozen at
a single point in time. By necessity, this inductivist position limits archaeologists to the investigation only of sites that possess archaeological
"correlates" of past behavior, sites that possess "perfect associations" which
Both Ascher and Binford reject
allow "reliable" reconstruction of the past.
this preserved past concept due to their recognition of disorganizing processes in the operation of past cultural and natural systems. The reconstruction
o' prehistoric ethnographies is considered neither appropriate nor desirable
die to the vast differences in time frames between quick-time ethnography and
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long-time archaeology. The Pompeii premise assumes the archaeological record
contains intuitively obvious information regarding quick-time events. However,
most archaeologists know better: the archaeological record is ravaged by
"time's arrow." Instead of attempting to generate sets of descriptive history,
Binford suggests that our goals should be first to understand cultural systems
in terms of their organizing principles, then to explain the differences and
similarities that are observed to exist among these systems (1981:197).
We believe that the normative framework embraced by the Pompeii premise
is so pervasive in archaeology that it has produced a version of the
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis that is based on a priori assumptions, expectations,
wishes, desires, hopes, and research hypotheses. A context in the field is
labelled according to various emic expectations, as formalized in a research
design. When these expectations are not met by archaeological reality, the
context inevitably acquires a label such as "disturbance," or worse yet,
In using these labels, the context is relegated to
"modern disturbance."
analytical purgatory where it is dismissed as an example of poor conditions at
the site. Even Binford is a victim of this linguistic postulate when he
rejects the "idea that the archaeological record is a distortion of a past
cultural system. Such a position could only be true if the archaeological
record as produced in the past were destroyed or modified by postdepositional
events" (1981:200). It appears that a Pompeii exists also for Binford. It is
different in character from Schiffer's, but it still is capable of being
damaged by "postdepositional" modifications.
This tendency toward negative contextual categories is quite common in
Southeastern archaeology. After more than 50 years of searching for the
elusive "layer cake" site, it might be expected that Southeastern prehistoric
and historical archaeologists would have abandoned this hoary fixation and instead concentrated on developing methodologies appropriate to real sites. To a
certain extent this has occurred, but the idea of an intact, well-stratified
site or a site with closed contexts, minimal disturbance, and no redeposition
is a pernicious one, and not just in the Southeast. What "disturbed" actually
means is "not the time period I wanted" or "not in the condition I expect and
desire."
As Salwen (1979) has pointed out, what human activity does not
"disturb" the locale in which it occurs? Why should a 17th-century barrel well
that is intrusive on an Irene midden be a tightly-dated, closed-context feature to a member of the Society for Historical Archaeology but a disturbance
in the eyes of a prehistorian? What should we think of a domestic-oriented
historical archaeologist who removes mid-19th century "redeposition" containing by-products of a foundry operation in order to expose the remains of an
earlier residential structure? Is this not the equivalent of a prehistorian at
the same site who strips away evidence of both the domestic and industrial
postdepositional events that "obscure" an underlying Archaic shell midden?
Clearly, the term "postdepositional events" is a relative one which
should not automatically be equated with "distortion." We will be the first
to admit that many cultural formation processes, such as massive cut and fill
operations utilizing bulldozers, result in the outright removal of evidence of
former depositions. But the removal of the archaeological record is a very
different thing from the disorganization of that record. As Binford points
out,
In most cases, the greater the apparent disorganization, the more
intense the use of the place in the past; it is these disturbances
we must understand, instead of seeing them as conditions which
render the site 'insignificant,' and the past unknowable"
(1981:205).
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If disorganized evidence of former occupations, including non-target occupations, is present at a site, it can be of interest and value to
archaeologists--provided the site is not first dismissed as "hopelessly
disturbed."
Accordingly, we take a positivistic stance in relation to the research
potential of urban sites. Like Stanski and others, we recognize that cities
often contain surprising amounts of intact material remains (Beidleman 1979;
Honerkamp, Council and Will 1982; Salwen 1978, 1979; Staski 1982).2 At the
same time, we recognize that the intensive occupations that characterize urban
environments can result in complex archaeological records that are equally
worthy of investigation. As we shall see, the Telfair Site was structurally
and historically complex. The approach used in its investigation is discussed
below.
Attributes of Urban Sites
Under almost any classification found with the large body of social
science literature dealing with the characteristics of urban communities, the
Telfair Site is an urban entity. Following Staski's definition, the site is
seen as a component of an urban center (Savannah): a socio-political entity
that exhibits characteristics of being a permanent location where settlement
density and amount of energy per unit of land is considerably greater than in
the surrounding area (Staski 1982:97). From an archaeological perspective,
most cities exhibit several basic characteristics regardless of time or place.
Rothschild and Rockman list four that are commonly examined by urban researchers: (a) demographic features, (b) political and administrative features,
(c) economic features, and (d) social heterogeneity (Rothschild and Rockman
1982:4).
Demographic Features
Population size and density are urban attributes that can be determined
from documentary and archaeolgical data in a relatively straightforward manner. Besides absolute numbers of persons, land use patterns are a direct
reflection of demographic factors. As urban land comes under increasingly intensive use, it tends to rise in value as it becomes subdivided into smaller
parcels (Berry, Simmons, and Tennant 1963).3 An associated architectural
phenomenon under these circumstances is the vertical expansion of structures
both above and below the surface (Honerkamp, Council and Will 1982). Not
surprisingly, extensive alterations to the urban landscape resulting from cultural formation processes are present, producing a correspondingly complex archaeological record. Besides a high density of features, large quantities of
artifacts can also be expected to be present, at least in pre-20th-century
proveniences (prior to the advent of systematic refuse collection and removal
practices).
Where space is at a premium, constraints on its use are pronounced.
Consequently, demarcation of spatial limits is another adaptive mechanism common to urban situations (Leone 1973). Excellent horizontal spatial control is
thereby obtained at many urban sites through examination of both cartographic
and archaeological data. It is the unique constraints built into urban life,
combined with tight spatial control achieved by archaeologists at urban sites,
that provide excellent opportunities for examining adaptive responses to certain basic problems over fairly long time periods. For instance, disposal of
waste and refuse, or the procurement of potable water, are mundane but
important problems that continually confront urban- and rural-dwellers. At
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high-density urban sites these problems are brought into sharp relief.
Documenting the long- and short-range solutions to them was one of the
research goals at the Telfair Site. The solutions should be evident in the
ways in which increasingly scarce land is organized, managed, used, and reused
by the site's occupants.
Administrative Features
The most obvious attributes of the bureaucratic system of management and
administration controlling most cities are the public buildings which house
administrative activities (these activities include law enforcement; distribution of goods, services, and information; tax collection; etc.). The presence
of such buildings indicate the role of the site in political centralizing
functions, whereas other types of public buildings, such as taverns and churches, are associated with social and religious centralizing functions (Lewis
1977). Typically, buildings which housed municipal activities in the 18th and
19th centuries are located in the core area of early American cities
(Tomlinson 1969:144-151), but the overall settlement patterns of American
towns and cities also strongly reflect centralized control and administration.
Both the initial layout and ongoing management of land can be examined as indices of administrative functions of cities. Rothschild and Rockman also note
a direct relationship between the degree of a city's administrative activity
and the amount of documentation generated to record trie activity (1982:9).
For instance, zoning ordinances and regulations invariably are generated as
space comes under increasingly intensive use in cities, necessitating records
of both the regulations themselves and compliance to the regulations by landowners.
Unfortunately, this documentation does not seem to occur (or be
preserved) in the Southeast to the same extent as in the Northeast, and
records relating directly to past occupations of the Telfair Site are not
abundant, especially in the colonial and antebellum periods.
Economic Features
In addition to its administrative function, Savannah has always been important as a marketing center for producing and distributing goods and services. Economic attributes of the city should be reflected at the site level
in terms of settlement patterning, occupational specialization, and material
remains associated with subsistence- and nonsubsistence-related behavior;
rural-urban dichotomies might be expected for all three dimensions. Market
linkages should also be evident from an examination of archaeological
materials, especially with reference to imported versus locally-made items
(Adams 1976; Baugher-Perlim 1982). This question takes on added interest in
Savannah, where several types of bottles were manufactured locally and where a
colonial potter is known to have produced and sold a considerable number of
utilitarian ceramics in the early years of the Georgia colony (Candler
1904-1937:IV, 25, XXII, 168-169, 291). Archaeological and popular speculation
on this subject runs high, although conclusive identifications of locallyproduced wares have yet to be made (Clement 1947:22; Davis 1976:112-113;
Honerkamp 1977:12; Rutsch and Morrell 1981:66,68,262; Wells 1957).
Social Heterogeneity
Following Wirth (1938), Rothschild and Rockman note that this urban attribute can be expressed in at least two ways, as socio-economic variation and
as ethnic variation (1982:11). Both factors should be reflected by archaeological and documentary evidence which relates to differences in the use
of space, in architectural variation, in foodways, and in access to expensive
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material items. Access to mundane but basic municipal services (paved roads,
fire protection, utilities, etc.) would also relate directly to socio-economic
status (Russell 1982). On both inter- and intrasite levels, socio-economicethnic heterogeneity should be directly correlated with diversity in artifact
types deposited at a site (Worthy 1982).
Research Questions
All of the attributes listed above can be subsumed under the three major
problem domains introduced in the preceding chapter. The specific questions
to be examined (and the data needed to answer them) differ somewhat from those
we first proposed (Honerkamp and Fairbanks 1982a), but revisions were necessitated by site conditions and the content of the documentary evidence
generated by this project.
Since all sites contain surprises, problemoriented research designs must contain built-in flexibility to cope with the
presence of unexpected data or with unanticipated gaps in the archaeological
and documentary records.
Definition of Land Use Patterns
This problem domain is broad enough to encompass a number of questions
related to the material, social, and ideological conditions in early Savannah.
Relevant questions under this problem domain include:
1) What was the original layout of the site?
2) How did the site's early formal characteristics relate to
the overall settlement patterning of Savannah?
3) How does the town and site structure exhibit evidence of
centralized administrative planning and control?
4) How did the colonial site structure change through time?
5) What architectural techniques, methods, and materials were
used at the site during the colonial era?
Data required to answer these questions consist primarily of cartographic
representations of the town and site (property maps, plats, "bird's eye" views
of the town, etc.) along with contemporary descriptions of distribution of
Supplementing the documentary record would be
municipal services.
archaeologically-identified structural remains dating back to the colonial
period. Despite intensive use of the Telfair Site over time, the preliminary
survey (CRS 1980) anticipated the presence of undisturbed colonial deposits in
several portions of the site.
6) What demographic, economic, or social factors are linked to
diachronic formal changes at the site?
Again, answering these questions requires a heavy emphasis on documentary
data. Population parameters for the site itself would probably be difficult to
lccate, if they exist at all, but data on the size and composition of the
town's population (sometimes to the ward level) are available in a number of
sources. It is expected that the site will reflect the demographic
claracteristics of the larger entity of which it is a part. This inference can
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be tested archaeologically by comparing frequency variations between
temporally distinct artifacts and features uncovered at the site. The
validity of this test is based on the following bridging argument linking the
documentary and archaeological data: periods of intense occupation and/or use
will in general exhibit increased cycling of artifacts into the archaeological
record and a higher "degree of disorganization" to that record than will
periods of low use (South 1977:87).
Economic specialization should also be
linked to formal attributes of the site: subdivision of land is often a sign
of a domestic-to-commercial transition in the function of an urban neighborhood.
Thus, periods of heavy subdivision of Telfair parcels are expected to
correlate with increased economic specialization. Specific documentary data on
the economic function of the site through time is needed to substantiate this
suspected relationship. Less convincing corroboration is expected from the archaeological record. This is because many 18th- and 19th-century retail activities do not generate distinctive artifact assemblages. Then, as now, the
function of most retailers was to cycle goods and services laterally and at a
profit, not to produce or process products and associated by-products.
Obviously, retailers who cycle their wares into the ground as trash (through
mf.stakes, accidents or mismanagement), rather than into the hands of their
customers, are destined to have short-lived business careers. Hence, the
presence of artifacts signifying a former retail trade is likely to be fortuitous at best (e.g., Humphrey 1969), and even more likely to be discerned in
a qualitative rather than a quantitative sense (Honerkamp 1980:246-247; but
see also Rothschild and Rockman 1982:11, and Zierden 1983:16-17). At the
Charleston Center Site a concerted effort was made to distinguish commercial
from domestic components, with disappointing results.
What did emerge from
tiis study, however, was the discovery that retail and domestic functions were
o'ten carried out under the same roof in business districts of 19th-century
Clarleston--with only domestic refuse being deposited on-site (Honerkamp,
Council and Will 1982:18; Rogers 1969:55; Zierden and Calhoun 1982:29-31).
Haunton, in his comprehensive historical description of mid-19th-century
Savannah, notes an identical settlement/residential pattern: "Small shopkeepers usually resided under the roofs of their business establishments in
the retail section of the city between Broughton Street and the river"
(1968:52).
7) What are the spatial ramifications of economic,
demographic, or social factors on an intrasite level, that
is, at the level of individual lots?
8) How do individual lots compare in terms of activity loci?
How do they compare to contemporaneous sites in the coastal
plain region?
It is reasonable to assume that factors affecting overall settlement patterning of the town and site will also affect the spatial organization of activities within lots. Placement of specific lot elements such as primary and
secondary buildings, cisterns, wells, privies, trash pits, sewers, etc., which
are all associated with the maintenance of basic aspects of life, can be located in the archaeological record through a purposive sampling approach. This
approach is based on analysis of historic maps to identify specific features
that are "targeted" for excavation. In the absence of archaeological verification these maps are still useful, although there is much less accuracy in
determining types and used of the features represented. Explicit comparison of
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front, middle, and rear sections of individual lots can be made in terms of
feature and artifact densities to define patterns of lot utilization.
Definition of Subsistence Patterns
Our interest in this problem domain relates to a long-standing research
involvement in historic dietary practices on the southeastern coastal plain
(Fairbanks 1956, 1976; Honerkamp 1977, 1980, 1982; Honerkamp, Council and Will
1982; Honerkamp and Reitz 1983; Reitz and Honerkamp 1983), but discovering
what people were eating in early Savannah is an interesting problem with or
without the linkage to regional subsistence patterns. Virtually no empirical
data exists on historic foodways in Savannah due to a dearth of research on
this subject. Zooarchaeological analysis of the Telfair faunal remains serves
a dual purpose of defining past subsistence practices for the site's occupants
and providing a starting point for future studies. Specific questions to be
addressed include:
9) What is the structure of the faunal record from the site?
10) How does the composition of the faunal assemblage compare
with contemporaneous assemblages from other sites?
11) What factors contributed to the structure of the faunal assemblage generated from the Telfair Site?
12) Is there evidence of shifts in dietary components over
time?
A model of resource utilization has been previously defined for the southeastern coastal plain (Reitz 1979; Reitz and Honerkamp 1983). According to this
model, the Telfair faunal assemblage should be dominated by domestic species,
even during the earliest settlement phase; cattle (as opposed to pig) should
provide the most meat. Among the wild fauna, deer should constitute the major
dietary component and inshore estarine fishes should predominate over offshore
species. Most historic studies of foodways in the South are at odds with this
model, especially with the nearly universal emphasis given to pork as a
dietary mainstay. Only Hilliard (1972) and Bonner (1964) show concordance with
the archaeologically-derived patterns. Based on the Reitz-Honerkamp model,
age and sex data should also mirror results from other Southeastern coastal
sites, which show a pronounced emphasis on young animals for meat. The relative absence of adult cows is also predicted, indicating a shift away from a
traditional English foodways pattern (Anderson 1971), even at New World sites
occupied by newly immigrated English colonists (Reitz and Honerkamp 1983).
Refinement of this model has recently been underway using data recovered from
urban sites (Honerkamp, Council, and Will 1982; Reitz and Honerkamp 1982;
Reitz 1982b), and the Telfair Site should provide substantive data for defining parameters of a rural/urban dichotomy in subsistence practices.
13) What butchering complexes are represented at the Telfair
Site? Is butchering an on-site activity?
14) Is there evidence of changes in butchering techniques over
time?
James Deetz (1977:124) has proposed a butchering "horizon" based on the
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presence of sawed bone at New England sites that begins in the mid-18th
century, but scant research has been undertaken to determine the applicability
of this hypothesis for Southern sites. Reitz and Honerkamp argue that the
colonial chopping-and-cutting butchering complex common to both areas was only
slightly altered in the coastal region, and that the earlier practices carry
on well into the 19th century (the exact temporal limits have yet to be
defined). Tightly-dated archaeological deposits containing butchered animal
remains will meet the data requirements necessary to gain an understanding of
change and continuity in food preparation techniques over time. Analysis of
butchering practices in both the archaeological and documentary records should
also indicate methods of meat procurement and distribution and can establish
whether or not butchering was practiced on-site.
Patterns of Material Culture
Although artifacts have been collected from archaeological deposits in
Savannah for years, this work has not been under a scientific frame of
rEference. Carried out by amateur and professional "relic hunters," the focus
of these collection activities has been severely limited to a miniscule segment of Savannah's past material culture: whole bottles, coins, buckles, minie' balls, and other items that have monetary or trade value among the participants of a local relic market. The research potential of such biased collections is quite limited (cf. Babits, Fay and Maddox 1982), especially considering the degree of destruction of archaeologcal data that such collecting
entails. By contrast, the Telfair project represents the first large-scale,
systematic archaeological research in urban Savannah designed to generate and
analyze an extensive artifact assemblage. Like the zooarchaeological collection, this assemblage stands as an initial reference point for future
archaeological-historical studies. It also provides us with data to address
immediate problems of local and regional scope.
15) What temporal periods are represented in the artifact
assemblage?
As one of Savannah's original wards, Heathcote presumedly was occupied from
the mid-1730s until the present. Documentary evidence indicates at least some
of the Belitha Tything lots were settled during the early colonial period,
while Trust Lots 0 and Q remained free of domestic occupations for several
years. Temporally-sensitive artifacts should reflect the presence of early occupations in the Tything.
16) What market linkages are represented in the material culture assemblage?
Ceramic and glass artifacts are most likely to exhibit formal attributes, such
as manufacturing seals, marker's marks, and trademark symbols, that will allow
identification of place of manufacture. It is predicted that bottles will be
the most common type of locally-made artifact deposited at the site. Evidence
of partial self-sufficiency is expected to be limited to the 19th century,
when local production facilities were developed.
17) Does the artifact assemblage show qualitative evidence of
occupational specialization?
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18) How do material items associated with subsistence and
nonsubsistence activities at the Telfair Site compare with
other rural and urban artifact assemblages?
19) What evidence of social heterogeneity is exhibited in the
artifact assemblage? Can socio-economic or ethnic variation
be detected?
20) What patterns of artifact deposition are present at the
site? How do they compare with patterns from contemporaneous sites?
Both qualitative and quantitative artifact data are required to address these
questions. As discussed earlier, occupational evidence is most likely to be
marked in a qualitative sense by the presence of functionally distinct, nonsubsistence artifacts, although some quantitative evidence might be present
(i.e., unusually high frequencies of pins, needles, and thimbles indicating
tailoring activities). Since urban adaptations are generally farther removed
from subsistence-related activities than are rural adaptations, we expect a
lower ratio of subsistence- to nonsubsistence-related artifacts from the
Telfair Site compared to rural sites (Rothschild and Rockman 1982:11).
Similarly, the Telfair and Charleston assemblages should be closer in content
and structure compared to nonurban assemblages. Ethnic variability for the
site is established by documentary data; socio-economic variability is less
clearly indicated (see Chapter 3). Discrete artifact assemblages are expected
to show corresponding variation, especially for ceramic types and forms
(Miller 1980; Otto 1977). Depositional patterns can be defined in terms of
(a) formal refuse disposal involving subsurface features (Honerkamp
1980:231-235) and (b) informal disposal in the form of sheet deposit (South's
Brunswick Pattern (1977:47-51)). We would expect the former to become more
common over time due to the development of density-dependent factors such as
increased spatial constraints associated with subdivision of the Tything. A
heavy emphasis on formal disposal patterns, with frequent recycling of subsurface features such as wells and cisterns used as trash receptacles, is predicted for the site during the 19th century. Once a municipal trash collection
system was in place this behavioral pattern would largely cease.
Methodology
Many of our research questions require a combination of documentary and
excavated data. As a consequence, our methodology is self-consciously syntietic: it necessitates the use of documentary and archaeological evidence in
an integrated fashion. In our opinion, the "crisis-of-identity" debate over
the "primacy" of the documentary versus the archaeological records (Cleland
and Fitting 1968) is no longer relevant. As Deagan (1982:157) points out, the
modern challenge for historical archaeologists is to "learn how to integrate
the needs of both anthropology and history, rather than determining which of
the two will emerge as a winner."
The synthetic nature of our methodology is nowhere better illustrated
than in the field strategy employed at the site. A central feature of this approach is the targeting of archaeological resources for investigation. This
strategy is a variant of the "backyard archaeology" approach (Fairbanks 1977)
that has proven successful at urban sites in Charleston, South Carolina
(Honerkamp, Council and Will 1982), Frederica, St. Simons Island, Georgia
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(Fairbanks 1956; Honerkamp 1977, 1980), and at St. Augustine, Florida (Deagan
1970. It relies on preliminary analysis of cartographic and other documentary
data in order to target specific features during the fieldwork. Not only does
this approach result in increased spatial control through close correlation of
present and past landscapes, it also is useful in locating tightly dated,
documented artifact deposits and features, such as wells, privies, cisterns,
architectural structures, and trash pits. As an added benefit, undocumented
features are also frequently uncovered. Thus, placement of nearly every excavation unit at the site was with reference to documented archaeological
resources. In some cases the units were placed in central-lot areas that were
free of buildings but suspected of containing particular types of features.
Due to direct or indirect documentary input, the entire sample frame can be
considered to be purposive; none of the units were "blind" tests. This approach resulted in an efficient, highly structured, problem-oriented field
program.
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CHAPTER III
THE DOCUMENTARY RECORD
Introduction
In view of the many excellent treatments of Georgia history that are
available, it would be redundant in this chapter to attempt a general historical overview of Georgia. A more appropriate approach under the CRM orientation
we are taking is to limit the discussion of the myriad historical aspects of
the region to those that bear directly on the problems at hand. Hence, our
focus is on documentary evidence that can be applied to the problem domains
already outlined. Like the archaeological research, the documentary research
phase of this project is problem-oriented. For standard, less-restricted historical overviews the reader is referred to Coleman (1976, 1977), Coulter
(1947), Davis (1976), Reese (1963), and Saye (1943).
Our approach concentrates on the definition of various characteristics of
Savannah and the site using both primary and secondary sources.
Unfortunately, a definitive historical treatment of Savannah has yet to be
written, although Haunton's in-depth study (1968) comes close. While he
focuses on a single decade (Savannah just prior to the Civil War), other time
periods are covered as well, although in less detail. More important for our
purpose, however, is Haunton's implicit anthropological orientation, and for
this reason we have relied on Savannah in the 1850's in the present chapter.
Savannah: Historical Perspective
Establishment
It is impossible to discuss the early development of colonial Savannah
without reference to Georgia. The reverse is also true, for in a very real
sense Savannah was synonymous with Georgia in the colonial era. Most studies
of Georgia's colonization emphasize a combination of factors leading to its
founding. With the establishment of Savannah in 1733, Georgia became Great
Britain's last proprietary colony in the New World, and the last to be settled
directly by European immigrants. By the second quarter of the 18th century
South Carolina had risen in economic importance to the extent that a "buffer
zone" between the colony's trade and plantation networks and Spanish holdings
in Florida was officially recognized as being of critical importance (Brown
1963:2; Coleman 1972:169-170). Three years before Georgia was founded, the
royal governor of South Carolina had submitted a detailed plan for expanding
the Carolina border that was well received by England's Board of Trade. This
economic-military expansionist policy was combined with a popular
philanthropic movement then current in the Mother Country which was aimed at
making productive colonists out of the growing number of her poor and insolvent urban-dwellers. Seeming to kill three birds by throwing one stone into
the vast coastal area between Charleston and St. Augustine, a number of steps
were taken to launch the colonial effort and ensure its success. A 21-year
proprietary charter was granted by George II to the "Trustees for Establishing
the Colony of Georgia," a group of prominent noblemen and leaders who were active in diverse philanthropic projects (Davis 1976:4). Several of the trustees were members of the House of Commons and were influential in raising
Parlimentary support and funds for the colony. Chosen to lead the enterprise
was James Edward Oglethorpe, an ambitious, up-and-coming young member of the
Commons. He organized the logistics of the venture and personally accompanied
the first 120 settlers to Georgia during the winter of 1732-33.
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A combination of practical and idealistic objectives were expected to be
realized in carrying out this colonial effort.
First, the new colony would
provide protection for the economically established Carolina province by
creating a military buffer against Spanish, French, or Native American incursions and by reducing the threat of slave rebellions on the Carolina plantations.
Second, it expanded and solidified the frontier trade and plantation
networks essential to the mercantilistic economy promoted by the Board of
Trade for Britain's overseas empire. Finally, Britain would be relieved of a
troublesome domestic burden, the unemployed of London and other cities,
through emigration: it was the "unfortunate poor," many supported by the
charity of the trust, who would form the majority of the new colonists
(Coleman 1976:9-13; Reese 1963:8-9).4
Formal Characteristics
The location and organization of Savannah, and the way in which land was
distributed under the proprietary administration are indicative of some of the
social, natural, and ideological factors affecting the early settlement.
Directly adjacent to the Savannah river and about 18 miles inland from the
coast, Oglethorpe had chosen Yamacraw Bluff as the site for the new town. This
location was superior in several respects to any in the immediate coastal
area, as Spalding has noted:
The place was healthy, on high land, had access to a goodly supply of fresh water, was relatively easily cleared,5 had superior
communication links with the internal waterways around the coastal islands, was accessible to oceangoing ships, was known to
the Indians and the Indian traders, and finally, was close to
Carolina should war break out with the Spanish or French
(1977:10).
In short, the site was recognized by Oglethorpe to possess natural, economic,
defensive, and strategic values in contrast to the surrounding countryside.
Oglethorpe himself apparently devised the distinctive Savannah town plan,
which Nichols has described as ahead of its time in its "precise geometric
regularity reflecting the . . . love of universal order in its profusion of
squares which was characteristic of town planning after 1800" (1957:5).
Besides illustrating lofty academic ideals concerning universal order, this
plan can be viewed as an artifact of the interrelationship of material, social, and idealistic forces present in 18th-century Georgia, in the same way
that Leone (1973) has analyzed Mormon town plans and fences.
Conspicuous in Savannah's layout are the wide streets (75 feet) and spacious public squares laid out in a regular fashion throughout the town. Each
square was the center of a town ward, which was composed of four tythings and
four trust lots. Attention to the settlers' welfare was the basis for creating the four large trust lots in every ward, which were to be used for the
"public good;" most of the earliest public buildings, both government- and
Although this practice evenprivately-owned, were situated on these lots.
tually was discontinued, the pattern is still evident in the town today. A
tything consisted of ten town lots of equal size, divided by a narrow lane.
Besides a 60-by-90 foot town lot, each freeholder was entitled to a five-acre
garden and a farm lot of 45 acres situated adjacent to the town; the same
town-, garden-, and farm-lot system characterized other settlements founded by
Oglethorpe such as Darien, Ebeneezer, and Frederica. The ward and tything
system was the basis for the political organization of the town, with
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representatives and constables being appointed from each (Sears 1977:53). The
Peter Gordon Map of 1734 (Figure 1), showing the town's original four wards,
illustrates the repeat pattern of streets, blocks, lots, and squares that are
still an integral and pleasing part of Savannah's landscape. Besides indicating the highly organized layout of the town, this view emphasizes the compact
nature of early Savannah.
Although the inspiration for Oglethorpe's unusual plan is a matter of
debate (Bell 1964; Haunton 1968:26; Sears 1977:50, 52), the intended purpose
and function of Savannah's settlement pattern is clearer. In the 18th century
it was believed by many besides Oglethorpe that wide streets and large, open
squares would be conducive to good health by allowing adequate light and air,
in contrast to conditions in many urban centers in Europe. Utopian tendencies
are evident also in the equal-sized lots which were granted--not sold--to each
settler, and in the four public-use-only trust lots in every ward. In effect,
all those who came to the colony as objects of charity were on equal footing
to begin their new life in healthful surroundings, with equivalent access to
the most valuable available resource, land (Harden 1913:25-30). At the same
time, the trustees' insistance on relatively equal land tenure had practical
intentions in terms of military security and economic development. By limiting
the size of holdings to a man-land ratio of one male to every 50 acres
("gentlemen" were allowed a maximum of only 500 acres, and that on the condition that they bring 10 male indentured servants to the colony at their own
expense), it was hoped that numerous freeholders capable of bearing arms would
rapidly populate the colony. A large standing militia composed of yeoman farmers would then exist, at little expense to Britain, which would provide the
military muscle required to fend off hostile Indian, Spanish, or French attacks and to discourage slave rebellions in Carolina. As part of this policy,
the trustees prohibited slavery and put into effect severe restrictions on
land inheritence and sale. Besides the perceived military advantage, prohibition of large individual landholdings and a slave-free agrarian system were
expected to have economic benefits by creating a network of self-sufficient,
small-plot farms dispersed over a wide area into the hinterland. Improvement
of transportation and communication routes would "naturally" follow on the
heels of a diversified economy based on producing raw materials for the Mother
Country's manufacturing centers (in this regard, production of wine, silk, and
exotic fruits were enthusiastically and naively promoted by the trustees
throughout the proprietary period). As Reese (1963), Spalding (1976) and
others have pointed out, the trustees' policy put Georgians under a distinct
economic disadvantage compared to their Carolina neighbors just across the
Savannah River, and, along with the ill-conceived silk and wine production
schemes, it eventually had to be abandoned.
The location of Savannah on Yamacraw Bluff, with its strategic view of
the river, has already been mentioned.
Another military consideration that
may have figured in Oglethorpe's town plan is the defensive function of the
distinct planned squares, which effectively reduced long attack vistas within
the confines of Savannah. Also reflecting military exigencies is the compact
structure of the town, which is characteristic of a defensive settlement and
mirrors closely that of the fortified town of Frederica on St. Simons Island,
Georgia.
This row-pattern arrangement of evenly-spaced contiguous lots contrasts sharply with the uneven dispersal of structures and associated toft
areas in Camden, South Carolina (Lewis 1977) and Brunswick, North Carolina
(South 1977), neither of which required a consolidated defense against a competing state power.
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Figure 1. View of Savannah, 1734, drawn by Peter Gordon. Belitha Tything in Telfair Square (at upper right)
is vacant.

Summary
What emerges from this brief analysis of Savannah's formal characteristics are structural-functional relationships illustrating both the intentions
and results of administrative town planning. The town's placement and structure can be seen as articulating with several cultural subsystems at once:
1) Its location was advantageous in terms of natural resources
and access to a major transportation waterway.
2) The location was adaptive in the social environment by being
strategically placed and easily defended from attack by a
competing state-level power.
3) The compact, contiguous-lot settlement structure of the town
was directly related to defense.
4) The ward arrangement of the town served as the basis for the
political organization of the resident population and thus
is linked to the maintenance and regulation of Savannah's
social-political structure.
5) Regularly-spaced tything lots of equal size were the result
of an administratively-decreed system of land distribution
and ownership designed to promote the development of
numerous small holdings at the expense of large tracts controlled by a small number of owners. This arrangement was
meant to increase the military preparedness of the colony by
creating a large standing militia, something that would not
occur if much of the land was taken up in large plantations.
6) The town-garden-farm lot allocation was meant to encourage
self-sufficiency among yeoman farmers, who were also expected to participate in the British mercantile system by
producing much-needed raw materials for export.
7) Finally, the town layout is a product of the idealistic,
philanthropic liberalism of a segment of the ruling elite in
England. The "unfortunate" poor were given symbolic and
literal equality in a planned, healthful environment created
through the benevolence of the trust.
Infrastructure
Despite enjoying the advantage of being Georgia's only significant
seaport for a number of years, Savannah experienced fairly slow growth and
development during the 18th and early 19th centuries. In the latter years of
the proprietary period it was particularly stagnant, but in 1760 the town's
population was estimated at 960, increasing only to about 2500 by 1794
(Chandler 1917; Waring 1928:357). Until the land and labor restrictions were
removed in 1759, all of Georgia's frontier settlements fluctuated in terms of
economy, population, and settlement patterning. The colony as a whole contained barely 3000 people (including 800 slaves) at the time of the charter's
surrender in 1752 (Spalding 1976:44); thereafter, Savannah's economy began to
stabilize and the town gradually began to take on increasingly complex
Savannah began to
communication, transportation, and commercial functions.
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compete seriously with Charleston as a commercial entrepot, and by 1773 there
were 25 ocean-going vessels registered to Georgians, most of which were
off-loading at Savannah. In that same year 225 vessels exported 11,276 tons of
goods from the colony (Coleman 1976:220). As Georgia's slave-based plantation
system developed, planters and their factors, dealing in rice, indigo, naval
stores, and (later) long-staple cotton, began to establish themselves as wealthy and influential members of Savannah's society. Still, the town's progress
was unremarkable. By 1762 there were approximately 200 houses in Savannah,
with only three of brick (Davis 1976:36).
The early-period housing was, with few exceptions, remarkably consistent
in size and form. According to Davis (1976:33), an explicit terminology was
used to describe the modest utilitarian structures of proprietary Georgia. A
"house" was a frame building 24 feet long by 16 feet wide, while a "small
tenement" waE a frame structure smaller than a house and a "large house" exceeded these dimensions. Francis Moore describes a house Oglethorpe used in
1736 as a typical "common Freeholder house" consisting of "a Frame of sawed
Timber, 24 by 16 Foot, floored with rough Deals, the Sides with featheredged
Boards unplained, and the Roof shingled" (Georgia Historical Society 1840:23).
This type of structure, which Manucy calls a "timber-framed clapboard hut"
(1960:20), was also common at Frederica, although there a few houses of brick
and tabby wEre built (Jones 1878:122). Archaeological and documentary
evidence indicates that the wooden structures lacked substantial foundations
and were supported by wooden posts or joists laid directly on the ground, and
that they barely lasted a decade before rotting out; some of them also incorporated a modified version of "wattle and daub" construction that utilized
tabby plaster as the daub material (Honerkamp 1980; Kelso 1979; Manucy 1960:
Nichols 1957,. Corry asserts that by 1760 most houses were still of wood but
had brick foundations (1930:195). Except for minor use in walkways and garden
enclosures, tabby seems to be absent from Savannah (Gritzner 1978:110). The
1734 Peter Gordon map reproduced as Figure 1 illustrates the architectural
conformity that characterized early Savannah. As with other aspects of the
colonists' material life, the uniform size and facade of these humble abodes
was the result of a paternal requirement by the trustees which specified that
housing be built in the Georgian style and measure at least 16 feet by 20 feet
(Candler 1904-37:XXXIV,288).
Improved economic conditions under the Royal administration allowed some
residents to build more substantial homes than the timber-framed huts of the
Trust period. Davis (1976:37-40) describes upper-class homes and furnishings
present in the city at that time, including Governor Wright's spacious dwelling on Trust Lot P of the Heathcote Ward, the expensive home on Johnson Square
built by James Habersham in 1765, and the extensive holdings and house owned
by Lieutenant Govenor John Graham at Mulberry Grove plantation just north of
town (see also Smith and Honerkamp 1976). More typical of the majority of
Savannah's populace was the crowded and cluttered middle-class dwelling of
Abraham Minis, which served as a combination residence and tavern. Common to
many homes of the period were piazzas on one or more sides of the house and
detached kitchens, virtual necessities in the hot summer months. Equally
necessary were numerous outbuildings which served a variety of uses, as this
1764 advertisement for the sale of a house-store suggests:
The dwelling-house contains a large store well fitted for dry
goods, four fire rooms, and three rooms without fire places, a
brick cellar for the use of the store, and a smaller one for the
use of the family. Amongst the out-buildings there are two good
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lodging rooms with fire places, a kitchen, back-store,
wash-house, stable, chair-house, pigeon-house, etc. etc. and a
good well in the yard (quoted in Corry 1930:195).
Such descriptions are common and provide the basis for the "backyard archaeology" approach developed by Fairbanks (1976) and applied at the Telfair Site.
The trend toward increasingly elaborate architecture culminates in the
first quarter of the 19th century with such distinctive structures as the
Owens-Thomas house (1816-1819), the Savannah Theater (1818), the Wayne-Gordon
house (1819-1821), the Telfair mansion (1818), and the Scarborough house
(1818), all designed by William Jay. This period saw a definite increase in
the use of brick construction, including the ubiquitous "Savannah greys," the
distinctive, local grey-bodied bricks that are so prized by house restorers
today (Gritzner 1978:179-180). However, the propensity for wooden houses in
the colonial period and later created an immediate fire hazard in Savannah
which lasted nearly 200 years. In July, 1738, a servant's hut belonging to
William Stephens, the trustees' secretary and the de facto leader of the
colony, burned to the ground. In October of the same year Stephens reported
another
unhappy Accident of Fire, which in the Forenoon on Thursday
burnt down two large Huts, where two French Families lived, viz.
Becu a Baker, and Bailleau a Hatter; and it was so sudden and
violent, that great Part of their Household Goods &etc. was lost
(Stephens 1742:307).
This report is of particular interest in that both of these individuals
resided in Belitha Tything, on Lots 7 and 2, respectively (Coulter and Saye
1949). Stephens also noted a fire in 1741 that "burnt down five Houses in the
principal Part of the Town" (Candler 1904-37: IV Supplement, 119). In 1796 an
extensive fire laid waste to nearly 12 city blocks south of Bay Street, leaving 375 structures in ashes. Another disastrous fire swept through Savannah
in 1820, and small scattered conflagrations were a constant menace (Coulter
1939).
Despite explicit recognition of the constant danger represented by
wooden houses and shops, Bancroft (1848) reports the presence of at least
1,719 wooden structures in Savannah in 1847. Belatedly, wood construction was
outlawed in 1852, and along with the creation of the town water works two
years later, this helped to reduce the threat somewhat. However, even these
measures failed to prevent a major fire in 1889 that completely destroyed
structures on Trust Lots 0 and Q and Tything Lot 5 at the Telfair Site (The
Morning News 1889:1).
The demographic and economic growth of the town was interupted during the
Revolutionary conflict, but following the 1779-1882 occupation by the British
forces it recovered rapidly. By 1800 the town population had grown to 5,146
from the original 120 settlers who had arrived at Yamacraw Bluff 57 years earlier. Table 1 presents the United States Census estimates for Savannah which
documents population growth through the 19th century (Works Project
Administration 1941; hereafter cited as WPA 1941). These figures indicate a
constant rise in the urban population, with every reported census year showing
an increase, despite numerous outbreaks of yellow fever (eight between
1820-54). According to Haunton (1968), two periods are notable both for
population growth and economic activity. The first period occurs in conjunction with an improved economy following on the heels of the War of 1812, as
Savannah solidified its position as a major exporting seaport. Steamboats were
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TABLE 1
POPULATION GROWTH FOR SAVANNAH, BY CENSUS YEARS

Year
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920

Frequency
Increase

Population
5146
5215
7523
11214
15312
22292
28235
30709
43109
54244
65244
83252

69
2308
4098
6980
5943
2474
12400
11135
11000
18008

Source: WPA (1941:1)
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Percentage
Increase
1.3
44.3
36.5
45.6
26.7
8.8
40.4
25.8
20.3
27.6

introduced on the Savannah River in 1816, and the first transatlantic
steamboat crossing originated from the town three years later--by the hybrid
sail- and steampowered Savannah. Despite the post-war prosperity, however,
Savannah continued to remain subordinate to Charleston as a port and plantation market. Most Georgia rice planters were still dealing with Charleston
commission houses as late as 1830 due to a lack of marketing and credit
facilities (Haunton 1968:2). When it is learned that Savannah contained only
three banks and a single insurance company in 1823, Charleston's dominance
during the early-19th century is no great surprise. The Central Georgia
Railroad and Canal Company was chartered in 1833 and a line to Macon was completed 10 years later, but it was in response to the Charleston Railroad which
also had a line to Macon and was siphoning up-country cotton to Charleston.
Haunton identifies the third decade of the century as the nadir of
Savannah's growth (1968:45). Besides noting a decline in foreign exports, this
contention is supported by population figures which show only a slight increase if not an actual decrease for various census returns for 1830, and by
evidence of a lack of internal improvements (based on an analysis of mayorial
reports) in the city during the decade. However, this period merely presaged a
dramatic expansion in the city's infrastructure in the following years that
continued unabated until the Civil War. According to Haunton, the "basic fact
of the city's history between 1845 and 1860 was growth, with respect to both
people and business" (1968:33). Certainly a sharp increase in two consecutive
census counts (1850, 1860) back up Haunton's claim that Savannah was transformed into a boomtown by the 1850s (see Table 1). Finer-grained analysis of
urban parameters are also supportive. In the four-year period from 1848 to
1852 the town's population increased by 51%, to 20,500. After 1835 the number
of new wards in the town nearly doubled, with 12 added between 1847 and 1856
alone. A corresponding increase in building construction is noted, as is a
definite housing shortage in 1850, when occupancy of tentable houses was nearly 100%, rents were exhorbitant, and real estate prices shot up (Haunton
1968:21-22).
Between 1848-60 the taxable value of land improvements almost
tripled, rising from 3.6 to 10 million dollars. The number of banks in the
city had risen to 9 by 1860, while there were 19 business firms or individuals
with real estate assets over $75,000.00--up from a grand total of none a mere
10 years earlier (Haunton 1968:35-36).
In addition to serving as the center for Georgia's rice and long-staple
cotton exporting trade, a sizeable industrial component was contributing to
Savannah's economic well-being by 1850. Bancroft (1848:3) mentions that of 18
establishments using steam during the year of his survey, 14 had been erected
in the preceeding 10 years. The 1860 census lists three dozen industrial firms
in the town, including several foundries and blacksmiths, while manufacturing
concerns increased from 18 to 38 between 1850 and 1860. But more than any
other factor, Savannah's development as a primary rail center is responsible
for the city's commercial success prior to the Civil War. The Central Railroad
began retrofitting locomotives and constructing its own freight and passenger
cars as early as the mid-1840s, and by 1857 was building locomotives at the
Savannah yards (Rutsch and Morrell 1981:86). Completion of the 191-mile line
to Macon in 1843 marked the beginning of a prosperous period for this highly
successful company. Up-country planters were eager to use the line, and the
company expanded aggressively in an effort to monopolize inland transportation
networks. In 1855 the Central added several smaller adjoining railroads to its
holdings, and in 1862 the Augusta and Savannah Railroad was acquired.
Organization of the American Atlantic Screw Steamship Company of Georgia by
the Central's president in 1858 further increased the railroad's dominance.
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This new concern strengthened the parent company and Savannah's port trade by
transhipping the Central's cotton to New York (Prince 1976:6-8). Besides
linking Georgia's plantations to a national economy, development of the interior rail system also provided a stimulus for the rapid growth of the timber
and lumber trade in the state.
As was true of the South in general Savannah's economy during the antebellum period after 1830 is characterized by diversity as well as growth. As
Haunton observes:
Savannah thus possessed during the 1850's a business community
which exhibited a considerable degree of internal diversity and
whose influence extended throughout Georgia and into the neighboring states of South Carolina, Florida, Alabama, and
Tennessee. Its merchants, specializing as factors, exporters and
importers, wholesalers, and retailers handled increased quantities and varieties of goods, brought to the port city from a
growing number of localities by means of an expanded transportation network. The city's banking resources pervaded the state,
and its industrial establishment, though small in the total picture, made important strides in the utilization and manufacture
of steam-powered aparatus (1968:137).
Thus, like other contemporaneous urban centers in the South, Savannah compared
favorably with Northern cities in its economic growth and development in the
decades preceding the Civil War (Goldfield 1977:52-58).
Social Class, Status, and Residence
The diversity and growth of the urban economy had social as well as
material ramifications: it is responsible for the creation of a -_arge middleclass population in Savannah. Data derived from Bancroft's 1847 survey, sponsored by the City as a chamber-of-commerce style promotion of Savannah's
demographic and commercial advantages and living conditions, confirm the
diverse nature of the economy as well as provide definitive evidence for the
presence of large numbers of blue- and white-collar workers in the city at
mid-century.
Table 2 is a summary of Bancroft's occupational data (1848:16)
which lists 65 separate occupations for 1,952 Whites, 45 free Blacks, and 84
skilled slaves. Most of these categories are clearly middle-class occupations,
including four of the five categories containing the highest numbers of
workers, i.e., Mechanics (381); Merchants, factors, and wholesalers (263);
Clerks (254); Laborers (164); and Shop Keepers (136). (It is quite possible
that only a small percentage of the 263 "Merchants, Factors and Wholesale
Dealers" comprising the fifth category were upper-class individuals.) It is
significant that these same five, predominantly middle-class categories constitute only 2% of the occupations listed by Bancroft but contain 63% of the
total work force.
Bancroft's survey also provides specific information, by ward, on the
distribution of White and Black populations, public and private buildings and
residences, stores, and private wells. We have summarized the narrative
descriptions found in "Particulars Respecting Wards and Districts in Savannah"
(Bancroft 1848:17-22) in Table 3. This distributional analysis shows wide differences for many of the variables listed as well as allowing identification
of wards having a commercial orientation. Keeping residence frequencies constant, the ratio of residential to commercial structures (stores) was
determined for those wards and districts possessing 10 or more businesses.
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This analysis reveals two wards, Derby and Decker, with extremely high ratios
of stores, i.e., 2.10 and 1.82, respectively. Less intensive commercial use is
indicated by the commercial structure ratios for the "new" Franklin Ward
(0.52), Reynolds Ward (0.47), Warren Ward (0.32) and Carpenter's Row district
(0.08). At the time of the survey, Heathcote Ward contained only 2 brick
stores but 60 residences, 45 of which were wood. This suggests that the ward
was primarily residential and not densely built-up compared to other wards, as
it contained 10 less structures than the mean number for all wards and districts. Despite a below-average number of residences, both the White and Black
populations are far above the average number of residents for all wards; in
terms of raw counts, Heathcote ranks sixth for Whites and third for Blacks
among the 25 wards and districts. The combination of a relatively low number
of buildings serving as dwellings for a large number of Blacks and Whites suggests the presence of boarding houses or other multiple-occupancy structures.
This in turn indicates that a substantial segment of the ward's residents were
possibly associated with a middle or lower-middle socio-economic rank.
According to Haunton (1968:45-49), Savannah's wealthy lived in the center
of the city, particularly on squares adjoining Bull, Barnard, Abercorn, South
Broad, and Broughton Streets, although the latter was beginning to give way to
retail trade structures by the 1850s. In many cases the "merchant princes"
lived side by side with middle-class tradesmen, mechanics, business clerks and
bookkeepers. Haunton describes a dispersed settlement pattern for these lessaffluent residents:
Though many of Savannah's tradesmen and artisans could be found
living in the city's less desirable fringe areas in 1850, particularly in Oglethorpe Ward on the west side, the homes of the
great majority were widely distributed about the main body of
the city, between West and East Broad streets. Small shopkeepers usually resided under the roofs of their business establishments in the retail section of the city between Broughton
Street and the river. After 1850, however, crowded conditions
and high housing costs probably forced most newcomers to the
outskirts of the city (1968:52).

Most lower-class individuals, whether newcomers or not, lived in fringe areas,
especially west of West Broad Street and in Carrytown. This pattern of a mixed
rEsidential core surrounded by lower-class settlement on the urban edges is
typical of mid-19th century commercial cities such as Atlanta (Russell 1982).
As evidenced by the figures in Table 3, a sizable portion of Savannah's
population was Black, and in 8 wards of the 25 reported, Blacks actually outnumbered Whites. The number of free Blacks remained fairly constant from 1840
to 1860, fluctuating around 700. Less than 50 ever owned real property at any
oie time. The proportion of slaves to the total population dropped steadily,
f^om 45% of the total population in 1830 to 34.6% on the eve of the Civil War
(Taunton 1968:59,62). The positive correlation between the White-Black population frequencies given in Table 3 indicates that many slaves lived and worked
wlerever their owners did, although "living away" was not uncommon by 1847.
By way of confirmation Haunton notes that many of the urban slaves "lived in
outbuildings located behind the main dwelling house" (1968:77). This implies
that alley-side sections of the town tything lots are more likely to contain
archaeological evidence of slave occupations than are any of the front-lot
areas.
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TABLE 2
OCCUPATIONS OF MALE ADULTS IN SAVANNAH, 1847a

Occupation
Merchants, Factors and Wholesale Dealers
Planters
Shop-keepers and Retail Grocers
Master Builders
Mechanics
Ministers of the Gospel
Judges of Courts
Physicians
Attorneys at Law
U.S. Army-Navy Officers
U.S. Civil Officers
Civil Engineer
Engineers
Clerks
Druggists
Pilots
Bank Officers
Teachers
Music Teachers
Captains of Steamers and Vessels
Captains of Revenue Service
Magistrates
County Officers
Butchers
Bakers
Boot and Shoemakers
Printers
Connected with Rail Road
Book Sellers
Watchmakers and Jewellers
Painters
Seamen
Manufacturers of Tin Ware
Connected with Hotels
Auctioneers
Editors
Dentists
Artists
Lumber Measurers
Brick Makers
Dyers
Clothing Stores
Segar Makers
Public Stables
Barbers
Soap and Candle Manufacturer
Engraver
Bar Rooms
30

Whites
263
50
136
14
381
15
4
36
31
6
24
1
30
254
15
23
24
15
5
28
1
8
7
24
22
27
14
22
3
8
18
58
6
8
4
3
4
2
5
4
3
6
7
4
6
1
1
9

Free
Blacks

33b
3

Slaves

74

2c

4e

2

5

5

1

Table 2 (continued)
Watchmen at Banks
Saddle and Harness Makers
Millers
Connected with Steam Mills and Cotton Presses
Lumber and Wood Yards
Steam Boat Yards
Lottery Offices
U.S. Soldiers
Constables
Keepers Sailor Boarding Houses
Keeper Sailors' Home
City Officers
Ice Houses
Keeper Hospital
Jailor and Deputy
Connected with City Watch
Laborers

4
5
6
13
5
9
2
4
9
3
1
12
2
1
2
70
164

a Taken from Bancroft 1848:17-22.
b

Listed as "Preachers" by Bancroft. No breakdown of free or slave individuals
is provided.

c Bancroft lumps "Pilots and Engineers" together for blacks.
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TABLE 3
a
COMPILATION OF 1847 SAVANNAH CENSUS DATA, BY WARDS

w
Iv

Ward

Square

Anson
Brown
Columbia
Crawford
Derby
Decker
Elbert
Franklind
Frankline
Greene
Heathcote
Jackson
Jasper
La Fayette
Liberty
Monterey
Oglethorpe
Percival
Pulaski
Reynolds
Warren
Washingtonf
Curry Town
f
Carpenter's Row
Suburbsf

Oglethorpe
Chippewa
Columbia
Crawford
Johnson
Ellis
Elbert
Franklin
none
Greene
St. James
Orleans
Madison
La Fayette
Liberty
Monterey
Oglethorpe
Wright
Pulaski
Reynolds
Warren
Washington
none
none
none

TOTAL
a

Population
White Black

b
Buildings
Public Municipal

Residences
Wood Brick

Stores
Wood Brick

Private
Wells

300
300
223
259
263
257
98
101
273
433
292
100
273
224
406
201
194
39
252
250
347
334
252
247
213
131
96
71
321
210
18
9
999 1327
260
275
134
136
285
204
343
201
223
422
526
524
182
300
113
122

1
7
1
0
4
1
0
2
0
1
3
1
0
1
0
0
4
3
0
4
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
0
6
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
1
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
2

52
40
51
35
16
21
50
61
33
88
45
24
11
19
53
1
451
63
30
35
63
107
207
127
19

8
9
6
3
30
35
7
9
11
2
15
17
22
2
7
1
5
10
6
16
1
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
6
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
91
92
0
0
23
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
23
17
6
0
11
0

8
12
9
5
9
6
4
8
0
2
18
16
22
4
6
2
27
11
2
10
3
5
16
1
6

7250 6313

33

20

1702

227

17

259

212

From Bancroft 1848:17-22.

bPublic buildings include churches, banks, depots, etc.; municipal buildings include fire stations,
hospitals, asylums, government buildings, jails, etc.

Table 3 (continued)

c When no frequency is given in Bancroft (1848), a zero is assumed.
d"Old" Franklin Ward
e"New" Franklin Ward
(
These are designated as districts rather than wards in Savannah.

Municipal Services
The combined economic and demographic development of Savannah eventually
required concomittant internal municipal improvements.
The town was incorporated in 1789, but administrative documentation is scarce prior to the
mid-19th century. Anderson's report (1856) provides some data on administrative costs and municipal improvements as far back as 1820, but specific, indepth information is lacking. What is clear, however, is that major municipal
services were not developed until Savannah experienced a period of sustained
growth during the second quarter of the 19th century that severely taxed the
existing support systems. Since various aspects of these services and systems
are of central interest under the present research objectives, they will be
examined in some detail.
Gas lighting was introduced in 1850, while the public water works was
completed in 1854. Oil lamps were used prior to the construction of the
underground-pipe gas system. The city switched to "naptha gas" in 1881-1882,
then to electricity in 1883 (Waring 1929:47-48). Prior to 1854, all water was
drawn from surface wells, both public and private, equipped with wooden pumps.
This was widely recognized as a hazardous practice due to the close proximity
of privies, with one medical authority declaring that the city's residents
were "in reality drinking filtered sewage more or less diluted" (Haunton
1968:294-295; Olmstead 1917:245; Waring 1929:46). The new system drew water
from the Savannah River into resevoirs for treatment and filtration before
distribution. Compared to most other Southern cities at the mid-19th century,
Savannah was slightly ahead of its time in providing potable water to many, if
In 1887 the city switched to
not all, of its citizens (Goldfield 1977:95).
artesian wells as the sole source of water (Waring 1928:47). By 1888 there
were 35 miles of street mains and 330 fire hydrants according to the Sanborn
Insurance map for that year.
Differential access to these tax- and bond-supported lighting and water
programs is linked to socio-economic factors: the dense population of poor
Blacks and blue-collar Whites that had developed to the west of West Broad
Street did not benefit from the waterworks until 1857 (after much protest),
while gas mains were extended to this area a full 10 years after they were introduced into the more affluent neighborhoods in the central district. The
selective placement of physical welfare services follows a general pattern in
many cities that is so pervasive that it can be used to identify socioeconomic levels within urban areas, as Russell (1982) has convincingly
demonstrated in his distributional analysis of fire protection, road paving,
water delivery systems, and sewer services in late 19th century Atlanta.
Although other cities suffered from similar problems, Savannah was
notorious for its sandy, dusty, unpaved streets and dearth of sidewalks. Other
than a single wood-plank road, no streets were paved until the beginning of a
construction program in the 1850s (Haunton 1968:26-27,242). When it rained, as
it so often did (and does) in Savannah, dust turned to mud that sometimes
stopped vehicular traffic altogether. Beside impeding the movement of domestic
and commercial traffic, these roads were the bane of emergency vehicles.
Waring reports that horses were first used to draw fire engines in 1869; prior
to that, human firefighters provided the motive power for the small engines,
much to the advantage of the spreading flames (1928:357). The unpaved roads
also contained deposited nuisances in the form of garbage, dead animals, and
manure. While travler accounts and newspaper editorials complained constantly
about these conditions, it should be noted that Savannah did not compare unfavorably with other Southern cities in this respect; as late as 1880, only 3
of 100 miles of streets were paved in Atlanta, the "Chicago of the South"
(Rabinowitz 1977:104).
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In addition to his parochial duties, the church beadle was Savannah's
sanitation officer in the Royal period (Davis 1976:75-76). According to
Anderson (1856), the city had a Scavenger Department by at least 1820, when
$5,197.00 was spent for trash removal and cleaning privies. An 1839 city ordinance specifies the following:
The owners, tenants, or occupiers of houses shall keep within
their yards or enclosures respectively a box or barrel of sufficient size in which shall be deposited all the offal, filth,
rubbish, dirt, and other matter generated in said building and
enclosure, and the said filth of every description aforesaid,
shall be placed in said box or barrel from the first day of
April to the first day of November, before the hour of seven
o'clock A.M., and such matter so placed shall be daily removed
(Sundays excepted) by the Superintendent to such places without
the City as shall be designated by the Mayor or a majority of
the Street and Lane Committees (Wilson 1858:399).
If this ordinance was indeed followed by Savannah's populace it has important
implications for archaeologists. Adherence to the refuse disposal ordinance
implies that urban sites in Savannah contain primarily seasonal trash deposits
from at least 1839 onward (a surprisingly early date). The fate of garbage
generated in the winter months is not definitely known; it may have been burned, buried on-site, or hauled away by owners or private companies. It is possible that the ordinance was strictly observed since (a) it provided a taxsupported solution to an ongoing problem and (b) it was backed up by heavy
fines ($10.00 to $100.00) and a financially-attractive informant procedure:
one-half the fine was paid to the informant who reported on the transgressor.
No data were uncovered that would allow an assessment of the Scavenger
Department's ability to adhere to the six-day-per-week collection schedule. In
addition to working the Scavenger's Cart, the employees of this Department
(usually slaves) were also responsible for cleaning out privies and hauling
away dead animals from the streets. Based on the low budget allocations and
chronic complaints by the Supervisors for more personnel, the efficacy of the
Department seems doubtful. City-sponsored garbage service continued at least
until the last decade of the 19th century (McDonough 1893:175).
Archaeologists are sometimes accused of possessing an inordinate, if not
perverse interest in the subject of human waste disposal. However, when it is
recognized that this subject constitutes a basic, maintenance-of-life problem
faced by all human groups, particularly at urban sites where population densities are high and successful waste management has a direct effect on health
levels, our motives for investigating sewers, privies, and water closets become less suspect. It should also be kept in mind that construction and filling of these features contribute in major ways to the formation of the archaeological record. Finally, adoption of public capital-intensive sewer systems over privately-maintained privies represents a critical technological and
socio-political shift in urban lifeways. Identifying when and under what conditions this shift occurred is important in the comparative study of urban
technology design choice, health practices, and public welfare systems
(Russell 1982; Tarr 1979).
As Tarr points out, none of the cities and towns that installed waterworks in the first three-quarters of the 19th century simultaneously construcThe availability of a
ted sewer systems to remove the water (1979:310).
constant supply of water for household use stimulated a substantial increase
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in per capita consumption among most cities, as demand interacted with supply.
According to Tarr (1979:311), "the adoption of the two new technologies of
piped-in water and the water closet, therefore, combined with higher urban
densities to cause the breakdown of the privy vault-cesspool system of waste
removal and to increase its productivity of both nuisance and of real and perceived health hazards." Although Tarr uses primarily 19th-century data from
northeastern cities, his observations can certainly be applied to Savannah.
While the waterworks was completed in 1854, the sewer system was not established until 18 years later (Waring 1877:3). Haunton mentions that the
availability of water after 1854 was the primary factor in the rise in
popularity of water closets in well-to-do households. These facilities emptied
into back-yard dry wells, which compounded seepage problems for surface water
wells, in addition to contributing to long-term sanitation problems (Haunton

1968:294-295).
Real and

perceived drawbacks of on-site disposal of human waste was
recognized by many concerned citizens and health officials. One of the most
outspoken critics of the privies and water closet-dry well systems was James
J. Waring, a medical doctor who served as a city alderman and consultant to
the Board of Health during the third quarter of the 19th century. Unlike
George E. Waring, the noted sanitarian who promoted the use of storm and
sanitary sewer systems in the 1870s (Cassedy 1962), the southern Waring6 was a
proponent of the "Rochdale Pail System" of waste removal. This labor-intensive
system, which at the time was used in some European cities, consisted of
regular collection of waste in wooden pails that were installed in privies to
replace the subsurface vaults that Waring found so offensive. "Night soil
vans" would make weekly collections to empty the pails and transport the contents to a landfill outside the city limits (Waring 1877). Waring's arguments
were based on the contemporary state-of-the-art for disease etiology, which
revolved around the so-called "filth theory" of disease. This theory, which is
credited with stimulating the sanitary movement in the late-19th century, held
that disease "evolved de novo from putrifying organic matter" (Tarr 1979:315).
Writing in 1869, Waring estimated that 5,625 pounds of excrement were being
deposited within the city limits each day, and he warned the Board of Health
that the decomposition of animal and vegetable wastes represented "two beasts
at your doors, nurtured by your past negligence and indolence, and crouching
for their fatal spring" (1869:17). His views on privies and disease etiology
were clearly expressed in 1877:
No mild language can fairly describe the nauseating abomination
of these middens. Even when clean, the saturated brick sides
give off as much odor as the full vault. When it is realised
that modern science has proven beyond refutation that the germs
of such diseases as yellow fever, typhus and typhoid fever,
dipheria,
etc.,
are
the fungi or pathogenic bacteria of
putrefactive beds and putrefactive fermentations, the grave
question of how to deal with this pressing evil comes home to
each member of this Board of Altermen. He cannot thrust it aside
(Waring 1877:4; emphasis in the original).
Waring suggested as a temporary sanitary measure that "large quantities of
carbolic acid with no stinting hand be poured into and upon every midden vault
and receptacle of putrefaction with an organized force, not only during the
winter, but also again upon the opening of April and May" (1877:5). The
Rochdale Pail System was apparently never adopted by the City.
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Waring also provides quantitative data in his report. Savannah contained
3,366 privies in 1877, of which 2,886 were in "good" condition, 405 were substandard, and 75 were in dilapidated condition. A breakdown of the number of
privies by ward lists Heathcote as containing 53 privies (four are in the substandard category). This is a low figure in comparison with the other wards
(it ranks 18th in privy frequency out of the 27 wards reported) and suggests a
low residential density for the ward by 1877 (Waring 1877:8).
Savannah's privies were the object of numerous city ordinances. The 1839
ordinance on the subject, which is the earliest documentary evidence we have
found, required that they be built of brick or stone, sunk at least six feet
below surface with at least one foot of the vault constructed above surface,
and possess a flue connected to the vault extending one foot above the privy
roof. The floor was to sit on the top of the vault, that is, one foot above
ground surface. The vaults were to be cleaned whenever they were filled to
within three feet of the surface. At least one privy per dwelling was required
(Waring 1877:4; Wilson 1858:12, 339). By 1888 the code had been revised,
specifying that a brick or stone arch be constructed at the bottom of one of
the four sides of the vault to facilitate periodic cleaning. Water closets
that emptied into dry wells or the "drains of the city" could be built as an
alternative to privies (Lester 1889:201-202). However, by this date the dry
wells were permitted only when sewer connections were impossible. Lime had to
be thrown into every privy once a month between May through November, and the
city was in charge of all cleaning, cementing or repair work. Use of privies
after 1889 was prohibited if they were located within 300 feet of a public
sewer.
In the 1892 Mayor's Report, Savannah's Health Officer, commenting on
privies, wrote that "those offensive vaults are still with us and are likely
to remain with us for some time, and until the city is able to introduce a new
system of house drainage the only thing to be considered is the prompt cleaning out and disinfection of them" (McDonough 1893:174). He also noted the
problem of illegal sanitary and grey-water hook-ups to dry wells, which were
prone to overflow and created more health problems than did privies. The extent of privy use in 1892 is illustrated in the "Report of the Superintendent
of the Odorless Excavating Machine," where it is reported that this Department
had cleaned 1,272 vaults, hauling away 95,535 cubic feet of waste material
over the year. At this time, though, the shift tp municipal sewers was well
in place, as indicated by the abandonment of 142 privies in the preceding 12
months (McDonough 1893:195-196). Though becoming increasingly rare, privies
apparently lingered on into the 20th century. The Health Officer for the 1901
city administration reported a new system of house drainage was nearing completion and that all privy vaults were soon to be abandoned (Meyers 1902:175).
Despite the seemingly primitive nature of 19th-century Savannah's
municipal services by today's standards, a review of the data presented by
Armstrong (1976), Russell (1982), and Tarr (1979) reveals that the level of
development was comparable to contemporary cities of similar size in the North
and South. Earlier development of sewer systems in such urban centers as
Boston is thought to be related more to absolute increased need rather than a
more enlightened concern for public welfare.
The foregoing overview of the development of Savannah's infrastructure is
designed to identify periods in the city's history in which changes in demography, economy, and physical welfare services may have had the greatest effect
on the Telfair Site. From the above evidence it is expected that the "boomtown" growth of Savannah prior to the Civil War had a discernable impact on
the content and structure of the site. Complementary evidence in support of
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this assertion is presented in the next section as we review site-specific
documentary data.
The Telfair Site: Historical Perspective
Site-specific documentary research was limited to generating data applicable to the research questions posed in Chapter 2. Documentary evidence
concerning site structure is an essential part of the "backyard archaeology"
field methodology employed at the site. Hence, the initial task of the project
historian was to attempt to locate pictorial representations and maps of the
site that were sufficiently detailed to allow identification of specific features for targeting in the field. Part of this work was carried out prior to
the excavation, and it was continued until the end of the project. Four main
types of documentary sources were consulted: large scale maps and photographs,
such as Sanborn insurance maps; deed records; tax assessions; and city
directories.
Much of the documentary research effort was devoted to creating a chain
of title for each lot (see Appendix 1), which is an extremely complex and
time-consuming exercise. Deeds are often accompanied by plat maps which indicate the locations of major features on the property; descriptions of the use
of the lots are also sometimes included. Both are invaluable in targeting and
interpreting archaeological features and activity areas, as was done at the
Charleston Center Site (Honerkamp, Council, and Will 1982). Despite an exhaustive title search, however, we were not able to uncover any useful maps of
the site between 1734 and 1853. Apparently, Savannah was laid out in such a
systematic and regular fashion that land acquisitions were commonly described
with reference to the trust and tything lot system, without the need for plat
map representations. This lacuna was a major disappointment to us, and it serves as a caveat to other archaeologists who are interested in the 1750-1850
period in Savannah. The archaeological materials exist, but extensive testing
may be needed to locate them at many sites.
The Peter Gordon Map of 1734 is the earliest cartographic representation
that exists for the Telfair Site. At the time the map wa3 made there was only
one structure standing in Heathcote Ward, and none in Belitha Tything, although adjacent tythings to the east were beginning to fill up (See Figure 1).
Apparently "huts" of the type that burned down in Lots 7 and 2 in Belitha are
not represented by Gordon. While numerous small-scale maps of antebellum
Savannah exist, the next map of sufficient detail to be of interest is the
1853 Vincent Subdivision map (Figure 2). All trust and tything lots at the
Telfair Site contain structures by this date, but in varying amounts. The
ratio of uncovered to covered area for Trust Lot 0, Q, and the north and south
halves of the tything are, respectively, 0.99, 0.10, 2.77 and 1.20. The south
half also shows encroachment by buildings into mid-lot areas, and, unlike Lots
2 through 5, there are alley-side structures present on all rear-lot areas.
Building arrangements and sizes in Belitha Tything contrast markedly to those
in lots facing Broughton Street, suggesting a difference in function between
the two areas. The low ratio of uncovered to covered land determined for Trust
Lot Q results from the presence of a large brick and wood stable which appears
to have been erected about 1834, when a deed filed in this year mentions
Pickard's livery stable as being present on the property (Record Book 2S, pp.
516-518).
The ratio differences for open versus covered areas for the north and
soutl sections of the tything can be correlated with tax assessment data that
were recorded only one year after the Vincent map was produced. We have
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Figure 2. The Vincent Subdivision Map of 1853. Facing north, Trust Lots 0 and
Q, and Belitha Tything fall to the right and lower right of St. James Square.
The numbering of Lots 1-5 is correct on this map, although Lots 6-10 in the
tythings are in reversed order.
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summarized this data for the tything lots in Table 4. There is a clear
positive relationship between amount of area covered by buildings, as indicated on the map, and tax assessments, which were 75% higher (at $42,500.00)
for the southernmost half of the tything in 1854.
In terms of targeting architectural features, the Vincent map is of interest due to the division depicted in the structure situated on the front of
Lot 8. Both tax assessments and the map indicate the presence of a
"doublehouse" on the property by the mid-1850s: tax assessments for 1854 and
1861 list considerably more improvements in this lot compared to adjacent
lots, although the size of the structure is not significantly larger. If the
foundation for this structure was of brick, it would be substantial enough to
be considered for targeting during the fieldwork. Just as the discovery of the
Hawkins-Davison duplex party wall allowed the present landscape at Frederica
to be correlated with colonial property divisions (Fairbanks 1956), locating
the Lot 8 central wall would provide a horizontal benchmark for orienting the
modern contours of the Telfair Site with the past landscape, and would assist
in locating other archaeological features created over the last 130 years.
The 1871 Ruger view of Savannah (Figure 3) provides independent evidence
of the accuracy of the Vincent Map. The former shows 21 structures present on
Belitha Tything while the latter indicates 20 buildings. Also shown on both is
the stable located on Trust Lot Q. Lot 8 is illustrated as containing a large
two story house with double end-chimneys, which is not inconsistent with the
presence of a doublehouse. The Ruger view is somewhat inaccurate in that it
depicts structures that are more substantial on Lots 3 through 5 than those
shown on the Vincent Map or on a later photograph of the site (Figure 4). The
combined tax assessments for these three lots rose only by $2500.00 in the 17
years between the Vincent and Ruger representations, which also suggests that
the Ruger artist exaggerated the size and extent of the improvements shown.
By 1880, when the Ryan photograph reproduced in Figure 4 was taken,
slight structural changes to the site had occurred. The stable building is
still prominently displayed on Trust Lot Q, but the sections of the tything
lots that are shown in the bottom left of the photograph have a very busy appearance, indicative of the dense urban settlement pattern in central
Savannah. Attesting to the ever-present threat of fire in Savannah even at
this late date are what appear to be three chimneys, sans houses. These apparently are the remains of a local fire that was restricted to the alley-side
portions of Lots 2 and 3. It is difficult, on the basis of maps and
photographs, to determine the function of individual lots in terms of domestic
or commercial activities prior to 1884. However, the site does contrast
markedly to the densely-built-upon lots on Ellis Square to the north which was
known to have a commercial orientation in 1848 (see Table 3) and probably continued as a commercial district up through the 20th century. The combination
of data from the Bancroft survey and the Vincent map strongly suggests a
domestic function for the Telfair Site at mid-19th century. Waring (1928:357)
suggests the intriguing possibility that the city market was located at the
corner of Oglethorpe and Barnard Streets (Lot 6?) until 1821, when it was
moved to Ellis Square, but we were unable to substantiate this claim.
Unfortunately, analysis of tax digest information and deed transfers
sheds very little light on the question of site function. Only for the Trust
Lot Q stable is a definite commercial affiliation identified before the end of
the 19th century. As a consequence, we have concentrated on two other lines of
evidence to provide this information. One is the Sanborn Insurance Map
series, starting in 1884, which provides detailed data on site structure and
function. The other is business directories of Savannah. By a lucky
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TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF TAX ASSESSMENTS FOR BELITHA TYTHING, 1854-1904.
Lots
1

2

3

4

5

1854

10.0

4.0

3.5

3.5

6.0

1861

9.0

5.0

2.5

3.25

6.2

1866

9.0

4.5

3.5

3.25

6.2

1870

11.0

6.2

5.0

3.5

9.5

1871

11.0

6.2

5.0

3.5

11.0

1873

11.0

5.5

5.3

3.8

11.5

1876

11.3

4.6

4.0

2.9

9.2

1878

6.0

6.8

2.1

2.0

4.2

1883

17.0

20.7

7.3

9.0

17.0

1884

7.6

8.74

3.32

3.8

6.65

1888

7.0

9.3

3.8

3.65

7.8

1894

8.0

11.0

3.4

12.0

8.0

1904

14.5

11.15

6.3

10.15

19.0

Year

Assessments in thousands of dollars.
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Table 4 (continued)

Lots
6

7

1854

5.5

9.0

14.5

8.0

6.0

1861

7.0

10.0

13.0

7.5

6.0

1866

7.0

5.8

7.5

7.5

6.0

1870

9.0

12.7

9.6

10.7

7.0

1871

9.2

12.7

9.6

10.7

7.0

1873

10.8

13.5

9.75

11.5

8.0

1876

8.6

10.8

7.8

9.2

6.1

1878

4.5

5.4

8.2

5.2

3.0

1883

17.2

18.5

26.7

16.7

12.75

8

9

10

Year

1884

7.31

7.4

10.9

6.65

5.46

1888

8.25

8.05

12.2

7.4

7.5

1894

9.65

10.0

14.0

9.2

9.0

1904

9.65

9.0

14.0

9.2

9.7

Assessments in thousands of dollars.
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Figure 3. View of Savannah, 1871. Prepared by A. Ruger, St. Louis. This
bird's eye view of the city faces southwest. Belitha Tything is at the center
of this figure, with the trust lots appearing at lower right. Also visible in
this vignette are the tree-lined South Broad Street (now Oglethorpe Avenue) at
top, and at right, a portion of St. James or Telfair Square.
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Figure 4. Photograph of Telfair Square, 1880, taken by D.J. Ryan from a neighboring church steeple, facing
northwest.

coincidence, 1884 is also the year that the directories began to be organized
by streets as well as alphabetically, which greatly enhances their utility for
locating specific residences and businesses.
The Sanborn maps provide etic (direct or indirect observations of human
behavior) as well as emic (intentionally-preserved evidence of the values and
beliefs of those generating the documents) site-specific data (Schuyler 1978).
They are particularly useful for illustrating site structure, and since they
were updated and revised through time, it is possible to use them for both
synchronic and diachronic analyses. Their accuracy in terms of the physical
layout and improvements, types and sources of power used, and placement of
various features such as water sources at particular sites is quite high due
to compelling economic factors: the greater the detail and accuracy of the
maps, the more useful they were for fire insurance purposes. Since the activities that were carried out in particular buildings related directly to the
presence or absence of perceived fire hazards, site function was frequently
noted. Hence, archaeologists are provided with a broad spectrum of useful data
on the content, structure and function of specific urban locations. City
directories are also quite valuable for dimensioning demographic and functional aspects of particular sites through time. The various companies producing
the directories shared the same economic motives for generating accurate
records as did the Sanborn Company: inaccurate directories wouldn't sell. The
two lines of evidence can be combined to obtain cross-checking of information
that each recorded. For instance, addresses shown on the 1884 Sanborn correspond quite closely to those listed in the 1884 business directory (compare
Figure 5 to Table 5). Correspondence of site function indicators is also
seen, although the directories provide additional information on the presence
of boarders at locations marked simply as residences on the Sanborns.
Analysis of the 1884 Sanborn map of the project area reveals at least 17
dwellings present in the tything along with 6 commercial structures and
numerous detached sheds and outbuildings (as many as 11 may be privies), including 4 two-story stables that likely contained servants' quarters (Lots 2
and 8).
By this date the stable had been replaced by Andrew Hanley's oil
store on the east half of Trust Lot Q, while Lot 0 contained four dwellings
and an equal number of commercial buildings and outbuildings. Throughout the
tything and trust lots, most superstructures are of wood. The Lot 8 duplex
midline first identified on the Vincent map is evident on the 1884 Sanborn and
is retained on all subsequent Sanborn maps that we have reviewed. It is clear
that while remaining primarily residential, the site has begun to take on a
commercial function, and, compared to the earlier Vincent map, it is being
more intensively used. Empirical substantiation of this observation is seen
through comparison of percentages of the site areas that are covered by buildings. In 1853 approximately 35.6% of the tything was built upon; by 1884 this
figure had increased to 56.3%. Part of this increase was undoubtedly related
to commercial construction.
Our summary of the business directory listings for 1884 (Table 5) reveals
at least 47 persons residing or working at the Telfair Site, not counting
Only 4 persons are associated with businesses exclusively, 6 reside
minors.
at the same address listed for their business, and 6 of the 47 residents are
boarders. Three Blacks are listed for York Lane, one living in a building
designated as a "shanty" on the Sanborn. Alley-side residences may have been
more common prior to the Civil War, but the functions of the York Lane structures depicted on the Vincent map are unknown. Instead of servants' quarters,
many could have been utility buildings such as detached kitchens or privies.
The only other Black residing at the site in 1884 was Primus Mallard, who
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TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF LISTINGS FROM 1884 SAVANAH BUSINESS DIRECTORY, TELFAIR SITE
Address

Occupant

State

No listings

President
148
150
152

Mrs. Mary W. Watson
William Dwyer
Patrick Ryan

York
145
147
149
151
153
155
157
159
161
163

York Lane
149
156
158

Carpenter
Painter

Plumber
Dressmaker
Machinist,C. Railroad
Turncock, Water Works
Clerk, Lippman Bros.
Wholesale druggists
Mrs. Leonora Russell Dairy
George Levett
Brickmason
Lucius Turner
Painter
Mrs. Jane E. Elkins
Boarding
Rudolph E.L. Brauss
Barber
Mrs. Sarah M. Palin
Boarding
James M. Palin
Bookkeeper, W.D. Waples
rice dealer-importer

Robert Gardener
H. Powell
V. Young

E. C. Goodrich
Charles B. Ash
Miss Jennie Miller
Miss Lizzie Miller

Residence/Businessa

emarks

Pagec
383

John J. Nipson
Mrs. Mary A. Nipson
John A. Winburn
Randolph R. Booz
Edward W. Glidden

South Broad
146
Crawford Williams

150

Occupationa

Carpenter
No listing
No listing

X
X

Widow of C
X

X
X
X
X
Boarder
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X(?)
X(?)

Auditor, Ga. & Fla. Inland
X
Steamboat Co.
Physician
Boarder
Bookkeeper
Boarder
X
X

374
309
142
270
394
243
243
321
100
162

X

271
211
301
144
103
249
249

X

X
X

Colored
Colored
Colored

395
158
395
395
382
315
163
86
233
233

Table 5
Address

Occupant

Occupationa

South Broad, continued
154
Mrs. G. Lawton Morgan
James A. Mercier
General passenger agent,
Sea Island Route
156
Rev. Richard Webb
Pastor, Mariner's Church
Henry L. Davis
Receiver of tax
returns, Court House
158
Mrs.Pamela Fitzsimons Seamstress
Miss Cecilia Carr
Miss Virginia Carr
Mrs.Eugenia Laventure
Mrs. Angelina Alleoud

160
--]

162

164

Residence/Businessa'
l qemarks

Boarder
X

237
230

X
Boarder

310
132

X
X
X
X
X

150
114
114
Widow of J 208
814
Widow of
Mack

814

John Alleoud
Henry J. Sutcliffe

Pressman
Boarder
Bookkeeper,CC Hardwick
X
cotton factor, commissioner's
merchant, & fertilizers
Jordan F. Brooks
With Garrard & Meldrium
X
Law Office (Lawyer?)
Jerome G. Sulliven
Bookkeeper, JA Douglass
X
Stores & tinware
Mrs. Sarah A. Sulliven
X
Mrs. Mary Hines
X
John R. McKinnon
William A. O'Neill

Whitaker, from State to York

Engineer C RR
Fireman, SF & W RR
No listings

Pagec

X
Boarder

293

104
292
Widow of J
Widow of
Henry

293

221
247
391

Table 5 (continued)
Address

Occupant

Whitaker,from York to S.Broad
John J. Nipson
39
41
Anthony C. Dallas
43
Charles P. Small
45
Frank Merceica
47
Vacant
51
Dr. E. C. Goodrich
Barnard, from State to President
34
John A. Dorney
Mrs. Adele M. Goerz
James T. Lightbourne
Isaac H. Stroup

Occupation

a

Plumber
Barber
Plumber & gas fitter
Fruits, etc.

hIL
Residence/Business a ' memarks

391
243
131
282
230

X
X
X

Physician
Dorney & Cameron,
carpenters & builders

163
328
138

X

X
Barkeeper,JT Hickey Saloon X
Carpenter
X

Barnard, from President to S. Broad
44
Charles A. Cox
Tin & sheet iron worker
Corner
Primus Mallard
Huckster, fruits, etc.

X

Widow of CH

X
X

a A question mark indicates probable designation.
b Residence and/or occupation are both positively indicated in Weatherbe (1884).
cFrom Weatherbe (1884).
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Figure 5. The Sanborn Map of 1884. At this date, wooden structures dominated
the project area.
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apparently ran a fruit stand out of his front-lot corner residence on Lot 6.
Even accounting for recording bias, Blacks can be assumed to have composed
only a small portion of the Telfair population in the second half of the 19th
century.
Some social parameters for the site are available from the directory. A
diverse range of livelihoods is reported for the Telfair residents (26
separate occupations), but•with few exceptions they are middle class in nature. Only the physician and pastor could possibly be included in a socioeconomic level distinct from that of the barbers, bookkeepers, and brickmasons
who inhabited the site. Blue-collar occupations outnumber white-collar jobs
by approximately a 2 to 1 ratio.
While there is close correspondence between the addresses listed in the
directory and those on the Sanborn map, there is almost no correspondence at
all between property owners (as expressed in the deeds) and actual occupancy
(as indicated by the directory). This serves to underscore the limitations of
a "standard" approach to documentary research in connection with archaeological sites. Data generated from title searches are oftentimes of scant utility
in the investigation of anthropological questions, and this is particularly
true when the deeds lack plat maps.
Figure 6 reproduces the 1888 Sanborn map, which shows a continuation of
the transition from residential to commercial usage. However, the 14 commercial structures in the tything lots are limited to Barnard and Whitaker
Streets, with an intensive subdivision process occurring to property fronting
on the two streets. Oglethorpe and York Street structures are primarily dwellings, the Knights of Pythias Hall on Lot 1 being the single exception. As expected, the amount of covered area in the tything has increased to 75.3%, with
brick construction predominating. Only one dwelling was present on the trust
lots, which were already heavily commercialized by 1884.
The 1898 Sanborn shown in Figure 7 documents the beginning of a major
shift in the overall function of the site. The trust lots are totally commercialized at this point, while the northern half of the tything has experienced
a dramatic increase in commercial usage. Shops also appear on Oglethorpe
Avenue for the first time. The covered area of the tything accounts for 61.6%
of the total space available. This apparent reduction in the amount of architectural features (compared to 1888) relates primarily to the large, open
areas associated with the Ryan marble and granite works and Roach's stone
yard, which are in distinct contrast to adjacent retail- and service-oriented
establishments. Fifteen dwellings are present, 4 of which front the alley, and
18 commercial establishments are shown. Only a single two-story barn remains,
on Lot 9. The barns on Lots 2 and 8 in 1884-1888 are absent.
Comparison of data summarized from the 1897 Savannah Business Directory
(Table 6) with that derived from the 1898 Sanborn and deed records for this
period reveals a close continuity in street addresses, and, as was the case
with the 1884 data, almost no property owners living on their holdings.
Twenty-three separate occupations are represented, almost equally divided between blue- and white-collar jobs. A minimum of 44 individuals are listed as
living and/or working at the site, with a sharp increase from 15 years earlier
in the number of persons having a business but not a residence in the area.
Along with the blue-to-white collar transition and the actual increase in
stores and shops, this indicates the direction of later settlement patterning
at the Telfair Site as it became less domestic-oriented: blue-collar residences slowly were replaced by white-collar workers who lived elsewhere. With few
exceptions, the occupations listed are uniformly middle class. Probably
representing the high end of the socio-economic scale was W. C. Lyon, a cotton
50

TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF LISTINGS FROM 1897 SAVANNAH BUSINESS DIRECTORY, TELFAIR SITE

State

No listings

113

President

No listings

103

Mrs. Georgia Pickett
J. Wickliffe Pead
J. Cloyd Houston
Mr. Halbert L. Gragg
John F. Harney
John Ryan, Jr.
Mrs. Ellen Roche
Miss Clara Kenner
Charles Backman
George Miller
Louis D. Strutton

127
397
394
294
260
276
423
418
319
139
363
457

109
111
115
117
119

121
123
125

Fleischman & Co.
Earnest D. Militier
Knights of Phythias

South Broad
106
Miss L. Miller
112
A. F. Marmelstein
118
Rev. R. Webb
120
A. K. Wilson
122
126
128

W. C. Lyon
W. C. Lyon, Jr.
Mrs. Louisa Griffith
J. R. Frizell
Jesse A. Moore

Residence/Business

d
c
Spouse Page

Occupant

York
105
107

Occupationa

b

Address

Trained nurse
Clerk
Printer Savannah News
Dressmaker
Mer(merchant?), tailor
Marble & granite works
Milliner
Lawyer
Lawyer
Secretary & manager
Southern Drug & Chemical Co
Yeast manufacturer
Agent, Fleischman & Co.
Secret Society

Pilot
Clergyman
Auctioneer
Lyon & Logan, cotton
shippers & reweighers
Lyon & Logan(?)
Dressmaker
Printer, Braid & Hutton
Grocier, Graham Grocery

L.
Ruth
X
Myra
X
X
X
X
Boarder
X
X

Main Hall

112
364
354
Mary S 485
500
Rebecca
A.
341
X

X
X
X
X
X
Boarder
X
X
X

238
365
582,586

X

341
267
Jessie 245
369
Alice

Table 6 (continued)
Address

Occupant

Occupationa

Whitaker
143
145-147

Thomas J. Obrien
Henry J. Heyman
Willie WingKee
John F. Freeman

Plumber
Clerk, L. Adler dry goods,
notions, furniture, etc.
Laundry
Tinner

Charles A. Cox
Charles S. Deutsch
George O. Penton
John Chimbie
E. Henderson
Jacob Weiner

Tinner
Grocer
Sewing machines
Fruits, etc.
Shoemaker
Umbrella repair

149
151
Barnard
142
144
148
150
152
154

Residence/Business b Spousec Paged

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Nora

Laura

Mamie
Lydia

a A question mark following the occupation designation indicates probable occupation.
bIf occupation is listed in Sholes (1897) without a contrasting residence, a combined
residence-business is assumed. If no ocupation is listed, residence only is assumed.
c"X" indicates no name given.
d From Sholes (1897).
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Figure 6. The Sanborn Map of 1888. By this date, many of the larger structures
in the project area were of brick construction.
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shipper and reweigher who resided at the Bryan house at 122 Oglethorpe Avenue.
Initial corporate use of the property is apparently represented by the York
Street office established by the Fleischman Yeast Company.
The final map to be reviewed is the 1916 Sanborn (Figure 8). Only 11
dwellings are present in the tything, 4 of which front the York Lane alley,
while the number of commercial establishments has risen to 21. An increase in
building density is also' recorded, with 81.6% of the tything surface area
covered. Familiar elements of 20th century life are evident, including two
shops which are equipped with electric motors, and the appearance of the
area's first carport (on Lot 3). The Women's Christian Temperance Union is located in the western half of the Lot 8 duplex, and along with the three shops
that front Oglethorpe Avenue, the presence of this nondomestic organization
serves to illustrate the continuation of the transition begun c. 1898. Other
businesses represented in the tything are a drugstore, mattress factory,
printing house, bicycle shop, and the ever-present tin shop (as in succeeding
years, almost all the structures at the site are roofed with tin). By midcentury, the transition from a combined residence and business district to a
business-only area would be virtually complete.
Although our documentary analysis has concentrated primarily on the tything area as the focus of research, some structural-functional contrasts between the trust and tything properties can be identified. Originally intended
as locations for buildings associated with the "public good," the trust lots
were quickly parcelled out, under the Royal administration, during the 1750s
(see Appendix 1). Trust Lot 0 was owned by several individuals, including
Laclan McIntosh, who bought the west half of the lot in 1777 and apparently
constructed his home there. Sometime after 1803 the McIntosh estate was
divided and the parcel was used to secure a number of debts by various persons. In 1854, it was sold to the City of Savannah, which also acquired the
east half of the trust lot a short time later, thereby consolidating the
property in its original configuration. Despite this, the western portion of
the property remained distinct from the eastern by virtue of the dwellings,
and later, the numerous small shops that were located there in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries (see Figures 5 and 8).
The east half of the trust lot went through a number of conveyances,
beginning in 1756, which included transfer of the property in 1805 to Thomas
Walsh, a cooper. We were unable to determine if Walsh ever worked and/or
resided on his property. Solomon's Lodge No. 1 apparently owned the parcel for
several years prior to 1854. Construction of the lodge building on the lot
(see Lane 1978 for a photograph of this structure) attests to the centralizing
function that can be attributed to this organization. By 1884 the eastern half
of the lot contained several dwellings and small business establishments, but
by 1888 construction of a large multi-story structure had begun (see Figures 5
and 6). This building housed several governmental and business concerns, including (by 1898) a post office, business college, several offices, and an armory (see Figure 7). By 1916 it was in use as a sub-station of the Savannah
Lighting Company (see Figure 8).
By contrast, Trust Lot Q was not subdivided as extensively. Although
granted to a private individual in 1758, it was conveyed to the trustees of
the Presbyterian Congregation of Savannah in 1770. Their church was located
on the property until sometime prior to 1821, when Joseph Cummings, a
Savannah merchant, took possession of the lot. The property was the object of
a long series of ownership changes until Andrew Hanley took it over and established an "oil store" in 1883-84; the stable had been demolished sometime
after 1880 (contrast Figures 4 and 5). The Hanley Company lost title to Lot Q
55
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in 1907, and the property apparently was leased out by succeeding owners to
several different businesses (see Figure 8).
Compared to the tything lots, the trust lots at the Telfair Site have exlibited a tendency to maintain their original colonial configurations, and, to
a certain extent, their original functions as locations for buildings serving
the public. GSA's acquisition of the trust lots, if not the tything properties, has brought this process full circle.
In summary, the documentary evidence reviewed above establishes basic
demographic, social, ethnic, and functional parameters for the project area
from the mid-19th century on. Much of this information can be applied to the
research questions raised in the previous chapter and will also assist in the
interpretation of the archaeological materials discussed in subsequent chapters. Gaps in the written records are obvious; the documentary data we have
generated represent at best an availability sample. When combined with archaeological information derived from systematic excavation, however, the full
potential of this admittedly limited sample can be realized. Let us now turn
to an examination of the archaeological record of the Telfair Site.
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CHAPTER IV
FIELDWORK
Excavation Procedures
Provenience Controls
The Telfair Site consisted of four well-defined cultural/occupation
units; Trust Lots 0 and Q and the north and south halves of Belitha Tything.
Using the Institute's provenience system, Tything Lots 6 through 10 were
designated Operation 1, Lots 1 through 5, Operation 2, Trust Lot Q, Operation
3, and Trust Lot 0, Operation 4 (See Figure 9). Individual test pits within
each operation were termed suboperations and identified alphabetically as A,
B, C, etc. In the provenience coding system, the suboperation did not occupy a
hierarchical station; field specimen catalog numbers, assigned to discrete archaeological contexts, were assigned sequentially within each operation.
Similarly, features were numbered sequentially in each operation.
Absolute vertical and horizontal controls were established on the site at
the initiation of the fieldwork.
Surveyed by transit, a single, regular
metric grid system was imposed over the four operations and tied into existing
landmarks.
Grid coordinates in meters north and east of an imaginary datum
point set off-site were determined for all grid stakes surrounding test units.
The grid orientation was set in reference to the alignment of York Street;
grid north was determined to be 19. 30' east of magnetic north.
Semi-permanent transit stations were established to provide uniform
elevations throughout the excavation. Transit Station #1, erected on Tything
Lot 4, served Operations 2 and 3; the elevation of its datum plan was 13.61 m
AMSL (above mean sea level). Transit Station #2, erected on Tything Lot 8,
served Operation 1, and was set at 14.07 m AMSL. All horizontal and vertical
measurements were made in the metric system. English system measurements are
cited in this report as appropriate current or period architectural referents.
Most excavation units consisted of 2.0 m by 6.0 m, 3.0 m by 3.0 m, or 3.0
m by 4.0 m test pits. In several cases units were often substantially enlarged
in order to intercept large features. Normally, baulks were maintained between
grid lines and the excavation area and the surrounding transit-surveyed
stakes.
Excavation proceeded by hand except in the case of removal of recent,
surficial fill and demolition debris. In many cases these accumulations were
removed by backhoe (see Figure 10); where these accumulations were shallow,
they were removed by hand and discarded. Proveniences to be screened were
processed through 1/4-inch mesh hardware cloth on two gas-powered mechanical
sifting screens. Additionally, stationary screens were used on small
provenience collections.
Excavation was conducted following discernible natural or cultural
stratigraphy. Deep features not apparently stratified were frequently arbitrarily divided into levels to mitigate against the possibility of surficial
contamination or undiscerned internal stratigraphy. Soil samples were taken of
key features for later flotation to observe small bone and botantical
specimens and soil pH. Brick samples were taken from coherent architectural/structural features.
Field documentation consisted of four basic types of records. Narrative
style descriptive and interpretive field notes were maintained by the Co-PIs,
the Director, and the two Assistant Archaeologists.
For each operation a
field specimen catalog was maintained for provenience data and inventory
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control. Photographic documentation on the site consisted of 120-format black
and white negatives and 35mm color slides. Caption logs were maintained, and a
metric scale and north arrow normally appeared in all "record', shots. Film
roll numbers were assigned sequentially for the entire excavation. The
photographic record of field activities consists of 48 rolls of film: 15 are
color; 33 are black and white. Planviews and profiles of suboperations were
mapped (see Figure 11), and soil descriptions on profiles included color
referents obtained from a Munsell Soil Color Chart.
As per contract requirements, 24-hour on-site security was maintained in
order to preserve the integrity of the site as well as to secure equipment
stored there. Collections storage space during the excavation was provided by
GSA in the adjacent Federal building on Wright Square. Perimeter barricades
were established around the Belitha Tything and Trust Lot Q blocks.
Effective Environment
At the start of the testing and data recovery program all standing architecture on the site had been demolished, with the exception of the Bryan
house on the front of Lot 7; this structure had been relocated immediately
prior to the excavations. Brick salvage of the basement walls was still taking
place, and brick palettes surrounded the basement cavity. Additional impacts
in the area consisted of ramps cut to facilitate removal of the Bryan house.
Several large spoil piles obscured portions of the site. In Belitha
Tything, substantial spoil dirt heaps were present at the rear of Lots 6 and 8
and lesser amounts of spoil were present on Lot 2. Trust Lot Q was relatively
free of any impeding debris, but Trust Lot 0 was divided between a deep excavation occupying the entire east half of the lot, and a substantial architectural debris pile occupying the west half. Spoil dirt heaps in the tything lots were removed by the Institute, but the heavy structural debris on the
west half of Lot 0 was the responsibility of the GSA and was not removed in
time to permit excavation there.
Following the last demolition work in the Tything lots, a cap of pale
orange sandy clay was placed over the area. This cap varied in depth from 15
cm to 50 cm. In the case of Trust Lot Q, demolition rubble was capped by relatively clean tan and white sands. Soil drainage beneath the surface fill zones
was excellent, the local water table being well below the deepest site feature. Soil stability, given the sandy nature of site soils, was generally
moderate to low. Soil pH in most proveniences ranged above 7.0.
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Figure 10. Machine clearing in Suboperation 2-B. Facing southwest.
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Figure 11. Recording in Suboperation 1-A; mechanical sifting screen in
background. Facing northwest.
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CHAPTER V
INVENTORY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Introduction
The following material is principally a descriptive narrative detailing
the archaeological features in each operation and suboperation.
Interpretations of site formation processes are offered as tentative or
probable explanations of the observed artifacts and their depositional environment. This section is not, however, artifact interpretation or analysis,
and its focus is on defining general spatial and temporal parameters of site
activities at the suboperation level. Not all features or deposits are discussed, but those which we feel are significant to an understanding of site
formation processes.
We also note here that generic descriptions of some features are differentiated somewhat, such as in the case of postholes. The term "postholes"
has been reserved for postholes containing clear postmolds or remnants of
posts. Probable postholes possess formal characteristics that strongly support
the posthole attribution, more so than in the case of possible postholes. The
interpretation and attribution is (or was), of course, subjective, except in
the case of postholes in clear molds. Similarly, other features are described
as pit-like, taken here to mean excavations not specifically attributable to
construction, burial, etc.
Operation 1
This excavation area consisted of Lots 6 through 10 in Belitha Tything.
The most intensive testing occurred in this excavation area, with multiple
test units being placed in Lots 6, 7 and 8.
Suboperation A
Suboperation A was laid out as a 3.0 m by 4.0 m (east-west) test pit at
the front-lot area of Lot 8. The pit was laid out so as to span the northsouth midline of Lot 8.
The earliest representation of structures on Lot 8 appears on the 1853
Vincent Subdivision map. The map illustrates the buildings that were to remain
essentially unchanged for the next century. Shown on the map (see Figure 2)
were two major structures on the lot, divided down the middle into equal halves. At the front lot, facing Oglethorpe (then South Broad) Street was a large
brick structure and at the rear lot, on York Alley, was a narrower brick
structure. The 1871 Ruger view depicts the front-lot structure as being three
story; the rear-lot, two.
The 1884 Sanborn map (Figure 5) gives much detail. The front-lot dwellings (one structure subdivided) were of three stories over a basement. A
wooden two-story veranda/staircase was present at the rear of the structure.
On York Alley was a subdivided two-story brick stable, presumably with servant
quarters above. The 1888 Sanborn follows the above description, but the 1898
calls the front-lot main house a four-story dwelling. This may indicate that
the 1884 description of the building as a three-story structure over basement
means that the building had a walk-up entrance to the first floor above ground
level. The structure remains essentially unchanged on the 1916 Sanborn map.
The 1937 Cadastral Survey repeats the same configuration and notes that the
rear-lot brick stables/servant quarters were then garages.
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By the date of the 1973 Sanborn edition (revised from the 1955 edition)
the structures on Lot 8 had been razed, and the area was serving as a parking
lot. The lot was still vacant in 1980 during the preliminary archaeological
testing.
Suboperation A was placed to straddle the party wall of the subdivided
Lot 8 building dated prior to 1853.
Removal of the surficial clay cap exposed a thin accumulation of pyritic
gravel and sand representing a modern parking lot surface. Several distinct
layers of demolition debris were present beneath this gravel. Penetrating
these demolition rubble zones were a series of small, shallow posthole-like
disturbances of modern origin, spaced in four rows at regular intervals. These
features, designated Features 1-20, were mapped and excavated in order to
remove their contamination of deeper zones.
At the first major mapping level beneath modern demolition fill were
recorded three major architectural features and three soil features, the latFeature 21 was defined as a oneter of apparent recent origin (Figure 12).
brick wide load-bearing wall footing, on a spread base, incorporating at its
basal elevations a mortared cobblestone foundation (see Figure 13). Feature 21
ran north-south along the west unit profile and branched east and west in the
south baulk. The exposed east branch was short (Figure 12, D), apparently
having served as the north cheek wall of a back-to-back double hearth built
into the Feature 21 wall. Feature 21, we should note, was the party wall between two conjoined four-story brick dwellings (as described above). A wide but
relatively shallow construction trench was present at the first major mapping
level. Subsequent excavation demonstrated that this was not the first and
principal construction trench, but a trench excavated to conduct repairs on
the Feature 21 footing. Whiteware in the trench provides a terminus post quern_
(TPQ) of c. 1820.
Probably built at the same time as Feature 21 was repaired were Features
26 and 27. These two small square brick piers were floor support piers underneath the structure represented by the Feature 21 footing. Narrow, debrisfilled construction trenches were in evidence around both piers, but contained
little temporally-diagnostic material; whiteware (TPQ c. 1820) was found in
association with Feature 27.
Three apparently recent soil features were present at the first mapping
level (see Figure 12, G, J, K). Features 28 and 29 were designated possible
postholes and were found to contain asphalt shingle fragments dating after c.
1900. A larger pit-type disturbance, Feature 25, contained plastic and dental
floss fragments that put its formation into the most recent decades.
Excavation of general matrix soil zones beneath the above described features revealed not only new soil features but dense general cultural refuse of
great variety. Beginning with Zone 6 (Figure 14, K) much small-size ceramic
and non-ceramic debris was present in the unit. The presence of quantities of
domestic debris in accumulations beneath an existing structure suggests that
the fill was deliberately brought in to raise the grade beneath the house.
Zone 6, then, was probably a deliberate fill deposition made between the
original Feature 21 wall construction and the later repair.
Zone 7, a matrix of grey-brown sandy soil, was the surface present when
the first and primary construction trench for Feature 21 was cut (see Figure
14, Q). Zone 7 (Figure 14, R) was characterized by small, finely-broken
ceramic sherds from the first quarter of the 19th century and earlier. The upper half of the layer (7-A) has a TPQ of c. 1820 on whiteware; the lower half
(Zone 7-B) appears to be earlier, with decorated pearlware series
Numerous features were mapped at the surface of Zone 7, the
predominating.
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principal feature being the original Feature 21 construction trench. The
narrow, shallow trench contained decorated whitewares, placing its formation
after c. 1820.
Among the features intruding into Zone 7-A were Feature 46, an apparent
gopher turtle burrow, and Feature 47, a shallow, amorphous soil disturbance.
Beneath the cheek wall extension of Feature 21 footing was a large, deep pit
designated Feature 51. Possibly a pit to remove a tree stump prior to Feature
21 construction, the associated fill contained little cultural debris; creamware provides a TPQ of c. 1763.
From the surface of Zone 7-B were noted Features 54 and 55, possible postholes. Feature 54 contained two apparent postmolds that produced no diagnosFeature 53 was an apparent
tic material; the posthole contained whiteware.
burned-out stump; it contained no diagnostic material. Feature 56, a rectangular pit in the south profile, was designated a possible posthole and contained decorated whitewares.
Subsequent excavation in Zone 8 produced whiteware sherds but no new features save for Feature 53, a small possible posthole containing creamware.
Summarizing, the cultural surfaces existing at the time of the Feature 21
house construction consisted of sheet refuse characterized by finely broken
glass and ceramic debris and other small finds. These surfaces were cleared
of the stumps and punctuated by postholes prior to construction.
Suboperation B
At the initiation of fieldwork the front-lot area of the west half of Lot
7 was occupied by the basement remnants of the Bryan house, an
early-19th-century brick structure. The superstructure of the house had been
moved to the opposite side of adjoining Olgethorpe Avenue and the full basement truncated in the process. The disturbance to the area surrounding the actual basement consisted of ramp cuts by which structural members used by the
house movers were inserted under the floor level. The basement walls were then
partially demolished and the house towed to its new location. Brick salvors
further truncated the foundations of the house and removed most of the brick
basement floor.
The open cavity left by the basement of the Bryan house measured roughly
8.5 m by 9.9 m. Although not part of our research design, we determined to
clean the soil floor of the basement to examine the area for deep, substantial
features dating before 1821, the date of construction of the Bryan house. The
lot had been in the estate of Abraham Becu until this date and apparently had
not been improved with structures, etc. The early Becu house was situated on
the east half of Lot 7, thus making the Bryan house area a side-lot locality
during the 18th and early-19th centuries.
The basal, surviving courses of the Bryan house foundations were designated Feature 30, and the remnants of the brick floor of the basement, Feature
31. A backhoe was employed to carefully remove soil generated by the housemoving activities and to scrape smooth the soil beneath the basement floor level.
Shovel scraping then clarified the outlines of features for recording and mapping (see Figure 15).
The northern half of the basement clearing produced only three small features, two of them (Features 22 and 23) culturally sterile root stains. The
third, Feature 24, possibly represented the basal elevation of an early trash
pit; the ceramics in the feature included Astbury ware, creamware and
pearlware, the latter of which provides a TPQ of c. 1780 for the deposition.
No other features were noted in the northern area of the basement. An area
roughly 2.5 m by 8.0 m was cleared along the south or streetside wall
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Figure 12. Planview of Suboperation 1-A. A. Surface of Zone 6, dark grey to black sand with moderate density
cultural debris. B.
Feature 21, west construction trench. C. Feature 21, brick bearing wall of finished
one-brick width on spread footing. D. South cheek wall of possible fireplace, structurally integrated with
Feature 21. E. Cobblestone base of Feature 21 brick footing. F. Feature 21, east construction trench. G.
Feature 25, concentrated brick and mortar rubble; possible dismantled foundation pier. H. Feature 26, brick
foundation pier, in shallow construction pit. I. Feature 27, brick foundation pier, in shallow construction
pit. J. Feature 29, probable posthole. K. Feature 28, probable posthole. Facing grid north.

Figure 12. Planview of Suboperation 1-A.
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Figure 13. Feature 21, brick wall footing, on cobblestone base. Scale in 10 cm zones.

Figure 14. North profile of Suboperation 1-A. A. Sandy clay fill zone, modern. B. Pyritic gravel and sand,
parking lot surface, modern. C. Unclassified shallow soil feature. D. Sandy clay fill zone, modern. E.
Sandy brown soil with moderate density fine architectural debris- demolition rubble zone. F. Mottled sand,
fill episode. G. Feature 29, probable posthole. H. Demolition rubble zone, heavy architectural and domestic
debris in mixed sand matrix. I. Loamy soil with moderate fine architectural debris. J. Upper construction
(repair) trench for Feature 21. K. Loamy soil with moderate to light small brick rubble (Zone 6). L. Root
stain. M. Fine sand with light brick rubble. N. Feature 56, pit-type soil feature. 0. Fine sand lens. P.
Fine sand lens. Q. Lower construction trench for Feature 21 R. Humic stained soil, transition to sterile. S.
Sterile tan sand.
T. Feature 21, load-bearing brick wall footing. U. Cobblestone base of Feature 21
footing.
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Figure 15. Planview of Suboperation 1-B. A. Sterile sand matrix. B. Feature 30, brick load-bearing wall
foundation of two-brick width. C. Breaches in basement-level wall for window wells or basement-level
doorways. D. Mortar obscuring Feature 30 foundation. E. Feature 30 construction trench remnants. F. Feature
32, modern telephone cable trench. G. Feature 45, possible posthole. H. Feature 44, mortar deposit
concealing rat inhumation. I. Feature 43, shallow amorphous soil stain. J. Feature 42, shallow amorphous
K. Feature 41, shallow amorphous soil stain. L. Undesignated mortar-flecked soil stain. M.
soil stain.
Feature 40-A, shallow amorphous soil stain. N. Feature 38-A, amorphous soil stain. 0. Feature 40-B, shallow
amorphous soil stain. P. Feature 38-B, amorphous soil stain. Q. Feature 33, soil stain. R. Feature 36,
possible posthole. S. Feature 37, possible posthole. T. Feature 34-A, shallow pit. U. Feature 34-C, circular
W. Feature 39, linear soil stain. X.
posthole/postmold. V. Feature 34-B, circular posthole/postmold.
Feature 35, modern, possible posthole. Facing grid north.

foundation of the house, revealing over a dozen small soil features, few of
which, however, proved to be of any substance. Anomalous, amorphous soil

stains dominated the area, and were characterized by low artifact density and
generally non-diagnostic artifact assemblages. In the stain category were
Feature 33, a circular stain containing no material, Features 39, 40-B, 41,
42, and 43, which contained pearlware series ceramics, and Features 38 and
40-A, which contained whiteware series ceramics. None of the above had any
discernible functional significance (see Figure 15).
Several possible postholes were recorded, including Feature 37, which
contained no material, Feature 36, containing no temporally-diagnostic
material, Features 35 and 34-A, which appeared to be of modern origin, and
Features 34-B and 34-C, which appeared to be of mid- to late-19th-century
origin. These latter two features were apparently genuine postholes, unlike
the other cited examples which were represented by shallow, inconclusive
forms.
The brick floor of the Bryan house basement consisted of machine-made,
raised-lettered bricks marked "St. Joe." This floor had been relaid, perhaps
several times, in the recent past during renovations of the structure. One
feature, Feature 44, was a mortar deposit containing an articulated rat
skeleton, and was probably formed during one of these recent renovations.
Another more diagnostic feature was a modern metal-wrapped telephone cable and
trench, collectively designated Feature 32. The Feature 32 trench trailed
along the margin of the foundation walls (see Figure 15), and effectively
destroyed the shallow remnants of a construction trench for the foundations.
The basement foundations of the Bryan house consisted of a two-brick wide
(45 cm to 50 cm) footing. Interestingly, the footing was not spread at its
base. The bricks were Savannah greys, although the above-ground portion of the
south wall had, in fact, been composed of red English brick according to an
architectural assessment (McIntosh 1978:1).
In summary, the clearing of the Bryan house basement revealed no substantial features attributable to the pre-1821 period, before which date the area
would have served as a side-lot or yard area to the older Becu occupation on
the east half of Lot 7. Most of the features that were found are probably associated with relatively recent renovations to the house.
Suboperation C
The unit designated Suboperation C was situated at the front-lot range in
the east half of Lot 7. With effective dimensions of 3.0 m by 3.0 m, for a
total area of 9.0 m2, the unit was set slightly off the south (streetside) and
east property lines of Lot 7.
A survey of the principal maps of the site illustrate that by the time of
the 1853 Vincent Subdivision plan, a structure was present in the southeast
corner of Lot 7. This structure, the reconstructed Becu house, also appears in
the 1871 Ruger view. The Sanborn maps are more structurally informative. The
house was a two-story frame house with a one-story veranda/porch at its rear.
The structure was set slightly west of the property line between Lots 7 and 8,
leaving an access corridor to the rear of the lot. The structure remained essentially unchanged as the 1884, 1888, 1898 and 1916 plans indicate, with only
minor changes to the roof composition and rear porch/veranda configuration.
The house was still present when recorded by the Savannah Cadastral Survey in
1937, which noted that the frame superstructure was supported on brick piers.
Apparently the house was demolished in 1955 to make room for a parking lot.
Suboperation C was situated so as to span the outer wall perimeter of the
Surface contours in the suboperation area were altered somewhat by a
house.
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machine-cut approach ramp to the basement of the adjacent Bryan house. Removal
of the sterile clay cap and demolition zone revealed three principal features
in the unit (see Figure 16).
Feature 49 consisted of a one-half brick wide curtain wall and an integrated brick pier that had served as a foundation element of the wooden superstructure of the Becu house. West of the intact pier was a shallow, brickrubble filled depression that is thought to represent a demolished freestanding pier. This pier, designated Feature 50, would have also served as a
foundation element supporting the frame house. No cultural material was found
in association with the brick. The Feature 49 curtain wall, as we have termed
it, apparently closed up the space between ground surface and the wall sills
of the house. The Feature 49 wall pier and curtain were represented by two
very disturbed courses of brick set in a diminutive trench. The construction
trench, identified as Feature 64, produced very little diagnostic debris apart
from delftware fragments. East of the wall curtain, in the access corridor
between Lots 7 and 8, was Feature 48, a modern metal one-inch water pipe set
in a shallow trench. Cultural debris accumulation under and east of the structure was slight and characterized by the presence of early-20th-century
material. At the second level of mapping few distinct features were present.
Near the southwest corner of the unit was Feature 63, apparently a burned
stump depression. Transfer-printed pearlware in the Feature 63 fill indicates
a TPQ of c. 1795 on the accumulation. Feature 70, a small-diameter driven-post
hole along the east baulk, contained no temporally-sensitive material. Feature
71, also along the easy; baulk, was defined as a concentration of oyster shell
and bone. Perhaps representing a very small trash pit, Feature 71 had a TPQ of
c. 1820 on whiteware. Beneath the general limits of the modern Feature 48
pipe and pipe trench was a precedent linear trench, Feature 72. Although its
boundaries were thoroughly diffused by aggressive rodent burrowing and root
stains, associated artifacts place its formation after the first quarter of
the 19th century. The function of the trench is uncertain.
Suboperation D
With effective dimensions at ground surface of 3.0 m by 3.0 m (for 9.0 m2
area), Suboperation D was situated adjoining the west property line of Lot 7
at mid-lot range. A survey of available maps and views indicates that the area
encompassed was never totally covered by any substantial structure. The
Vincent Subdivision map of 1853 depicts an undivided Lot 7, and shows the
Suboperation D area as vacant. The 1871 Ruger view illustrates the same condition. The 1884 edition of the Sanborn map illustrates five structures on an
undivided Lot 7. The Bryan house rested streetside on the west half of the lot
with a two-story dwelling behind on the backlot line. The Beau house occupied
the streetside of the east half of the lot, with a one-story wooden shanty on
the alleyside line. Nestled against the centerline of Lot 7, adjacent both
rear lot attending structures, was a small one-story structure, presumably a
privy. This configuration is essentially duplicated on the 1888 Sanborn map.
On the 1898 Sanborn map, Lot 7 had been subdivided into east and west halves,
and the single privy on the centerline was removed. In its place, on the east
half of the lot, was a long narrow frame and brick privy, of one-story, with a
composition roof, abutting the east property line. In slightly shorter form,
the privy is again depicted on the 1916 edition of the Sanborn. The 1937
Cadastral Survey shows no structures in the yard of the Becu house. Of the
privy discussed above and present adjacent the east property line,
Suboperation D apparently intercepted roughly the middle third of the
structure. Following removal of the sterile clay cap and demolition zone,
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Figure 16. Planview of Suboperation 1-C. A. Matrix soil, mottled tan, yellow,
grey and brown sands with scattered light cultural debris. B. Feature 49,
load-bearing brick foundation pier. C. Feature 49, non-load bearing foundation
brick curtain. D. Feature 50, pit filled with dense brick rubble, possible
dismantled foundation pier. E.
Modern 1-inch metal water pipe, in pipe
trench. Facing grid north.
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five features and two general soil zones were recorded at the first mapping
level (see Figure 17, left). Feature 63 was a narrow poured concrete footing
running north-south through the west half of the unit. The footing was conformable with its construction ditch (that is, it was poured into a ditch), and
was of mid-20th-century origin. Feature 66 was a one-brick wide footing
represented by three fragmentary wall elements emanating from the east baulk
of the unit. Subsequent excavation showed the feature to be the brick lining
of a privy vault that had apparently extended both north and south of its
Suboperation D survivals. Evidently, Feature 66 was the middle cell of a
probable three-cell brick privy vault.
Feature 67 was a small circular pit or possible posthole projecting from
the north baulk line. The 20 cm deep feature produced fragments of tin foil
and linoleum, indicating filling after c. 1900. Feature 68 was defined as a
large, modern looter's pit that impacted the southeast quadrant of the unit
and destroyed that portion of the Feature 66 privy vault that had extended
into the south baulk area. The pit contained a high density of domestic debris
datable largely to the second and third quarters of the 19th century. A second
looter's pit was noted along the west profile of the suboperation. At its upper elevation, Feature 69 consisted of a circular pit c. 75 cm in diameter.
The pit belled outward at its lower elevations, however, and impacted a much
larger area of the suboperation than was apparent at its surface.
Because of the situation, form, and depth of several of the features
noted above, they were excavated combining cultural and arbitrary levels; the
matrix fills were excavated by strata; feature fills were subsequently arbitrarily cleared to bring the general floor level to roughly four levels of
definition and recording. The spatial arrangement of features and matrix fills
proved to be quite complex, and the field interpretation and excavation of the
unit was concomitantly tedious.
After initial reaming of the deep features and the removal of the Feature
65 concrete footing, the general matrix soils were lowered. Zone 3 consisted
of a remnant of the demolition rubble zone and contained the usual mix of
modern and 19th-century debris. At the base of Zone 3 a shallow, narrow trench
containing a lead-wrapped telephone cable was noted and cleared. Zone 4 soils
contained wire nails, asphalt shingle fragments and other materials indicating
deposition after the early-20th century.
At the surface of Zone 5, defined as a layer of brown and tan fine sands,
the unit was remapped (see Figure 17, right). The Zone 5 fill was evidently
redeposited fill, and was found to contain an intact stoneware bottle impressed "John Ryan, Savannah GA." This and other debris in Zone 5 place its
deposition after c. 1850 (Larry Babits: personal communication). Intruding
into Zone 5 was Feature 100, a circular pit roughly 90 cm deep. The feature
had apparently served as a domestic trash pit and was filled sometime after
the first quarter of the 19th century. Feature 105 was designated a possible
posthole. Slightly over 30 cm deep, the feature dates after c. 1820 or thereabouts, based on the presence of transfer-printed whiteware.
Crossing the northwest corner of the square were two ceramic soil
(sanitary) pipes, of 20th-century origin, one of which is shown fully in
Figure 17. Designated Feature 98, these two soil pipes had been intercepted
and broken by the Feature 69 looter's pit. The surviving remnant of the
trench for the two pipes was designated Feature 101 and contained modern plastic fragments. Beneath the two soil pipes was a squarish-form soil feature
designated Feature 103. The fill of this feature had been greatly mixed and
contaminated by the undercutting of Feature 69. The lower, uncontaminated
elevations of Feature 103, identified as a wood-lined privy vault, contained
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Figure 17. Planviews of Suboperation 1-D. A. Zone 3, dark brown to black sand with light architectural
debris. B. Feature 69, modern looter's pit. C. Zone 4, fine brown sand and light cultural debris. D. Feature
67, probable posthole. E. Feature 65, modern concrete wall footing, free poured. F. Feature 68, modern
looter's pit. G. Feature 66, brick privy vault lining. H. Interior fill of Feature 66, at 12.16 m AMSL. I.
Interior fill of Feature 66, at 12.13 m AMSL. J. Breach in Feature 66 lining due to modern looting. K. Area
impacted by modern looting, to a maximum depth of c. 10.50 m AMSL. L. Brown and tan fine sands. M. Feature
104, possible posthole. N. Unclassified soil feature, fine tan sand. 0. Feature 100, dark grey sand-filled
pit. P. Feature 105, possible posthole. Q. Zone 4 remnant at excavation floor level of L. R. Pipe trench for
Feature 98. S. Feature 98, glazed ceramic soil pipe. T. Undesignated glazed ceramic soil pipe projecting
from profile. U. Feature 69, looter's pit. V. Feature 102, backfill episode of Feature 69 looter's pit. W.
Backfill episode of Feature 69 looter's pit. X. Feature 103, interior fill of wood-lined privy vault.
Facing grid north.

transfer-printed and annular decorated whitewares. The basal fill of the privy
vault contained an 1806 coin and a ceramic mark attributed to Ridgeway,
Morley, Wear & Co. (c. 1836-42) the latter of which provides a TPQ of 1836 for
filling of the feature (Godden 1963:130).
A narrow builders trench was
present along Feature 103's east side; a small sample of the trench contained
whiteware, placing its construction after c. 1820. A dark coherent linear
stain marked the south and west margin of the feature, and apparently
represented a rotted wooden lining (see Figure 18). A decayed corner of the
post vault was noted and identified as Feature 152.
The Feature 69 looter's pit, evidently hand dug, had impacted a rich artifact deposit within the wood-lined privy pit, Feature 103. At one point,
19th-century whitewares and a Spanish late-style olive jar were juxtaposed
with a styrofoam cup and Pepsi-Cola can. The avocational nature of the
Feature 69 excavation and its serious contamination of the Feature 103 fills
was all too apparent.
Similarly, the brick lined Feature 66 privy vault had also been looted,
although to a lesser degree than Feature 69. Portions of the interior fill of
Feature 66 had been disturbed, as marked by the presence of flashlight batteries. The uncontaminated fill of the feature was principally coal cinder and
clinkers, by-products, in all probability, of domestic heating activity. The
uncontaminated fill also contained carbon/graphite arc lamp electrode fragments and a ceramic mark attributed to John Edwards (and originated in 1891),
providing evidence that the vault was filled in the very late-19th or
early-20th century (Thorn 1947:56). Evidently, the section of Feature 66 that
survived in battered form did so because its contents were undistinguished and
temporally late. That portion of the privy that had apparently extended into
the south baulk was evidently more productive, as evidenced by the gaping hole
of the Feature 68 looter's pit (apparently resulting from the use of a
backhoe).
The walls of the Feature 66 vault consisted of common red brick stuccoed
on the interior with a mortar finish. The floor, too, was of mortar-capped
brick. The presence of this stucco suggests that the vault was sealed in the
manner of a septic tank, and contrary to ordinary privies in which the liquid
effluent seeped out of the vault through the unsealed (and often unfloored)
vault. In the west wall of the vault was a crudely closed arch (see Figure
19). This privy feature is discussed by a contemporary sanitary engineer
(Waring 1869) and was apparently intended to provide for periodic total flushing of the interior of the privy.
By the stage at which the construction trenches for the privy vaults of
Features 66 and 103 could be practically discerned (see Figure 20), little
time was left for excavation, and only a small sample of the Feature 66 construction trench was collected, revealing transfer-printed whitewares and coal
fragments. For this feature a more specific date can be suggested by reference
to the Sanborn plans, which indicate construction between 1888 and 1898.
The last major feature encountered in Suboperation D was Feature 151, a
large, deep pit in the southwest corner of the unit filled with relatively
clean redeposited sterile sand (see Figure 21). Feature 151 was apparently
precedent to Features 66 and 103, the privy vaults. An 1826 penny from this
feature provides a TPQ for the pit which contained, in its generally low density of cultural .debris, a lead-glazed redware pipkin (see Figure 45). The
pipkin is primarily an 18th-century vessel form, and this specimen is the most
complete example of its class recovered in the excavation. The vessel served
as kitchenware.
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Figure 18. Excavation floor of Suboperation 1-D at c. 11.4 m AMSL. At left the
darkly stained interior fill of Feature 103 is apparent, with the Feature 69
looter's pit fill discernible along the west baulk. At right is Feature 66,
the brick-lined privy vault, partially excavated. The breach in the vaults'
south cell wall is apparent. At lower center is the reamed outline of Feature
100. Scale in 10 cm zones.
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Figure 19. East profile of Suboperation 1-D. This view of the west profile of
the unit is dominated by Feature 66 (at left), the brick-lined privy vault,
and by Feature 68 (at right), a modern looter's pit. A brick arch is prominent
in the west privy vault wall. Scale in 50 cm zones.
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Figure 20. North profile of Suboperation 1-D. In this view, the construction
trenches for the Feature 103 (left) wood-lined privy vault and the Feature 66
(right) brick-lined privy vault are visible. Sewer pipes punctuate the profile
below the modern concrete wall at upper left. Scale in 50 cm zones.
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Figure 21. South profile of Suboperation 1-D. Two major features are evident
in this view: at the left is the Feature 68 looter's pit backfill; at right,
the homogeneous fill of Feature 151. The shallow dimple in the surface of
Feature 151 marks the location of an earthenware pipkin (see Figure 43). Scale
in 50 cm zones.
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Suboperation E
This unit was situated in the east half of the extreme rear lot area of
Lot 7. The unit was originally set up as a 2.0 m by 6.0 m unit, running eastwest, and later expanded from its 12.0 m2 excavation area to a final area of
18.5 m2.
A cursory survey of the available historic plans and views shows that on
the 1853 Vincent Subdivision map the area encompassed by Suboperation E was
vacant, and Lot 7 as a whole was undivided. The 1871 Ruger view suggests a
similar arrangement. The Becu house, or a two-story frame equivalent, occupied
the streetside frontage of the east half of Lot 7. By the time of the Sanborn
maps, the lot had been subdivided into east and west halves. The 1884 Sanborn
map shows a one-story shingled frame "shanty" occupying the rear lot of the
east half of Lot 7. The 1888 Sanborn map is identical, save for designating
the small building at rear-lot as a dwelling. The 1898 map depicts the structure as unchanged save for the addition of a slate or tin roof. This arrangement is repeated on the 1916 Sanborn map, but also notes the presence of a
very narrow addition along the east alleyside wall of the dwelling. This addition is conceivably a privy, but also possibly a sheltered entrance to the
building.
The 1937 Cadastral Survey depicts no structures in the rear of the east
half of Lot 7, although the frame house at front-lot still remained. The Becu
frame house was apparently demolished in 1955 (CRS 1980). The 1955 Sanborn
map, amended to 1973, shows that the entire east half of Lot 7 was vacant and
in use as a parking lot. The Cadastral Survey mentions a one car garage as an
out building although there is no depiction of it on the sketch.
The excavation of Suboperation E commenced with hand removal of c. 25 cm
to 30 cm of modern sterile clay fill and a demolition rubble zone. At the
first mapping level three principal features were noted. At the center of the
western half of the unit was a double H-shaped fireplace base designated
Feature 59 (see Figure 22). The fireplace base had been disturbed somewhat by
demolition events, but its basic outline was intelligible. The west hearth was
slightly smaller than the east, the former being c. 45 cm deep and 89 cm wide,
the latter, 54 cm deep and 94 cm to 98 cm wide. Frequently, in the case of
double hearths, the larger hearth furnishes the kitchen. In our example, the
hearths are not greatly different in size. The firebox floors of the hearths
did not survive, and the remnants of the brick cordons joining the cheek wall
ends of each hearth were only partially represented. The remnants of the
hearths, then, are from below-floor foundation elements. Much of the brick
used consisted of half and three/quarter remnants bonded in a lime and sand
mortar.
Along the east baulk of the unit a one-brick wide footing was present.
This brick footing, designated Feature 60, is interpreted as the east foundation line of the frame shanty/dwelling noted earlier and dated to the
late-19th and early-20th centuries. Full excavation showed that the one-brick
wide finished wall width was represented by three courses of brick stretchers
resting on a two-brick wide spread base course. An obvious repaired breech in
the wall was present at the south end of its exposure in the original unit.
Immediately to the east of the brick footing, Feature 60, and affecting a
substantial portion of the east end of the suboperation, was a large pipe
trench found to contain two steeply inclined glazed ceramic soil pipes of 13
cm (5-inch) diameter. These two pipe lines were stacked vertically and dropped
toward the north where, as we learned from contemporary city engineers, they
joined with larger sewer mains (see Figure 23). This pipe trench was
designated Feature 73 and pipes were identified as Features 74 and 75. The
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Figure 22. Planview of Suboperation 1-E, Stage 1. A. Mixed sand soil matrix, c. 12.07 m AMSL. B. Feature 59,
double brick hearth (fireplace) base. C. Remnants of cordon enclosing firebox floor base. D. Mortar
obscuring brickwork. E. Feature 60, load-bearing brick wall footing on spread base. F. Feature 74, 13 cm
(5-inch) glazed earthenware sewer pipe. G. Feature 75, 13 cm (5-inch) glazed earthenware sewer pipe. H. Pipe
trench for Features 74 and 75. I. Feature 77, brick-lined privy vault. J. Disturbed upper fill of Feature
77. K. Remnant of Feature 77 construction trench. L,M,N. Contours in sterile sand of modern pipe trench
related impact, stepping (respectively) from c. 12.07 m AMSL to 11.33 m AMSL. 0. Breach point in Feature
wall footing. P. Structural brick wall integrated with Feature 59. Facing grid north.

Figure 23. The brick-lined privy vault in Suboperation 1-E. The upper lining
of the Feature 77 privy vault was incorporated into the Feature 60 wall
footing. Sewer pipes were laid subsequent to Feature 60. Scale in 10 cm zones.
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fill of the trench contained modern patented Coca-Cola bottle fragments dating
from December 1923, providing a good TPQ for the trench excavation. The pipes
were laid after the abandonment of the structure resting on the Feature 60
footing and furnished by the Feature 59 hearths.
In the course of reaming out the pipe trench, a deep brick construction
was noted. Initially thought to be a cradle for the soil pipes, subsequent exposure demonstrated that this brick work, identified as Feature 77, was the
lining of a privy vault predating both the soil pipe trench and the earlier
brick wall footing, Feature 60. In the construction of Feature 60, or perhaps
in a later repair, the soft privy vault fill dictated that the Feature 60 wall
construction employ an arch for proper support of the domicile's superstructure (see Figure 23).
Removal of the brick double hearth and the lowering of the surrounding
soil matrix produced a great number of small soil features, predominantly the
ubiquitous "possible posthole." Some of these features are shown in Figure 24,
which also illustrates the expanded area at the east end of the suboperation
that allowed exposure of most of the early brick-lined privy vault, Feature

77.
Features 89 through 95, consisting of possible postholes and shallow,
amorphous pits, were mapped and excavated from the archaeological floor immediately below the level of the double hearth. Features 90, 91, 92, 93, and
94 had been covered by the double hearth and should have contained no material
dating after c. 1875-80. Features 90 and 94, however, were found to contain
small fragments of asphalt shingles, a roofing material introduced during the
first quarter of the 20th century. It is unlikely that the hearth post-dates
the early-20th century, and there is reason to suspect contamination by
bioturbation--either root action or rodent burrowing. One possible posthole,
Feature 89, was stratigraphically of very recent origin and contained asphalt
shingle fragments and plastic. The remainder of the above features contained
material suggesting filling around the mid-19th century.
The excavation floor of the unit was lowered again, revealing new possible postholes and small pits; some of these precedent features are also
shown in Figure 24. Feature 155, a shallow pit along the west unit profile,
contained little cultural debris and none of it temporally diagnostic. Feature
156, a small squarish pit or possible posthole along the south baulk, contained blue shell-edged pearlware, placing the depositional event after c.
1780. Feature 157, an amorphous soil disturbance along the south baulk, contained annular pearlware, placing its formation sometime after 1790. Its
profile representation (Figure 25, P) suggests a possible posthole within.
Feature 158, a small possible posthole at the center of the unit, contained
earthenwares of 18th- or 19th-century origin. Features 159 and 160, not shown
in Figure 24, were small possible postholes containing creamware, which
provides a TPQ of c. 1763 for their formation.
After completing excavation of soil features in the western portion of
the unit and recording of profiles, the eastern end of the unit was expanded
east and north in order to more fully expose an apparent brick privy vault
partially impacted by the soil pipe placement and covered by the dwelling
foundations described earlier. It was felt that these features may have served to shield the lower privy vault from looting, although this assumption
proved to be erroneous.
Excavation in the expansion area of the unit demonstrated that looting of
the Feature 77 privy had occurred through a pit east of the Feature 60 brick
footing. The upper levels of the privy east wall had been broken through and
the fill of the privy seriously disturbed. The looting activity had also been
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Figure 24. Planview of Suboperation 1-E, Stage 2. A. Excavation floor level, c. 12.00 m AMSL. B. Feature 95,
possible posthole.
C. Feature 89, possible posthole. D. Feature 90, possible posthole. E. Feature 92,
possible posthole. F. Feature 158, possible posthole.
G. Feature 155, shallow pit. H. Lead-wrapped
telephone (?) cable, modern. I. Feature 156 possible posthole. J. Feature 91, shallow pit. K. Feature 157,
shallow pit including possible posthole. L. Feature 160, possible posthole. M. Feature 93, possible
posthole. N. Feature 94, possible posthole. 0. Area impacted by 20th-century sanitary pipe placement. P.
Feature 60, brick wall footing. Q. Unclassified deep pit-type soil feature, precedent to Features 77 and 60.
R. Modern looter's trench. S,T,U,V. Contour intervals of Feature 77 construction trench (as reamed),
stepping from c. 11.74 m AMSL (s) to c. 10.53 m AMSL (u). W. Feature 77, brick privy vault lining. X. Breach
in privy vault lining due to modern looting. Y. Sterile sand floor of privy vault, c. 10.45 m AMSL. Z.
Sterile tan sand. 1. Construction trench of Feature 77. Facing grid north.

Figure 25. South profile of Suboperation E. A. Sandy clay fill, modern. B. Pyritic gravel and sandy modern
parking lot surface. C. Re-deposited fill associated with sewer pipe placement (I). D,E,F,G. Fill lenses
associated with sewer pipe placement. H. Sewer pipe trench. I. Glazed ceramic sewer pipes, 13 cm (5-inch)
diameter.
J. Feature 60, brick wall; repaired configuration. K. Sand with light architectural debris. L.
Sand with light architectural debris. M. Sand with charcoal and shell debris. N. Sand with charcoal and
shell debris. 0. Sand with light architectural debris. P. Feature 157, possible posthole. Q. Feature 156,
possible posthole. R. Construction trench for Feature 77, brick privy vault lining. S. Feature 77, brick
privy vault lining. T. Feature 160, possible posthole. U. Sterile tan sand. V. Structural brick wall
associated with double hearth base, Feature 59.

carried north into the baulk of the suboperation. Modern Pepsi-Cola bottles
were present in the looter's back dirt. To archaeologically expose the privy,
the portion of Feature 60 extending over the Feature 77 privy was removed, but
the footing and its underlying soil pedestal north of and abutting the privy
were left in place to support the dry-laid brick walls of the privy. The north
wall and portions of the east and west walls of the vault were exposed. When
fully excavated, the overall surviving depth of the feature was c. 1.4 m, and
measured 96 cm east-west and at least 97 cm north-south.
Although looting had disturbed most of the interior of the privy, some
small areas appeared to be untouched; these areas were carefully screened to
retrieve data on the period and nature of the privy backfilling. The latest
ceramic type present in the undisturbed fill was flowing blue transfer-printed
whiteware, dated by Bartovics (1980) 1841-1900. Given the presence of the
domestic structure over the privy by 1884, the filling of the privy can be
placed in the period 1841-84.
As to the date of construction of the privy vault, portions of the construction trench were noted on the east and west sides of the feature. On the
west, the construction trench was narrow (less than 10 cm) and nearly vertical
(see Figure 23). On the east, a wide sloping trench was cut to the base of the
privy. Uncontaminated portions of this west builder's trench were screened.
Little cultural debris was present, the latest datable type being blue handpainted pearlware, which Noel Hume (1969:128-129) dates 1780-1820.
Recapitulating, the privy appears to have been constructed after 1780 and
had ceased to be utilized prior to 1884, when its locality was covered by a
one-story domestic unit. At some point in the last two decades, the privy was
looted.
Underneath the Feature 60 wall and to its east an undefined, deep soil
feature was present. This feature appears to predate the brick privy, Feature
77. Its ceramic contents show great variety, including 18th- and 19th-century
styles. The latest variety present is sponge-printed whiteware, dated by
Bartovics (1980) to the period 1836-70. The ceramic variety may have resulted
from the intrusion of this undesignated feature onto an earlier backfilled
privy; a small pocket of dark organic fill survived at the lower corner of the
later disturbance. The possible early privy had been substantially impacted by
the looter's pit as well, leaving only the barest suggestion of its presence.
Reconstruction of the sequence of events at the northeast corner of Lot 7
(and Suboperation E) suggests that a possible early (perhaps 18th century)
privy was impacted by a large, undefined soil feature at some point after c.
1836. This feature in turn was impacted by the construction of the brick
privy, Feature 77. Abandoned and covered by a one-story frame domestic unit on
a brick footing by 1884, the Feature 77 privy and the earlier cultural features to the south were impacted first by pipe laying after 1923 and second,
by looters in the last two decades.
Suboperation F
With original dimensions of 3.0 m by 4.0 m for an area of 12.0 m2, this
unit was subsequently enlarged to a 6.0 m by 6.0 m square for 36.0 m2 of surface exposure. The unit was situated at the mid-lot range of Lot 8 and overlapped on its west side the north-south centerline of the lot.
The area encompassed by Suboperation F and its extension was apparently
never covered by substantial buildings. The 1853 Vincent Subdivision map illustrates two paired (and conjoined) structures occupying the full width of
the front of Lot 8 and two similarly identical and contiguous smaller
structures along the full back-lot line. This configuration (see Figures 5-8:
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was remarkably stable through time; the structural arrangement is repeated on
the 1884, 1888, 1898 and 1916 Sanborn maps. The area of Suboperation F was not
covered by the principal structures on the site, although the extreme southern
edges of the extended suboperation may have been underneath a two-story veranda/porch/stairwell addition at the rear of the four-story front-lot structures. Suboperation F, then, was in the yard area of Lot 8 adjacent to the
lot's centerline.
The centerline was apparently demarked by an eight foot
high fenceline (see Figure 5).
Removal of the clay cap and demolition rubble zone on the original 3.0 m
by 4.0 m unit was carried out by hand without screening. At the first mapping
level four principal features were exposed. Feature 78 was a narrow brick
footing running along the west baulk and corresponded in location to the centerline of the lot. Breaching this wall was a narrow backhoe-excavated archaeological search trench running northeast-southwest across the northwest
This trench was excavated in the summer of 1980 by
quadrant of the unit.
Cultural Resource Services, Inc., during preliminary archaeological testing on
Through some mischance, the brick footing encountered was identhe site.
tified as a footing corner rather than a continuous footing (CRS 1980:43-44).
In the northeast corner of the unit a small-diameter metal water pipe was
noted and designated Feature 81. Near the south baulk Feature 80 was recorded
as a circular brick rubble filled pit. The presence of asphalt shingle fragments in the fill suggests that the pit was excavated in the first quarter of
the 20th century or later. The function of Feature 81 is not clear.
After reaming Feature 81 and Feature 79 the matrix of the unit was
lowered and new features were exposed at the second mapping level (see Figure
26). A construction trench for the brick footing, Feature 78, was present.
Excavation of this trench exposed the lower courses of the brick footing,
which was evidenced by two courses of one-brick width of the finished wall and
one base spread course of one-and-one-half brick width. Excavation of the associated construction trench produced fragments of asphalt shingles, which, if
not later contaminants, suggest that the footing was erected not prior to the
early-20th century.
Several small disturbances designated possible postholes were recorded,
including Features 83, 85, and 86. Features 83 and 85 contained slip-glazed
ginger beer bottle fragments common in the late-19th century. Feature 88 consisted of a concentration of sandy lime mortar containing whiteware types indicating an early-20th century or later date of formation. This mortar deposit
may be related to the construction of the Feature 78 brick wall footing, which
seems to have been constructed during the first quarter of the 20th century
(although the Sanborn plans suggest a wall present by 1884).
Feature 87 was a definite posthole 32 cm deep and partially obscured by
the subsequent Feature 78 brick footing. In the southeast corner of the
original Suboperation F was a large circular disturbance which was designated
Feture 84. The excavation of the pit produced little temporally-diagnostic
material; a .32 rimfire cartridge indicates post-1860 formation. However, what
was revealed along the south profile-line through the feature was coherent
curved brick work beneath a thick slate slab. Tentatively identifying this
feature as a capped well, the excavation unit was expanded two meters to the
east and three meters to the south to fully expose the well and well pit
excavation.
A backhoe was employed to remove the clay cap over the extension area of
the unit, and hand clearing without screening carried the excavation floor of
the extension down to a level comparable with the second mapping level in the
original suboperation (see Figure 26). The large, circular pit of the brick
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Figure 26. Planview of Suboperation F and extension. A. Surface of Zone 6,
grey-brown fine sand, approximate level, c. 11.95 in AMSL B. Feature 78, brick
foundation. C. Feature 78, construction trench remnants. D. Feature 79, modern
E. Feature 88, sandy lime mortar
backhoe-excavated archaeological trench.
concentration. F. Feature 87, probable posthole remnant. G. Feature 86,
Feature 83, possible posthole. I. Feature 80, brick
possible posthole. H.
rubble filled pit. J. Feature 85, possible posthole. K. Feature 140, soil cap
to dry well (Feature 96). L. Feature 139, brick rubble filled pit. M. Brick
rubble concentration. N. Feature 143, possible posthole. 0. Feature 81, modern
1-inch metal water pipe. P. Remnant of Feature 81 pipe trench. Q. Dark grey
fill and dense architectural debris. R. Tan and yellow fine sands, associated
with F-96 construction (?). S. Extension floor level, c. 12.05 m AMSL. T.
Brick rubble concentration. U. Feature 142, pipe trenches associated with
F-96; 142-A, inner soil area, later pipe trench; 142-B, outer soil area,
earlier pipe trench V. Feature 141, probable pipe trench associated with F-96;
141-A, inner soil area, 141-B, outer soil area.
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well was outlined and shown to be c. 3 m in diameter. In the excavation of
that portion of the well pit in the original suboperation (Feature 84) it was
realized that the large circular pit was actually a capping level above the
stone slabs sealing the well. There was in fact a lower circular pit that was
the original construction trench of the well (see Figure 27); consequently,
the upper, capping layer over the well was designated Feature 140. The brick
lining of the well was given the designation Feature 96.
Numerous features and feature continuations were noted in the extension
of the suboperation. Numerous amorphous soil areas were also present, but
several distinct features were designated. Feature 139 was a small circular
pit intrusive into the Feature 140 well cap. A linear soil disturbance with
two distinct fills was present at the southwest flank of the well cap (Feature
141-A and 141-B), with a similar feature at the southeast flank (Feature 142-A
and 142-B). In addition to a section of construction trench associated with
the metal water pipe, Feature 81, a small square possible posthole designated
Feature 143 was mapped.
Due to time constraints, few of the features designated by this stage of
the excavation could be excavated, and the general floor level of the suboperation was not again lowered. Feature 139 was reamed and was found to contain, like Feature 80 to the north, brick debris, but only one transferprinted pearlware sherd was recovered. The soil cap over the well was removed,
exposing entirely two large rectangular slate slabs sealing the circular brick
well lining (see Figure 28). At the same time, a smaller diameter circular
well construction pit (Feature 84) was exposed, and its off-center outline was
noted. The circular soil cap produced an 1859 coin but also early-20th century
asphalt shingle fragments. Excavation of the well construction trench proper
(Feature 84) also produced asphalt shingles, which, if not culturally or
naturally introduced contamination, suggest a 20th-century origin for the entire feature. The well construction pit excavation, however, was only carried
40 cm, and deeper excavation might have clarified the dating of the construction of the feature.
After removing the slate slabs from the top of the brick well lining, the
interior of the feature was found to be largely a void. At the base of the
feature a dried, cracked layer of dark, organic soil 30 cm deep surmounted
roughly 10 cm of grey stained sand, thence sterile while undisturbed natural
subsoil. The cultural debris in this fill was undistinguished and very small
in quantity, consisting largely of small nail fragments, glass buttons and
small ceramic fragments. There were no temporally diagnostic artifacts
discerned.
The well featured a one-brick width (21 cm) lining of dry-laid brick. The
overall depth of the well was 2.61 m, and belled from the top interior
diameter of 93 cm to 153 cm at its base. A 2.5 cm (1-inch) diameter lead pipe
entered the top of the well from the pipe trench identified as Feature 142-A.
This was the only ingress into the well. Two pipe trenches were evident,
however, around the Feature 142 pipe. The extant pipe had been set into a
trench nested within a larger, earlier pipe trench, indicating that the lead
pipe was a replacement for an earlier pipe (see Figure 29). This pipe replacement occurred prior to the Feature 140 soil capping event, however, which
probably marked the placement of the slate cap on the brick well lining.
Thus, after the original construction of the well, the ingress pipe was
renewed or replaced and at a still later date, a large but shallow circular
pit was cut down to the well top. This later circular pit did not conform to
the diameter and limits of the earlier construction pit, and probably marked
the slate capping of the well.
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Figure 27. Feature 96, dry well, capped. The upper, outer circular repair pit (Feature 140) and the inner
original construction trench (Feature 84), excavated in section, are visible. Scale in 10 cm zones.

Figure 28. Feature 96, dry well, uncapped. The upper and lower repair/construction trenches are visible in
this view of the uncapped dry well. A small-diameter metal pipe enters the vault from the southeast. The
indentation in the construction trenches at lower left is attributed to Feature 80, a late pit disturbance.
Scale in 10 cm zones.
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Figure 29. Detail of Feature 96 well top. In the background, in the profile of
the repair and construction trenches, Features 140 and 84, is visible the
pipe-laying trench for the extant metal pipe within a probable earlier pipe
trench. Scale in 5 cm zones.
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The function of the Feature 96 brick-lined well has drawn much comment.
It is quite evident that the feature can be identified as a dry well, a
sanitary waste disposal feature rather than a water supply feature. First, the
base of the well is far above the standing ground water table and (some four
to five feet below surface) thus could not have collected ground water. The
interior is dry-laid and unfinished with mortar or stucco or any sealing compound, further it has no floor. This discounts a cistern attribution. The ingress line, a 1-inch diameter lead pipe, is far too small to have served to
carry solid effluent, and therefore only conveyed liquids. In modern terms,
the feature was a cesspool, a facility for collecting liquid waste which is
then diffused out through the permeable brick shell to percolate through
natural matrix sands. The topic of dry wells will be addressed again at a
later point.
The examination of the dry well and its scant contents ended the archaeological treatment of Suboperation F. Due to time constraints, no further
excavation of the exposed features was possible.
Suboperation G
The area encompassed by Suboperation G was apparently an open mid-lot
yard area during most of the 19th century. The 1853 Vincent Subdivision map
illustrates a small mid-lot structure the south wall line of which probably
crossed the area of the excavation unit. No firm structural evidence was
noted, however. The 1884, 1888 and 1898 Sanborn maps indicate the Suboperation
G area was open yard, but by the 1916 version of the Sanborn map, the area of
the test pit was covered by a three-story structure.
Situated at mid-lot range just east of the centerline of Lot 6,
Suboperation G had effective dimensions of 3.0 m by 3.0 m for 9.0 m2 of area.
Approximately 40 cm of sterile clay cap and 20 cm to 35 cm of demolition rubble were removed by hand without screening. At the first level of definition
and mapping, 18 small disturbances, designated possible postholes, and one
large soil pipe and trench were noted and recorded (see Figure 30).
The principal feature of the unit was designated Feature 107 and consisted of a 20 cm (8-inch) diameter glazed ceramic soil pipe set in a trench 50 cm
deep and 50 cm to 130 cm wide. The presence of small fragments of linoleum and
plastic indicate the placement of the pipe in the 20th century.
Features 108 through 111 consisted of a series of possible postholes
situated along the west baulk of the unit. With the exception of Feature 111,
all were relatively shallow (under 30 cm) and contained little cultural
debris. The latest ceramic types for Features 108 through 110 were decorated
pearlware types, indicating a TPQ in the range of 1790-1800. Feature 111 was
c. 60 cm in depth and contained one whiteware sherd, suggesting a TPQ of c.
1820.
Cut by the west edge of the soil pipe trench, Features 123 and 124 were
possible companion postholes 41 cm and 33 cm in depth, respectively. Neither
contained any appreciable debris (Feature 123 had none), and were squarish in
form. Along the south baulk of the unit were noted two features. Feature 112
was a shallow depression containing little diagnostic debris save for
transfer-printed whiteware, the presence of which suggest a TPQ of c. 1820.
Feature 113 was a small, shallow circular soil feature containing no diagnostic material. Similarly, Features 114 and 115 were also shallow and contained
little or no significant debris. Fragments of pearlware in Feature 115 suggest
a TPQ of c. 1780.
In a diagonal cluster across the east half of the unit were plotted a
series of possible postholes and postmolds numbered Features 116 through 122.
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Figure 30. Planview of Suboperation 1-G. A. Surface of Zone 3-B, matrix of
fine mottled grey and tan sands. B. Feature 107, modern sanitary pipe and pipe
trench. C. Feature 108, possible posthole. D. Feature 109, possible posthole.
E. Feature 110, possible posthole. F. Feature 111, possible posthole. G.
Feature 124, remnant of possible posthole. H. Feature 123, remnant of possible
posthole. I. Feature 125, remnant of possible posthole. J. Feature 122,
posthole. K. Feature 120, possible posthole. L. Feature 121, posthole, with
wood post remnant. M. Feature 118, possible posthole. N. Feature 119, possible
posthole. 0. Unclassified soil feature. P. Feature 116, possible posthole. Q.
Feature 117, possible posthole. R. Feature 114, possible posthole. S. Feature
115, possible posthole. T. Feature 112, unclassified soil feature. U. Feature
113, possible posthole. Facing grid north.
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None of the features contained any significant numbers of artifacts. Features
118 and 120 contained nonceramic debris suggesting formation in the early-20th
century, while Features 121 and 117 contained whitewares giving a rough TPQ of
1820. In the remainder--Features 116 and 119--pearlware and creamware sherds
(respectively) were the latest types present.
Feature 125, a possible posthole cut by the east side of the soil pipe
trench, was c. 40 cm in depth and contained creamware fragments. After reaming
the above-noted features, the matrix was screened 20 cm, and three earlier
features were exposed (not shown in Figure 30).
Feature 137 was a shallow, circular postmold within a squarish posthole.
The posthole produced pearlware sherds, giving a TPQ of c. 1780. Feature 136
also consisted of a posthole and postmold with remnants of a wooden post surviving. The squarish postmold contained creamware, while the posthole contained green shell-edged pearlware, producing a c. 1780 TPQ for the entire
feature. Feature 138 proved to be a shallow depression and contained no diagnostic cultural material.
In summary, apart from a relatively modern ceramic soil pipe and trench,
Suboperation G produced no large features, but rather a series of postholes
and other lesser features (Figure 31). Features 108 through 111 possibly
reflect a fenceline dividing the east and west halves of Lot 6. The cluster of
postholes in the northeast quadrant of the unit appears to represent the successive replacement posts in a restricted locality or along a particular line.
Few of the postholes in the unit produced artifact inventories of sufficient
size to date the features with confidence.
Suboperation H
The unit designated 1-H was situated on the east half of Lot 6 at frontlot range. The unit had effective excavated dimensions of 2.0 m by 6.0 m for
an effective area of 12.0 m2. The clay cap overlying the excavation area was
removed by hand, and an accumulation of demolition rubble was cleared away
without screening.
At the base of the demolition zone was exposed a modern brick footing,
several soil features and two linear soil stains (see Figure 32). The principal feature was Feature 129, a brick load-bearing wall represented by three
courses of brick stepping out from an apparent finished one-brick width to a
two-brick wide base course. The general shallowness and size of the footing
suggests relatively light wall loads. In fact, the location of the wall corresponds with the off-street wall line of a two-storied domicile situated on
the front of Lot 6 and depicted on the 1884, 1888, 1898 and, in modified form,
on the 1916 Sanborn insurance maps (see Figures 5 through 8).
A shallow construction trench was present on both sides of the Feature
129 wall footing, and the presence in the construction trench of an 1846 onecent coin provides a TPQ for the erection of the wall.
Along the north profile of the unit were situated two pit disturbances
designated Features 127 and 128. Feature 127 was a straight-sided, flatbottomed feature slightly over 40 cm deep and containing little cultural
debris. The presence of whiteware suggests an approximate TPQ of c. 1820. To
the east of Feature 127 was Feature 128, consisting of a straight-sided pit c.
45 cm deep with a round, possible posthole extending from its floor to at
least 1.26 m below the upper feature surface. The feature produced, in a light
artifact scatter, an 1896 one-cent coin which provides a TPQ for the feature.
Both Feature 127 and 128 appear to post-date the construction of the Feature
129 brick wall.
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Feature 135 (see Figure 32) was a small probable posthole containing
little cultural debris. The straight-sided, flat-bottomed feature produced
some whiteware ceramics, sufficient only to produce a TPQ of c. 1820.
South of the brick wall footing was situated Feature 130, a small circular pit barely 30 cm in depth and containing no ceramic and little nonceramic debris. The feature contained no temporally or functionally diagnostic
debris and was an apparent depression in the overlying demolition rubble zone.
Of greater interest were two distinct linear soil stains running northsouth and centered approximately 85 cm apart. Some associated decayed wood
suggests strongly that these stains were deteriorated floor joists, probably
from the late-19th century structure situated on the lot and supported by the
Feature 129 brick wall footing. The western stain, designated Feature 132/133
(due to its two distinct fill elements), when excavated produced no more temporally sensitive ceramics than a single pearlware sherd. The eastern linear
stain, designated Feature 131/1 34, produced little material as well, save for
some plain and decorated whitewares. The associated artifacts provide little
independent dating criteria, but their probable structural connection with the
Feature 129 brick wall footings links the features to the late-19th-century
domicle.
Following excavation of the above features, the soil floor of the unit
was lowered in two proveniences horizontally divided by Feature 129. Three new
features were defined at this level, all possible postholes (see Figure 32).
Feature 147 was a circular feature 50 cm in diameter and 40 cm in depth. The
fill of the posthole produced neither ceramics nor any diagnostic nonceramic
material.
Partially obscured by the overlying brick footing, Feature 149 was
squarish in plan and c. 43 cm in depth. Apart from the presence of pearlware,
which provides a rough TPQ of c. 1780, this feature also produced no diagnostic material. Feature 148 was a circular possible posthole 30 cm in diameter
and c. 30 cm deep. The feature contained no diagnostic material save for some
pieces of Staffordshire/Bristol style slip-decorated earthenware.
The possible postholes, Features 147, 148 and 149, all fall along the
west side of the unit, two in the profile. The west side of the suboperation
falls approximately along a north-south line dividing Lot 6 into east and west
halves. The postholes may reflect subdivision of the lot into halves at an
early date, as the postholes contained little cultural debris and are thus
thought to have been excavated and/or filled prior to any significant accumulation of domestic sheet refuse.
Operation 2
The excavation area designated Operation 2 consisted of the north half of
Belitha Tything, including Lots 1 through 5. Operation 2 was served by Transit
Station #1, the datum plane of which was determined to be 13.61 m AMSL.
Similarly, the area was horizontally controlled by the coordinate grid system
established for the entire site. At the initiation of testing low spoil dirt
heaps obscured parts of the Operation 2 area and were removed to permit
excavation.
Two areas were tested in Operation 2, the first in the southwest corner
of Lot 5, and the second in the mid-lot area of Lot 2.
Suboperation A
Lot 5 was apparently occupied as early as 1785, although there is no
detail as to physical improvements on the property until depictions on the
1853 Vincent Subdivision map. This plan shows a wooden structure occupying
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Figure 31. East and south profiles of Suboperation 1-G. A. Modern fill, pale
orange sandy clay. B. Modern demolition fill, dark brown sand with
architectural and domestic cultural debris. C. Water-sorted brown sands with
light, scattered architectural debris. D. Brown sand with light architectural
debris and coal cinders.
E. and F. mixed brown and tan sands with brick,
shell and charcoal inclusions; unclassified soil feature. G. Feature 122,
postmold.
H. Feature 122, posthole. I. Lime-and-sand type mortar deposit. J.
Brown sands with limestone, charcoal, brick, mortar and shell inclusions;
upper fill episode of Feature 112, unclassified soil feature. K. Brown sands
with brick, mortar and charcoal fragments; lower fill episode of Feature 112.
L. Feature 107, ceramic sanitary pipe and pipe trench. M. Sterile tan sand.
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Figure 31. East and south profiles of Suboperation 1-G.
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A. Matrix soil, yellowish-brown sand. B. Feature 129,
Figure 32. Planviews of Suboperation 1-H.
load-bearing brick wall footing. C. Feature 129, construction trench. D. Feature 132, linear soil stain. E.
Feature 133, linear soil stain with brick and mortar inclusion. F. Feature 134, linear soil stain. G.
Feature 131 linear soil stain, with brick inclusions. H. Feature 130, unclassified shallow depression;
possible intrusion of overlying modern demolition zone. I. Feature 135, probable posthole. J. Feature 127,
pit-type soil feature. K. Feature 128, pit-type soil feature. L. Feature 129 (on pedestal). M. Sterile tan
N. Feature 147, possible posthole or small pit. 0. Feature 149, probable posthole. P.
sand soil matrix.
Feature 148, possible posthole. Facing grid west.
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Figure 32. Planviews of Suboperation 1-H.

roughly the northern one-third of Lot 1 and fronting on York Street. Its
facade was integrated with structures on adjacent Lots 2, 3 and 4, and it occupied the full width of the lot. The 1871 Ruger view apparently depicts this
front-lot building and shows it as being two stories. A one- or one-and-onehalf-story structure was also present along the Whitaker frontage of the lot.
Lot 5 appears in the 1880 J. Ryan photograph of Telfair Square and shows
the pitched and hipped roof of the main York Street structure, a low one-story
building along Whitaker Street, and a mid-lot yard house as well. More
detailed is the 1884 edition of the Sanborn map. The wooden two-story structure on York Street was half dwelling, half gas fitting shop, and the onestory wood structure along Whitaker was subdivided into small stalls, occupied
by a barber and a fruit vendor, among others. The yard building was of oneand-one-half-stories and of wood construction, connected to York alley by an
apparent narrow covered walkway. An apparent privy was situated in the southwest corner of Lot 5.
The detail on the 1884 Sanborn is largely identical to the 1888 version.
All the structures on Lot 5 were wood and evidently perished in the fire of
1889. The 1898 Sanborn depicts Lot 5 as being virtually vacant, save for two
relatively small wood structures associated with J. Ryan's marble and granite
works. Apparently no privy furnished the business. By the time of the 1916
Sanborn map the entire Lot 5 was covered by a two-story brick structure
divided into four sections and occupied by commercial concerns, including a
picture framing business and a plumbing supply store. The brick structure was
still present in 1937 and was recorded by the Cadastral Survey as having no
basement beneath its brick foundations. On the 1973 revised Sanborn the commercial building was being utilized as a paint store. During the preliminary
testing in 1980, the structure was still present.
The objective in opening Suboperation A was to open a test pit over the
extreme southwest corner of Lot 5 and to search for the apparent privy depicted in that location on the 1884 and 1888 Sanborn editions.
Suboperation A was set within site grid to yield an effective excavation
area of 3.0 m (east-west) by 4.0 m. After removing a 15 cm sandy clay cap over
the excavation area, two distinct layers of demolition rubble of recent origin
and 40 cm in depth were encountered and removed.
At the base of the general zone-type distributed demolition were multiple
soil features and some apparent pockets of demolition rubble. At the third
mapping stage (Figure 33) the basic unit features were recorded. Two structural footings were present in the unit. Feature 1 was a brick footing spreading from a highest surviving course of one-and-one-half brick width. This
footing, attributable to the two-story commercial structure built on Lot 5
between 1898 and 1916, was a perimeter load-bearing foundation and ran along
the south unit baulk (which represented the southern boundary of Lot 5). Three
meters to the north was a less coherent footing or foundation consisting of
limestone and marble slabs linearly aligned. This feature, designated Feature
2, might be attributable to the occupation by J. Ryan in the 1890s, during
which time the lot was used as a stone-cutting yard. There was no diagnostic
cultural material in association with Feature 2 and its functional attribution
is tenuous.
The principal feature in the unit was designated Feature 8 and is identified as a modern bottle collector's looting pit. This feature, incorporating
associated fill episodes designated Features 6 and 5, was evidently cut by a
backhoe with a 36-inch wide toothless bucket. In Figure 33, the sloping, ramplike cut at the northern end of the feature was slightly less than a meter
The fill of Feature 8 was carefully screened to
wide, and straight-sided.
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attempt to retrieve some data concerning the privy which the pit looted, but
the intermix of 18th-, 19th- and 20th-century domestic and architectural
debris masked the original contents. The feature fill was not entirely excavated; no in situ structural elements of the privy were encountered. It will
be recalled
— this privy was depicted on the Sanborn plans of 1884 and
1888.
The looter's pit had cut through three features along its eastern margin.
Features 15 and 16 (Figure 33, H, I) were classified as possible postholes;
only Feature 15 contained datable material, in this case, transfer-printed
whitewares (TPQ c. 1825). Features 10 and 11 (Figure 33, D, E), classified as
a possible posthole and a pit (respectively) contained modern demolition
debris. Other features of 20th-century origin were Feature 3, a brick-filled
pit in the north unit profile, and Feature 18, a cast-iron soil pipe running
along the west profile and broken by the backhoe looter's pit. The pipe trench
had apparently cut some type of brick pavement, Feature 17, which appeared in
the west unit profile.
In the midst of a unit heavily marked by features created during and after the relatively recent demolition of the Lot 5 structure were two interesting features. The first, Feature 19, (Figure 33, F), was a pig burial which
had been cut by the looter's pit. Some modern materials were found in association which suggest a recent inhumation. The second feature, Feature 12, was an
apparent trash pit dating to the 1760s or 1770s. Dated by a TPQ of c. 1763 on
creamware, the pit was one of the few early site features encountered in the
testing program.
At a lower level, two more features were recorded. Feature 21 was a posthole and mold, the former containing creamware, the latter, whiteware.
Feature 23, a possible posthole, was found to contain no material.
Ironically, a unit containing many, very recently-generated cultural features also contained one of the earliest features on the site, Feature 12.
Suboperation B
Suboperation B was situated at mid-lot range in Lot 2, and in its extended form spanned the line dividing the lot into east and west halves. Lot 2
was apparently occupied during the latter half of the 18th century, but our
first cartographic representation of the lot appears on the 1853 Vincent
Subdivision map. This map depicted a wooden structure occupying roughly the
northern one-third of the lot on its York Street frontage. The Lot 2 structure
formed part of an integrated facade with the structures on Lots 3, 4 and 5.
Between 1853 and 1871 some structural changes in the Lot 2 buildings took
place. The uniform Lot 2 facade had been broken, and the east half of the York
Street frontage of the lot was vacant. The 1871 Ruger view depicts a small
two-story structure on the York Street frontage of the lot, and a somewhat
larger two-story structure on York Alley. The 1880 Ryan photograph illustrates
the front-lot structure at the edge of the image area; the building was
covered with whitewashed clapboards and had two chimneys in the east wall.
By the execution of the 1884 Sanborn map a four-story brick dwelling
stood on York Street on the east half of the lot. The older two-story wood
structure still occupied the west half. Also on the east half was a one-story
wood structure at mid-lot on the lot line, connecting with a two-story brick
stable on York alley. The 1888 Sanborn repeated the structural configuration,
noting that the second floor of the stable was a dwelling, presumably a servant's quarters. The 1898 edition Sanborn map illustrates that Lot 2 had been
partitioned by a wall through the yard area, and that the front-lot structures
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Figure 33. Planview of Suboperation 2-A. A. Matrix soil, brown-stained sand at
c. 11.45 m AMSL. B. Feature 1, two-brick wide load-bearing brick footing on
spread base; top courses obscured by mortar. C. Feature 2, limestone and
marble stone footing (?). D. Feature 10, possible posthole. E. Feature 11
unclassified pit-type soil feature. F. Feature 19, pig burial pit. G. Feature
12, unclassified pit-type soil feature. H. Feature 15, remnant of possible
posthole. I. Feature 16, remnant of possible posthole. J. Feature 3, brick
rubble-filled soil feature; possible structural brick pier remnant. K. Feature
18, cast iron soil pipe, 10 cm (4 inch) diameter, in associated pipe trench.
L. Depression into sterile subsoil, associated with Feature 8. M. Soil contour
areas between general excavation floor level (11.45 m AMSL) and Feature 8
excavation floor level (N). N. Feature 8, backhoe trench associated backfill,
at excavation floor level, 10.65-10.17 m AMSL.
0. Asphalt pavement slab,
included in Feature 8 fill. Facing grid north.
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Figure 33. Planview of Suboperation 2-A.
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had been physically joined. Both structures were commercial offices, and one
of the rear lot dwelling/stable units was in use as a tin shop. The 1916
Sanborn map illustrates further development in the mid-lot area of Lot 2, with
the west mid-lot area covered by a one-story brick structure. In 1916, then,
the only vacant yard area in Lot 2 was at mid-lot range on the east half of
the lot. The Knights of Pythias Hall had expanded into the Lot 2 area during
the first decade of this century. The structral configuration of the property remains essentially the same on the Cadastral Survey notes of 1937. By
1973, the Lot 2 structures were demolished, and the lot was in use for automobile parking.
Suboperation B was originally laid out as a 3.0 m by 3.0 m test unit, and
was set east of the centerline of the lot at mid-lot range. Later expanded for
a total area of 33 m2, the expanded unit narrowly crossed the lot's center
line. The area surrounding the original unit was vacant during the cartographically documented period of the site.
The removal of the shallow sandy clay cap and demolition rubble over the
unit revealed three structural features. Feature 26 was a poured concrete wall
footing c. 30 cm wide and 30 cm deep. No demonstrable construction trench was
noted, and loosely stacked courses of brick abutted both edges of the footing
which ran east-west across the center of the unit (see Figure 34). North of
the Feature 26 footing, in the northeast and northwest corners of the unit,
were Features 25 and 24 (respectively). Both features were heavy-duty tiered
foundation piers of brick construction. Feature 24 had evidently subsided or
been displaced somewhat during demolition activities, as it rested off vertical.
The construction trench for Feature 25 contained milk glass which is
suggestive of late-19th century construction; Feature 24 contained slightly
earlier debris, although it is likely that the two piers are contemporaneous.
Features 24, 25 and 26 are attributable to the footings of a multi-story
rear veranda/staircase attachment to the four-story structure on the east half
of Lot 2. This veranda/staircase was described on the 1884 and 1888 Sanborns
as four-story, and three-story on the 1898 and 1916 editions. It is quite possible that the concrete footing, Feature 26, replaced the brick piers as foundation supports; stratigraphically the brick piers were set, by trench, within
a mixed fill layer upon which sat the concrete footing.
Lesser soil features were noted in the area of the original suboperation
north of Feature 26. Feature 28 was a small, shallow pit precedent to the
Feature 26 footing; its contents, dating after c. 1850, were notable in that
over a dozen small finely tooled cuprous rods, possibly watch or music box
parts, were contained in the fill. Feature 27, into which Feature 28 and brick
pier Feature 25 had intruded, was a large pit-type disturbance dating to the
mid-19th century.
South of the concrete wall, stratigraphy was seriously confused by multiple sanitary pipe trenches and several large pit-type soil features of great
depth; pits and matrix all consisted of the same color and composition of
fill: a dark brown soil with dense but finely broken architectural debris.
Testing ultimately demonstrated that two major, large-scale soil disturbances
were apparent in the unit, with sanitary pipe trenches crossing (and confusing) boundaries between the large disturbances.
Virtually the entire area under and south of Feature 26 was occupied by a
deep soil disturbance designated (principally) Feature 34. At the southwest
corner of the original suboperation an intrusion into Feature 34 was apparent;
this intrusion was designated Features 32 and 33, both fill episodes of a construction trench, Feature 46 (described below). Both major disturbances in the
southern half of the unit occurred after the construction of the brick piers,
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Figure 34. Structural features in Suboperation 2-B. At left is the concrete
footing, Feature 26; brick piers Features 24 and 25 are at lower and upper
right, respectively. Scale in 10 cm zones.
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Features 24 and 25, themselves resting on deeply disturbed or churned mixed
fills
The Feature 34 disturbance in the suboperation bottomed roughly two
meters below ground surface. Feature 33, in the extreme southwest corner of
the unit, continued to below 2.8 m BS. In cleaning the south profile for
recording, a brick feature rising vertically in the baulk was exposed, and
presumed to be a well lining. Consequently, the original suboperation was expanded to expose the surface of the feature. A unit 6.0 m (east-west) by 5.0 m
was opened; this area included the 2.0 m by 2.0 m portion of the original suboperation at its southwest corner (see Figure 9).
The principal object of the extension was to fully expose the presumed
well top and well construction trench; other features were given cursory
treatment. The extension was cleared of its clay cap and demolition rubble by
backhoe. Unfortunately, during the machine clearing the top of the brick feature was struck, damaging one corner of the well top. What the clearing exposed, in fact, was a partially domed cylindrical brick construction designated Feature 43 (Figure 35). Feature 43 was determined to be a dry well, an
unfloored brick containment structure for liquid sanitary waste. Its construction trench, Feature 46, dominated the area of the extension.
The dry well, Feature 43, had been capped by two large sandstone slabs
similar to those covering the dry well in Suboperation 1-F. The shell of the
dry well was composed of red brick laid in off-set courses as headers. Only
the upper four courses were mortared; successive lower courses were dry-laid
(see Figure 36). The form of Feature 43 was slightly oval in plan. At its
mouth, the outer dimensions of the shell were 1.4 m by 1.15 m. From the mouth
the shell stepped outward, and at a vertical distance of 1.1 m the lining
reverted to vertical, and measured 2.4 m by 2.85 m. The lower, nearly
cylindrical section bottomed out in clean sterile sand 4.6 m from the mouth of
the feature and 3.5 m from the start of its upper, domed cap.
A glazed ceramic soil pipe was mortared into the upper lining of Feature
43; its diameter is sufficient to have allowed solid waste passage into the
cavity. The floor of the feature was clean, however, and completely devoid of
any solid organic waste accumulations. Roughly 10 cm of very fine clay rested
upon the clean sand floor; this clay apparently represents residual sediment
in the liquid effluent fed into the feature. Little material was found inside
the feature. A horseshoe and a bitters-type bottle probably made in the last
quarter of the 19th century complemented a few ceramic sherds of the whiteware
series.
The dry well construction pit surrounding Feature 43 was designated
Feature 46. Datable material in the trench was not particularly diagnostic;
whiteware series sherds and milk glass fragments suggest construction in the
last decades of the 19th century. An apparent, later construction or, more accurately, repair trench was present on the east side of the Feature 43 mouth.
The surface of the construction trench had been disturbed by a later
sanitary pipe and trench. The main line of the pipe ran north-south just east
of the dry well mouth; a branch joined this main line near the dry well and
ran northwest. This branch line had apparently breached the concrete wall,
Feature 26, which had carried west into the extension of the suboperation.
Along the west baulk of the unit at the extension, ran a brick and cement wall
footing designated Feature 51. Although somewhat disturbed during demolition,
Feature 51 was rudely constructed and of irregular width and composition. No
artifacts were recovered in association with this wall footing. Reference to
the Sanborn maps, however, suggests that this wall was possibly constructed
between 1888 and 1898 to divide the east and west halves of Lot 2. If it
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Figure 35. The extension of Suboperation 2-B. The Feature 51 wall footing appears in the background, and the
mouth of the dry well, Feature 43, in the left foreground. Scale in 50 cm zones.

Figure 36. Feature 43, brick dry well. The feature is shown with the
surrounding soil matrix lowered. Note the ingressing soil pipe, the mortared
upper wall courses and the lower unmortared courses. Scale in 10 cm zones.
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functioned merely as a foundation for a partition wall, the rude character of
Feature 51 remains seems more appropriate for its use.
East of the mouth of the dry well, Feature 43, as we have noted, was an
apparent repair construction trench. This trench impacted several large disturbances situated along the east baulk of the unit extension. The principal
of these disturbances was designated Feature 57. This rectangular-plan pit was
apparently excavated between the construction and later repair of Feature 43.
The quantity of cultural debris in Feature 57 was relatively high; the debris
appeared to date to the mid-19th century. Marked ceramics provide a TPQ of c.
1843 on the filling of Feature 57. The function of the pit is uncertain. In
the absence of any associated structural remains, the attribution of trash pit
is applied to the feature, although its depth below surface is surprising for
such a function.
In summary, Suboperation 2-B revealed a substantial dry well employed in
the late-19th century for processing liquid sanitary waste. Later sanitary
connections were also revealed.
Operation 3
The area designated Operation 3 encompassed Trust Lot Q, bounded by
President, York, Whitaker and Barnard Streets. The coordinate grid established
in Operations 1 and 2 extended into Operation 3, and vertical control was established by using ths, transit station on nearby Operation 2 across York
Street. Apart from some light construction/demolition debris, Operation 3 was
clear of any obstructions that could hinder excavation.
The earliest available cartographic representation of structures on Lot Q
appeared on the Vincent Subdivision map of 1853. At that date the lot was virtually completely covered by a single structure divided into north and south
halves. The north half consisting of a simple long brick structure and the
south, two wooden additions separated by an opening on York Street (see Figure
2).
The 1871 Ruger view of Savannah shows more detail, indicating that the
north wing featured a pitched roof, and the south additions, flat shed-type
roof lines. The 1880 photograph of Telfair Square (Figure 4) displays this
structure prominently. The earliest known use of the property is documented
on a deed filed with the Superior Court of Chatham County (Record Book
25:516-518) in 1834. This deed grants the lot to Zachariah M. Winkler from S.
Pickard and includes Pickard's livery stable, which apparently was newly erected at this time.
By 1884, the Sanborn map illustrates a new structural arrangement on Lot
Q. A four-story structure identified as Andrew Hanley's oil store occupied the
east half of the block while the west half was apparently vacant. The 1888
Sanborn shows that a small wooden one-story drain pipe storage building had
been erected along York Street in the west half of the block, separated from
the main building by a corridor. A fire in 1889 apparently impacted Lot Q, but
the four-story building on the lot survived. The 1898 Sanborn illustrates that
by that date a one-story brick warehouse covered the entire west half of the
block and was integrated with the four-story structure to the east. By the
1916 Sanborn, the warehouse was serving as a furniture warehouse and had a
concrete floor. This structural configuration remained as late as 1973.
Suboperation A
The sole test pit in Operation 3, Suboperation A was laid out as a 2.0 m
Later expanded, the final area
by 6.0 m unit for a total area of 12.0
2
opened was 15.0 m . The unit was laid out so as to cross the structural line
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between the brick and wood portions of the possible livery stable present on
the block from at least 1834 to c. 1880.
At the commencement of 3-A none of the documentary data roceived had indicated the presence of a basement on any of the structures covering the west
half of the lot. Initial hand clearing of surface fills was carried to a subsurface depth of about 60 cm, suggesting that some vertical truncation of
profiles had occurred. At this point the Cadastral Survey of 1937 was
reviewed; this document noted the presence of a full basement in the west onehalf of Q. In order to gain more working space for the possible deep deposits,
the southern half of the unit was expanded to 3-meter width. In order to discern if substantial recent fill was present (and which could be removed by
machine) an auger hole was carried to a depth of nearly 1.5 m. The results
suggested that while a partially-subterranean basement may have been referred
to in the 1937 Cadastral Survey, no deep basement was present. Hand excavation
then proceded.
At the first mapping level (see Figure 37) the northern half of the unit
was seen to be largely devoid of any features except for scars created during
demolition. A deep, linear trench associated with recent demolition activities
was present along the south baulk. At the center line of the pit, however, a
series of posts and postholes were in evidence along with large area soil features in the southern half of the pit. The cluster of postholes about the middle of the unit corresponded with the projected structural line between the
brick pitched-roof half of the possible livery stable and its flat-topped
wooden sheds to the south. Also, the north wall of the pipe storage shed
(present in 1888) would have fallen in the same vicinity. Thus, there was an
early suggestion of structural features tentatively attributable to historic
structures.
Two apparent parallel lines of postholes were present running east-west
across the midsection of the unit (see Figure 37). The northernmost line,
consisting of Features 2, 11, and 12 was represented by small postholes, one
of which (Feature 12) contained a squarish postmold, and in the case of
Feature 2, a square wooden post remnant. The Feature 12 postmold was filled
with window glass fragments but no otherwise temporally diagnostic material;
the posthole fill contained no significant debris. The Feature 11 posthole
contained a single creamware sherd. The posthole surrounding the Feature 2
post produced no diagnostic material (see Figure 37, G, 0). The second posthole "line," represented by Features 9 and 1, was marked by somewhat larger,
deeper-set postholes and molds. The Feature 9 posthole produced whiteware
sherds (TPQ c. 1820) and the Feature 1 posthole, creamware.
It is not clear whether the post lines were contemporaneous or staggered
in time; their forms do not significantly intersect one another, and the associated datable debris is scant. It is presumably along the line of these
posts that a brick footing attributable to the livery or stables building
would have been present. Vertical truncation has probably erased this line.
Both lines of posts post-date the two principal features of the unit, Features
5 and 3, represented at the first mapping level (Figure 37) by five major
areas. The reaming of these fill pockets revealed portions of two relatively
straight-sided rectangular pits, the more complete of which was c. 2.0 m
(north-south) and at least 2.3 m wide (see Figure 38). The fill of both features was principally dark brown sand with lenses of lime mortar. The contents
of the western of the two pits, Feature 5 (and including fill episodes designated Feature 8 and 6) included sherds of flowing blue transfer-printed
whiteware, annular yellow-ware, and coins dated 1821 and 1850, this last item
providing a TPQ for the filling of Feature 5. The eastern pit, Feature 3,
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Figure 37. Planview of Suboperation 3-A, Stage 1. A. Sterile tan sand, c. 11.30 m AMSL. B. Sterile tan
sand, c. 11.40 m AMSL. C. Contour steps from floor level A (11.30 m AMSL) to c. 10.70 m AMSL, area impacted
by demolition activities. D. Area impacted by archaeological test coring. E. Feature 7. F. Feature 8. G.
Feature 6. H. Feature 5. I. Feature 4. J. Feature 3. K. Feature 12, posthole and square postmold. L.
Feature 11, posthole with stone in square postmold. M. Feature 2, posthole with square postmold. N. Feature
9, posthole with square postmold. 0. Feature 1, posthole with square postmold. P. Feature 13. Q. Pedestal
step, top c. 11.50 m AMSL. R. Pedestal step, separating floor levels A and B. S. Pocket of recent
demolition rubble. Facing grid west.

Figure 38. Planview of Suboperation 3-A, Stage 2. A. Sterile tan sand. B. Contour steps from archaeological
floor level A to c. 10.70 m AMSL; area impacted by demolition activities. C. Pocket of recent demolition
rubble. D. Feature 7 remnant. E. Floor outline of Feature 5 at base, c. 10.38 m AMSL. F. Contour steps from
archaeological floor level A to base of Feature 5. G. Floor outline of Feature 3 at base, c. 10.51 m AMSL.
H. Contour step from archaeological floor level A to base of Feature 3. I. Feature 14, apparent tree tap
root. J,K. Contours of channel (?) connecting upper elevations of Features 3 and 5. Facing grid north.

produced a smaller volume of associated material and an earlier TPQ. It is
assumed, however, that the two rectangular pits are contemporaneous, on the
basis of their stratigraphic positions.
The function of the two pits is subject to speculation. Except where
eroded, the sides of the pits were relatively near vertical and c. 80 cm deep
(see Figure 39). There is no evidence that the pits were lined, nor any functionally diagnostic artifacts present to indicate uses of the pit. The debris
filling the pits may have been generated by construction, repair or demolition
of a building, and occurred after 1850. By 1853, the entire area of the suboperation would have been subsumed within a brick and wood structure. The
presence of aligned pits such as Features 3 and 5 is suggestive of hide tanning pits, but there is no historical evidence to support this interpretation
(see Figure 40 for stratigraphic details).
Operation 4
At the start of the testing program at the site there were no areas on
Trust Lot 0 where excavations were feasible. The east half of the lot consisted of a gaping chasm roughly four meters deep, the result of demolition of the
structure on that site.
The rubble from the structure was apparently the
debris covering the entire west half of Lot O. The debris was heavy concrete,
brick, and cement rubble laced liberally with iron reinforcing bars and twisted water pipe. The pile of debris was several meters high and impossible to
move safely with anything but the largest class of heavy machinery. In addition, an abandoned semi-tractor truck was parked on the lot. GSA arrangements
to remove these impediments from the otherwise undisturbed west half of the
lot were not completed during the field period. Consequently, no areas of
Trust Lot 0 (Operation 4) were tested.
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Figure 39. Features 5 and 3 in Suboperation 3-A. This oblique view depicts the
reamed contours of the rectangular pits, Features 5 (left) and 3 (in east
profile of unit). A modern demolition trench runs along the south baulk at
lower right. Scale in 10 cm zones.
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Figure 40. East and south profiles of Suboperation 3-A. A. Recent tan and white sand fill. B. Water-sorted
sand and architectural debris-demolition rubble zone. C. Fill pockets in demolition rubble zone. D.
Demolition rubble in water-sorted sand. E,F. Fill pockets in demolition rubble. G. Feature 2, wooden post
in posthole. H. Feature 1, posthole. I. Sand and charcoal debris.
J. Brown-stained sand and charcoal
debris. K. Water-sorted brown sand and charcoal debris. L. Brown sand and charcoal with small brick and
mortar inclusions. M. Lime mortar lens. N. Water-sorted brown sand with mortar inclusions. 0. Feature 2,
outer posthole fill episode. P. Brown water-sorted sand with light architectural debris. Q. Water-sorted
sand with light architectural debris. R. Lime mortar lens. S. Dark brown water-sorted sand with light
architectural debris. T. Mottled sand. U. Mottled sand. V. Probable root stains. W. Sterile tan sand.
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CHAPTER VI
LABORATORY METHODS AND ANALYSIS
Introduction

The goals of the analysis phase of the project parallel those of the
previously-discussed documentary and fieldwork phases: to generate data that
are appropriate and applicable for answering the questions raised in the
research design. The procedures used to analyze the large volume of artifacts
recovered from the Telfair Site are dependent, therefore, on the data requirements imposed by the research questions. "Standard" analytical techniques that
are routinely applied by all archaeologists to every artifact assemblage have
yet to emerge, as this would require general agreement in the discipline concerning the basic paradigm under which historical archaeologists should
operate. Such a theoretical-methodological consensus is lacking in anthropology, let alone archaeology (Flannery 1982). Archaeology has, however, matured
to the point where certain fundamental, albeit low-level questions are commonly examined, irrespective of overlying research goals. These include artifact
identification, in terms of formal and temporal characteristics; summations of
horizontal-vertical proveniences of artifacts; and relational attributes of
artifacts as they are expressed in differences and similarities in formal,
spatial, temporal and frequency dimensions (Rathje and Schiffer 1982). While
recognizing that other archaeologists may not share our particular orientation, we have tried to present the analytical data in an explicit manner and
in sufficient detail to be useful to researchers of differing theoretical persuasions.
Additionally, this approach enhances the reader's ability to
evaluate the degree of applicability that the analytical data have to the data
requirements of the research design.
Methods
The methodological approach in this study borrows from the Pattern
Recognition methodology espoused by Stanley South (1977). South advocates
complete quantification of historic artifact assemblages in order to define
patterns of frequency variations in artifact types, groups, and classes. From
regularities observed in the frequencies of artifacts in various intrasite,
intersite, and temporal contexts, South has formally proposed a set of distributional and relational artifact patterns found primarily at British
colonial and American sites of the 18th and 19th centuries. Ultimately, these
patterns are believed to be related to regular patterns of behavior in the
manufacture-distribution-procurement-use-breakage-discard cycle of items of
material culture. The proposed patterns include the Mean Ceramic Date Formula
(MCD), a commonly-used dating tool which is based on application of the
horizon concept to historic ceramic samples. The formula generates an estimate of the mean occupation date of a site, much as the Binford (1961) formula for dating white clay pipestems does. Other patterns defined by South are
the Brunswick Pattern of Refuse Disposal, which predicts heavy concentrations
of secondary refuse at exits and entranceways of structures on 18th century
British-American sites; the Carolina and Frontier patterns, which examine
frequency ratios between artifact groups as indicators of site function; and
the Kitchen Pattern, which also monitors function as it is expressed in artifact class variation (especially for ceramics and wine bottle frequencies)
within the Kitchen artifact group.
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Drawbacks to the Pattern Recognition approach have been pointed out by
Several authors (Chance 1977; Honerkamp 1977b, 1980; Warfel 1982). Infornal
2riticism, especially among cognitive archaeologists who oppose South's
"mechanical," "neo-Marxist," "quantification-gone-mad" method, is widespread.?
The most telling criticism, at least among the published reviews of Method and
Theory in Historical Archaeology, is that South fails to Link the various patterns he defines to explicit explanations of why the regularities exist. As we
noted in a previous application of South's methodology (Honerkamp, Council,
and Will 1982:8),
Without this underlying explanatory framework, it is not possible to predict when and where the patterns will occur; hence,
the parity of explanation and prediction cannot be achieved
(Watson, LeBlanc and Redman 1971:5). The absence of an explanatory component is probably why Schuyler refers to pattern
recognition as "a form of structural-functionalism" (Schuyler
1980:200).
Despite this problem, South's approach retains much utility, as indicated by
the success of the MCD as a basic chronological tool. In our opinion, the
primary advantage of the approach is methodological: it enables archaeologists, especially those concerned with complex urban adaptations, to
organize, analyze and manipulate data in comparable ways (see Basalik and
McCarthy 1982). In the absence of such a methodology, empirical comparisons
of intersite differences and similarities are impossible, as are the explanantions accounting for their occurrence.
Data Management
Due to the extensive size of the artifact assemblage recovered from the
site, it was necessary to develop computerized data files in order to organize
and quantify the collection efficiently.
Following washing, drying, and
cleaning of the entire assemblage, initial cataloging was carried out by
preparing analysis forms that inventoried the contents of each field specimen
collection. Once this had been accomplished for all three operations, the data
were coded and transformed into disc-stored files. The raw data files were
formatted so as to allow access to them through the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS), a software program supported by the
Hewlett-Packard 3000 Series III at UTC. The organizational format for storing
the files was based on the site operations, followed by divisions according to
artifact composition, i.e., ceramics versus nonceramics. Hence, two separate
data files were built for each of the three operations. The ceramic/nonceramic
division reflects the importance of ceramic artifacts, which possess sensitive
temporal attributes, in the analysis phase. This division also relates to
practical considerations in creating and accessing data files of manageable
size. Dividing the data into two sets per operation reduced the length of each
record, and as a consequence facilitated the input process and reduced input
errors. In addition, the smaller record length for each file reduced the run
times required by the numerous SPSS subprograms that were used to organize and
analyze the data.
Identifying variables for the six data files consisted of the operation
number, suboperation number (converted from the field-designated letters),
field specimen number, and provenience designation. Through reference to one
or more of these variables, it was possible to create a variety of useful data
sets on which statistical subprograms could be run (Nie et al. 1970). Besides
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facilitating organization and analysis of a huge amount of information, the
conversion from hand-tabulated to computerized files allowed us to check for
inconsistencies and errors recorded during the preliminary analysis, resulting
in a relatively "clean" body of raw data for use in the analysis phase.
Classification Format
The majority of artifacts recovered were readily indentifiable using
group-class-type classifications similar to those used in an earlier study of
historic urban Charleston (Honerkamp, Council, and Will 1982). Primary sources
used to identify glass artifacts were Brown (1971), Cambell (1977), Lorrain
(1968), Noel Hume (1969b, 1974), Toulouse (1971), and White (1978). Metal artifacts were cataloged through reference to Hanson and Hsu (1975), Noel Hume
(1974), Stone (1974), and various late 19th/early 20th century editions of
Sears and Roebuck catalogs. The main references for identification of ceramics
included Miller and Stone (1970), Noel Hume (1974), Price (1979), and
Bartovics (1981). This last source is particularly useful in providing dating
brackets for a number of 19th-20th century types not covered by Noel Hume or
South's MCD summary of Noel Hume's data (Noel Hume 1974; South 1972, 1977).
Using well-controlled stratigraphic sequences from a large 19th century factory village in Connecticut (Daniels Village), in combination with an exhaustive review of the ceramic literature, Bartovics has provided invaluable infolnation for bridging the "ceramic gap" that obtains for types produced over
the last 175 years. Although much of his data is preliminary and requires furth:r testing, we will refer to his work for the simple reason that at present
no,thing better exists.
Unlike South's MCD analytical format, which is based on typological disti-ictions that are designed to emphasize 18th century temporal attributes, our
analysis relies more heavily on formal attributes such as decorative color or
edl.e treatment. The primary purpose of "splitting" types in this manner is to
di3tinguish as closely as possible between ceramic sets--an impossible task
We have not ignored the temporal
using South's temporal-based typology.
dimension in our ceramic typology, however. Temporal control of
mii-19th-century ceramics also requires distinctions in formal attributes that
are not covered by South. It is still possible to include these types in
South's MCD formula since the use spans and midpoints are provided by
Bartovics. Table 7 summarizes our ware and type format, along with temporal
data used to derive MCD and TPQ estimates (maker's marks also were used to establish the latter).
Our ceramic format is organized according to four commonly recognized
wares: porcelain, which has a highly vitrified, impermeable paste resulting
from extremely high firing temperatures; stoneware, a hard-bodied, impermeable
pottery fired at a moderately high temperature and commonly possessing a saltglazed surface; earthenware, consisting of a common clay body fired at relatiiely low temperatures and often glazed to achieve impermeability, as with
coarse lead glazed earthenwares; and refined earthenware, composed of
prepared, high-quality clay fired at temperatures which produce nearlyimpermeable bodies, i.e., whiteware (Bartovics 1981:173-174; Deetz 1977:47).
Most of the types subsumed under these wares are self-explanatory or are
taken directly from South (1972, 1977) and Bartovics (1981). When contrasting
dating brackets are proposed by these authors for the same type, we have elected to follow South since Bartovics' data are as yet untested. Under the
refined earthenware category we follow the commonly-accepted, although somewhat arbitrary, practice of including creamwares but not Whieldon ware or
Astbury ware. Other artifact groups, particularly glasswares, were also
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TABLE 7
SUMMARY OF TELFAIR CERAMIC ARTIFACT TYPES AND DATES

Type#

Ware-Type

Manufacturing/Use Spana

EARTHENWARES
Aboriginal earthenware
Plain redware
Lead-glazed redware
Enamelled redware
Metallic-lustered, hard-paste dark redware
Plain earthenware
Lead-glazed earthenware
Staffordshire Bristol-style slipdecorated earthenware
Slip-decorated
earthenware
7.
(including redware)
8.
Astbury ware
Jackfield ware
9.
10.
Buckley ware
12.
Coarse agateware
13.
Yellow-ware
14.
Brown Rockingham-style yellow-ware
15.
Mottled Rockingham-style yellow-ware
16.
Annular yellow-ware
17.
Annular/Mocha yellow-ware
18.
Green-glazed, cream-colored
earthenware
19.
Clouded/tortoise-shell creamcolored earthenware (Whieldon ware)
20.
Plain delftware
21.
Blue-on-white delftware

Midpoint

1.
2.
4.
26.
28.
3.
5.
6.

22.
23.
24.
25.
27.

Polychrome delftware
Miscellaneous delftware
Faience, majolica, etc.
Bisque (tin-enamel absent)
Spanish olive jar

1670-1795

1733

1670-1795
1725-1750
1740-1780
1720-1775
1750-1810
1826-1880
1841-1920
1841-1920
1826-1880
1826-1880

1733
1738
1760
1748
1780
1853
1880
1880
1853
1853

1759-1775

1767

1740-1770

1755

1600-1802
1600-1802

1750
(18th century)
1750

Table 7 (continued)

Type#

Ware-Type

REFINED EARTHENWARES
Plain creamware
Overglaze red-enamelled creamware
Underglaze red-enamelled creamware
Underglaze green creamware
Underglaze polychrome creamware
Sepia transfer-printed creamware
Black transfer-printed creamware
Annular swirled creamware
Plain pearlware
Blue hand-painted pearlware
Polychrome hand-painted pearlwareb
Blue transfer-printed pearlware
Black transfer-printed pearlware
Sepia transfer-printed pearlware
Brown transfer-printed pearlware
Silver transfer-printed pearlware
Polychrome transfer-printed pearlware
Red transfer-printed pearlware
Rose transfer-printed pearlware
Purple transfer-printed pearlware
Lavender transfer-printed pearlware
Green transfer-printed pearlware
Mulberry transfer-printed pearlware
Underglaze polychrome transfer-printed
pearlware
162.
Underglaze hand-painted purple pearlware
118.
Blue shell-edged pearlware
119.
Green shell-edged pearlware
120.
Blue edge-molded pearlware
121.
Green edge-molded pearlware
122.
Annular pearlware
123.
Annular/Mocha pearlware
124.
Annular/wormy-fingerpainted pearlware
125.
Annular/marbled pearlware
126.
Miscellaneous annular pearlware

101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
169.
171.
168.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
165.
166.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
160.
161.

Manufacturing/Use Spana

Midpoint

1762-1820
1765-1810
1765-1810

1791
1788
1780

1765-1815
1765-1815
1780-1815
1780-1830
1780-1820
1795-1840
1795-1840
1795-1840
1795-1840
1795-1840
1795-1840
1795-1840
1795-1840
1795-1840
1795-184o
1795-1840
1795-1840
1795-1840

1790
1790
1798
1805
1800
1818
1818
1818
1818
1818
1818
1818
1818
1818
1818
1818
1818
1818

1780-1830
1780-1830
1780-1830
1780-1830
1790-1820
1795-1890
1790-1820
1790-1820
1790-1820

1805
1805
1805
1805
1805
1843
1805
1805
1805

Table 7 (continued)
Type#

....,
tv
.4,

127.
164.
167.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
146.
147.
144.
145.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
155.
154.
156.
158.
159.
163.
157.
170.

Ware-Type

Manufacturing/Use Spana

Sponge-decorated pearlware
Slip-decorated pearlware
Red shell-edged whiteware
c
Whiteware (including ironstone)
Blue shell-edged whiteware
Green shell-edged whiteware
Edge-molded whiteware
Blue edge-molded whiteware
Green edge-molded whiteware
Tinted-glaze whiteware (blue or ivory)
Blue transfer-printed whiteware
Black transfer-printed whiteware
Sepia transfer-printed whiteware
Brown transfer-printed whiteware
Purple transfer-printed whiteware
Lavender transfer-printed whiteware
Red transfer-printed whiteware
Rose transfer-printed whiteware
Green transfer-printed whiteware
Flowing-blue transfer-printed whiteware
Flowing-mulberry transfer-printed whiteware
Blue hand-painted whiteware
Polychrome hand-painted whiteware
Stamp-decorated whiteware
Sponge-decorated whiteware
Annular whiteware
Annular/Mocha whiteware
Annular/wormy-fingerpainted whiteware
Annular/marbled whiteware
Miscellaneous annular whiteware
Gilded whiteware
Polychrome transfer-printed whiteware
Hand-painted/transfer-printed whiteware
Overglaze transfer-printed whiteware
Polychrome hand-painted, bat-molded whiteware
Miscellaneous refined earthenware
Enamelled earthenware

Midpoint

1813-1900+
1826-1880
1826-1830

1857
1853
1828

1911-1970
1831-1865
1826-1875
1826-1875
1826-1875
1826-1875
1826-1875
1826-1875
1826-1875
1826-1875
1841-1900
1841-1900

1940
1848
1850
1850
1850
1850
1850
1850
1850

1836-1870
1831-1900
1831-1900
1831-1900
1831-1900
1831-1900

1853
1865
1865
1865
1865
1865

1901-1950

1925

1870
1870

Table 7 (continued)
Type#

N
Ln

Ware-Type

Manufacturing/Use Spana

STONEWARES
201.
Salt-glazed stoneware
202.
Alkaline-glazed stoneware
203.
Slip-glazed stoneware
204.
Westerwald stoneware
205.
White salt-glazed stoneware
206.
Bat-molded white salt-glazed stoneware
208.
Scratch-blue white salt-glazed stoneware
209.
Slip-dipped white salt-glazed stoneware
210.
Shaw's stoneware
211.
Nottingham lustered stoneware
212.
Crouch salt-glazed stoneware
213.
Black basalt ware
214.
Eler, ware
215.
Ginger-beer bottle slipped stoneware
216.
Miscellaneous stoneware

1700-1775
1720-1805
1740-1765
1744-1775
1715-1775
1732-1750
1700-1810
1700-1775
1750-1820
1690-1775

PORCELAINS
301.
Plain oriental export porcelain
302.
Underglaze blue oriental export porcelain
303.
Overglaze/polychrome oriental export porcelain
304.
Underglaze blue porcelain
305.
Underglaze blue transfer-printed porcelain
306.
Overglaze/polychrome porcelain
307.
Plain porcelain
308.
Parian (unglazed) porcelain
309.
Miscellaneous transfer-printed porcelain
Taken from Bartovics (1981:203) and South (1977:210-212)
Combines South's Types 4 and 12.
cCombines South's Types 2 and 3.
a

Midpoint

1738
1763
1753
1760
1745
1741
1755
1738
1785
1733

analyzed for temporally-informative characteristics that could be used to
establish TPQs (see especially Lorrain 1968 and Newman 1970).
The following summary of the artifact data base of the Telfair Site includes materials associated with all archaeological contexts, regardless of
whether the contexts were determined to be "open" or "closed." To concentrate
only on "sealed" deposits would exclude from consideration the vast majority
of artifacts recovered. The only exception to this procedure is for materials
which were excavated from the extensions in Suboperations 1-F and 2-B. These
two areas were opened to expose major features for mapping and interpretation
and could not be excavated to sterile due to time constraints (the 1-E extension was completely excavated and is included in this summary). Although not
included in the tabular summaries, several of the artifacts recovered from the
extensions have illustrative value and are in the figures presented in this
chapter. It should also be kept in mind that the modern parking lot fills and
recent demolition zones were removed without screening. The demolition zone
was sampled in the first two units dug (1-A and 2-A), and based on the results
obtained it was determined that the person-hours needed for collecting 100%
screened assemblages from these fills was not cost-effective in terms of the
information gained.
As discussed below, some revisions to South's classification system were
made, reflecting differences in the archaeological data between the Telfair
sample and the samples presented by South (1977). The rationales used for assigning ambiguous artifacts to one class or another are also mentioned. A
practical limitation of applying South's format is that it was created to
dimension artifacts recovered primarily from 18th century sites. Assemblages
associated with the 19th century are by comparison more complex, especially
when they are derived from multi-use urban sites. Hence, in some cases we have
expanded the number of artifact classes to incorporate the results of increased cultural/depositional complexity.
A major difference between our analysis and that of South is seen in the
treatment of the Bone group. Our analysis of faunal -emains is designed to
generate data concerning subsistence practices and patterns of resource
utilization, necessitating application of intensive zooarchaeological methods
and techniques. South's goals are more modest, the main one being the delineation of areal disposal patterns based on distributional analysis of bone fragment counts. We will also examine disposal patterns, but we reject the use of
bone counts as a reliable quantitative measure. A more accurate indication of
the absolute quantities of a site's faunal remains can be derived from bone
weight. Our reliance on weight rather than frequency stems from the differential effect that the breakage of bone has on fragment counts versus weights.
Breakage can result from butchering, disposal practices, trampling and other
post-depositional forces, excavation techniques, transport and storage of
recovered samples, and handling during analysis. All these processes have an
upward bias on bone counts, while weight is reduced, if affected at all. Thus,
bone weight is the more conservative and presumably more accurate quantitative
measure.
Results
The artifact groups and classes used to organize the Telfair data are
summarized in Table 8, which should be consulted during the following
discussion.
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TABLE 8
ARTIFACT GROUPS AND CLASSES, BY OPERATION
OP 1

OP 2

OP 3

TOTAL

KITCHEN GROUP
Ceramics
Wine bottle
Case bottle
Misc. bottle
Tumbler
Pharmaceutical
Glassware
Tableware
Kitchenware
Group Total

17855
4215
680
3558
122
213
149
25
73
26890

7583
1287
263
1065
14
36
64
10

438
143
26
53
0
1
0
0

3

0

10325

661

25874
5645
969
4676
136
250
213
35
76
37874

BONE GROUP
Weight in grams

31732

12899

567

45247

5902
283
17
18
7
86
6313

3288
38
4
8
3
60
3401

853
51
0
1
0
2
907

10043
372
21
27
10
148
10621

FURNITURE GROUP
Furniture hardware

78

30

0

108

ARMS GROUP
Lead shot, bullets, sprues
Gunflints
Gun hardware
Group Total

63
5
5
73

15

1

79

3

0

1
19

0
1

8
14

91

CLOTHING GROUP
Buckles
Buttons
Pins
Beads
Thimbles
Hook and eyes
Scissors
Other
Group Total

14
361
163
25
6
20
1
32
622

4
127
76
6
1
8
0
0
222

1
6
5
0
0
0
0
2
14

20
493
245
31
7
28
1
34
859

PERSONAL GROUP
Coins
Personal items
Keys
Group Total

19
31
3
53

3
21
2
26

2
1
0
3

24
53
5
82

ARCHITECTURE GROUP
Window glass
Nails
Spikes
Construction hardware
Door lock parts
Miscellaneous
Group Total
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Table 8 (continued)
TOBACCO PIPE GROUP
White clay fragments

1190

465

16

1671

5
99
6
1
1
1
4
24
141

4
16
1
0
0
1
6
48
76

0
2
0
0
0
0
1
5
8

9
117
7
1
1
2
11
84
232

Operation Total:

35360

14564

1610

51531

Site Total:

51531

ACTIVITIES GROUP
Construction tools
Toys
Stable and barn
Military
Farm tools
Fishing gear
Other
Miscellaneous
Group Total

Kitchen Group
Artifact classes included under this group are assumed to be associated
with the preparation, storage and serving of food, and the subsequent breakage
and disposal of kitchen-related materials (South 1979:99). Although it is obvious that some of the artifacts classified under this group could have functioned in additional or different behavioral contexts (i.e., paint stored in
wine bottles, ceramic pans used for soaking laundry), most can be assumed to
reflect activities that were primarily kitchen- and subsistence-related. All
classification systems are simplified approximations of the real world, which
is infinitely complex. Hence, "it is foolhardy to attempt to arrive at a classification that has no exceptions" (South 1977:96).
Under the Ceramics class we have defined 121 types (Tables 7 and 9).
Since a large proportion (80.2%) of the total ceramic assemblage is composed
of refined earthenware, most of which dates to the 19th century, the
methodological question of how to divide the creamware-pearlware-whitewareironstone continuum loomed large in the analysis. Although inspection of glaze
pooling is informative for distinguishing between early creamware and
pearlware (Noel Hume 1974:130), later examples of these types do not exhibit
clear-cut differences in tint. A more important fact to consider, however, is
that most of the sherds analyzed do not possess glaze pools. The lack of
clear-cut criteria on what constitutes a pearlware versus a whiteware body
sherd represents a thorny problem for many historic-site researchers. Several
authors have addressed the issue (Lofstrom 1976:19, 22-24; Price 1979:13-15;
Smith 1976:140,142), but most reports on 19th century assemblages are devoid
of pearlware-whiteware sorting discussions, in effect begging the question by
Although not entirely satisfactory, we have elected to follow
ignoring it.
the approach taken by Lofstrom (1976) and Price (1979), who advocate the use
of a combination of attributes to make this critical distinction, rather than
a unidimensional, glaze-pool-only sorting procedure. As Price (1979:14) puts
it:
Pearlware vessels, in addition to the blue color in the puddled
glaze, should also exhibit an overall blue or blue-green cast
generally visible on the entire vessel surface. Vessels which
lack this overall bluish or bluish-green cast, even though they
do have blue-puddled glaze in the footring or other vessel
crevices where the glaze is thicker, should not necessarily be
classified as pearlware. Sherds of pearlware appear more blue
or blue-green when held to those of whiteware, and so it follows
that sherds of whiteware will appear white and sometimes even
slightly yellowish next to pearlware.
Admittedly this procedure is impressionistic. We have attempted to reduce if
not eliminate the subjective element by creating and maintaining an extensive
ceramic type collection, culled from the Telfair assemblage, for use as a
standard against which ambiguous pieces can be compared. For all its faults,
our approach at least has ensured a minimum of consistency throughout the
cataloging process. Following South's suggestion (1974:248,252), we have neatly side-stepped the equally nettlesome problem of distinguishing between
whiteware and ironstone by collapsing both types into a single category,
whiteware.
Although most of the types listed in Table 9 are identical to those
described by Bartovics (1981) and Noel Hume (1974), some minor types have been
included in miscellaneous categories. Almost all of the sherds falling under
these designations are burned, eroded, or otherwise unrecognizable beyond the
ware level.
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TABLE 9
SUMMARY OF TELFAIR CERAMIC ARTIFACTS, BY OPERATION
Ware-Type
EARTHENWARES
Aboriginal earthenware
Plain redware
Lead-glazed redware
Enamelled redware
Metallic-lustered, hard-paste dark
redware
Plain earthenware
Lead-glazed earthenware
Staffordshire Bristol-style slipdecorated earthenware
Slip-decorated earthenware
(including redware)
Astbury ware
Jackfield ware
Buckley ware
Coarse agateware
Yellow-ware
Brown Rockingham-style yellow-ware
Mottled Rockingham-style yellow-ware
Annular yellow-ware
Annular/Mocha yellow-ware
Green-glazed, cream-colored
earthenware
Clouded/tortoise-shell cream-colored
earthenware (Whieldon ware)
Plain delftware
Blue-on-white delftware
Polychrome delftware
Miscellaneous delftware
Faience, majolica, etc.
Bisque (tin-enamel absent)
Spanish olive jar
REFINED EARTHENWARES
Plain creamware
Overglaze red-enamelled creamware
Underglaze red-enamelled creamware
Underglaze green creamware
Underglaze polychrome creamware
Sepia transfer-printed creamware
Black transfer-printed creamware
Annular swirled creamware
Plain pearlware
Blue hand-painted pearlware

Op 1

Op 2

Op 3

12
101
440
28

9
60
175
5

2
3
20
1

19
40
322

8
17
188

1
2
7

107

181

6

96
23
27
0
7
30
1
2
16
12

29
5
14
1
7
4
1
0
20
1

8
1
0
0
4
2
0
0
1
0

10

2

1

4
193
134
17
6
32
67
1

1
84
48
19
0
2
12
1

0
9
5
5
1
1
0
0

3103
12
16
5
11
2
5
8
1793
506

2717
15
7
5
2
0
0
0
1122
450

85
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
51
17

Table 9 (continued)
Polychrome hand-painted pearlware
628
Blue transfer-printed pearlware
1145
Black transfer-printed pearlware
14
Brown transfer-printed pearlware
20
Silver transfer-printed pearlware
0
Polychrome transfer-printed pearlware
6
Red transfer-printed pearlware
3
Rose transfer-printed pearlware
0
Purple transfer-printed pearlware
5
Lavender transfer-printed pearlware
1
Green transfer-printed pearlware
6
Mulberry transfer-printed pearlware
0
Underglaze polychrome transfer-printed
pearlware
0
Underglaze hand-painted purple pearlware 16
Blue shell-edged pearlware
175
Green shell-edged pearlware
118
Blue edge-molded pearlware
9
Green edge-molded pearlware
1
Annular pearlware
162
Annular/Mocha pearlware
17
Annular/wormy-fingerpainted pearlware
54
Annular/marbled pearlware
8
Miscellaneous annular pearlware
53
Sponge-decorated pearlware
2
Slip-decorated pearlware
3
Whiteware (including ironstone)
3439
Blue shell-edged whiteware
157
Green shell-edged whiteware
93
Polychrome transfer-printed whiteware
51
Handpainted/transfer-printed whiteware
9
Overglaze transfer-printed whiteware
7
Edge-molded whiteware
2
Blue edge-molded whiteware
32
Green edge-molded whiteware
5
Tinted-glaze whiteware (blue or ivory)
302
996
Blue transfer-printed whiteware
Black transfer-printed whiteware
83
Sepia transfer-printed whiteware
2
Brown transfer-printed whiteware
38
Purple transfer-printed whiteware
78
Lavender transfer-printed whiteware
14
Red transfer-printed whiteware
55
Rose transfer-printed whiteware
25
Green transfer-printed whiteware
25
Flowing-blue transfer-printed whiteware
33
Flowing-mulberry transfer-printed
whiteware
0
Red shell-edged whiteware
3
Blue hand-painted whiteware
174
Polychrome hand-painted whiteware
376
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209
514
19
6
2
0
2
5
0
2
0
1

8
28
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
5
192
22
0
0
77
8
10
0
9
3
7
287
8
68
2
0
0
0
0
0
62
52
4
0
4
1
2
9
4
2
37

0
0
11
4
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
1
0
41
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
0
1
0
0
3
0
0
2

1
0
8
18

0
0
4
4

Table 9 (continued)
Polychrome hand-painted, bat-molded
whiteware
Stamp-decorated whiteware
Sponge-decorated whiteware
Annular whiteware
Annular/Mocha whiteware
Annular/wormy-fingerpainted whiteware
Annular/marbled whiteware
Miscellaneous annular whiteware
Gilded whiteware
Miscellaneous refined earthenware
Enamelled earthenware
STONEWARES
Salt-glazed stoneware
Alkaline-glazed stoneware
Slip-glazed stoneware
Westerwald stoneware
White salt-glazed stoneware
Bat-molded white salt-glazed
stoneware
Scratch-blue white salt-glazed
stoneware
Slip-dipped white salt-glazed
stoneware
Shaw's stoneware
Nottingham lustered stoneware
Crouch salt-glazed stoneware
Black basalt ware
Elers ware
Ginger-beer bottle slipped stoneware
Miscellaneous stoneware
PORCELAINS
Plain oriental export porcelain
Underglaze blue oriental export
porcelain
Overglaze/polychrome oriental export
porcelain
Underglaze blue porcelain
Underglaze blue transfer-printed
porcelain
Overglaze/polychrome porcelain
Plain porcelain
Parian (unglazed) porcelain
Miscellaneous tranfer-printed
porcelain
Totalsa

0
2
2
159
7
34
1
68
11
222
3

1
2
1
20
1
0
0
5
1
46
0

0
0
0
6
1
2
0
1
0
6
0

330
8
22
29
179

51
15
8
14
90

18
0
0
4
7

29

13

3

20

15

1

0
2
7
5
/4
20
82
74

1
0
19
2
13
6
6
9

0
0
1
1
1
1
0
5

106

112

4

175

101

12

57
24

67
9

4
0

34
169
321
7
1

12
11
62
4
0

1
2
2
0
0

17853

7583

438

25874

Site Totala:
aExcluding aboriginal ceramics.
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A disappointing characteristic of the ceramic assemblage in general was
its highly fragmented nature. Due in part to extensive movement and redeposition of fills, especially in looted privies, the overall size of ceramic artifacts appears to have been reduced due to high breakage rates. As an example
of the effect that the particular site formation process had upon the Telfair
ceramic collection, we can compare the average weights of sherds in Feature
57, Suboperation 2-B, with those collected from all contexts in Suboperation
Feature 57, a possible trash pit uncovered in the 2-B extension, ap2-A.
peared to have experienced post-depositional impact only in the upper section
of the pit, whereas the 2-A assemblage was derived in part from a backhoe
looting trench. The mean weight for the 924 sherds associated with the feature
was 13.7 g, compared to a value of 3.1 g for 886 fragments from 2-A. Because
redeposited fills composed the vast majority of contexts encountered at the
site, the potential for encountering concomitant high breakage rates for
ceramics was thought to be great. As indicated in the above mean weight percentages, that potential unfortunately seems to have been realized. Comparable
data from other urban sites are rare (sherd weight is not a commonly recorded
attribute), so it is not yet possible to determine how unique the Telfair Site
might be with respect to the breakage phenomenon. For future reference by
other urban researchers, we have listed the total ceramic frequencies and
weights, by operation and suboperation, in Table 10.
Much recent innovative work in historical archaeology is based on
analysis of ceramic shape and form (Beaudry et al. 1983; Miller 1980; Otto
1977), and it was our intention to incorporate aspects of these approaches
into the present analysis. Unfortunately, the fragmented nature of the Telfair
ceramic assemblage precluded an in-depth study of ceramic shape or form,
despite a concerted effort to reconstruct as many vessels as possible. Several
partially-reconstructed refined earthenware plates, saucers, and bowls, illustrated in Figures 41 through 44, represent the most complete examples of
ceramic vessels found. Although not numerous, these examples are informative
of the range and style of tableware decorations represented at the site, at
least for the early- through mid-19th century. Marked pieces generally tend to
cluster in the second quarter of the 19th century, as op)osed to the MCD dates
generated for the overall ceramic assemblages (Table ;1). A notable ceramic
form encountered is the pearlware bowl shown in Figure 43. The grooved exterior creates an unusual scalloped effect which is highlighted by the
painstakingly hand-painted design in blue at the top of each channel. This
decorative treatment is reminiscent of scratch blue salt glazed stoneware and
is unique in the experience of the authors.
Few utilitarian earthenware forms were identified from the collection.
Certainly the most unusual ceramic artifacts recovered from the site consist
of a nearly-complete, late-style Spanish olive jar found in a looted woodlined privy, and a redware pipkin, included in the fill of a possible well
construction pit, both from Suboperation 1-D (Figure 45). Although one late
18th- or early 19th-century olive jar (Goggin 1960) does not constitute a
trade network, the presence of this artifact at least suggests the existence
of linkages to foreign markets, as do the 35 fragments of faience, majolica,
and other foreign-made earthenwares. The pipkin is unusual in that this
ceramic form is associated with the 17th and 18th centuries (Deetz 1977: 53),
although the filling of the Feature 151 context in which it was found must
date to 1826 or later (see p. 76); the MCD calculated for 340 datable ceramics
in this feature was 1830.1. This nearly complete piece apparently was
deposited in the well fill after its hollow handle was snapped off. It
functioned as a cooking vessel.
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TABLE 10
TOTAL CERAMIC FREQUENCIES AND WEIGHTS, TELFAIR SITE.
Weight per
sherd (g)

Suboperation

Frequency

Weight (g)

1 - A

6104

6094

1 - B

77

536

6.9

1 - C

319

865

2.7

1 - D

4690

40815

8.7

1 - E

5010

21873

4.3

1 - F

1252

2985

2.3

1 - G

271

737

2.7

1 - H

132

281

2.1

17855

74186

4.2

2 - A

886

2780

3.1

2 - B

6697

19444

2.9

7583

22224

2.9

440

1148

2.6

25878

97558

3.8

TOTALS, OP 1:

TOTALS, OP 2:

3 - A

SITE TOTALS:a
a

Excluding aboriginal ceramics.
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TABLE 11
MEAN CERAMIC DATES, TELFAIR SITE.
Sample Size

Calculated Date

1-A

4995

1814.3

1-B

33

1817.3

1-C

273

1807.9

1-D

3886

1836.0

1-E

3899

1818.0

1-F

1415

1820.3

1-G

213

1810.7

1-H

96

1814.2

2-A

663

1804.5

2-B

7570

1805.3

3-A

328

1804.0

Operation 1

14810

1821.4

Operation 2

8233

1805.3

Operation 3

328

1804.0

23371

1815.5

Suboperation

Site
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Figure 41. Blue transfer-printed refined earthenware. Top left: Pearlware,
made by Herculaneam Pottery, Liverpool, England, c. 1796-1820 (1-D-309). Top
right: Whiteware, "Commerce" pattern, Samuel Alcock and Company, Cobridge and
Burslem, Staffordshire, England, c. 1828-59 (1-D-190,275,294,293,305). Lower
left: Whiteware, "Nonpareil" pattern, T. & J. Mayer, Longport, England, c.
1843-55 (2-B-90). Lower right: Pearlware, "Japan Flowers" pattern, Ridgeway,
Morley, Wear & Company, Shelton, England, c. 1836-42 (2-B-90,100).
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A more reliable picture of market linkages in Savannah can be achieved
through examination of evidence of marked ceramic pieces. Of the 42 marked
fragments that could be indentified as to place of origin, only 3 were
produced domestically: two pearlware fragments of "Jackson's Warranted" pottery list Richmond, Virginia, as the manufacturing location, and a single
sherd of whiteware/ironstone incorporates "U.S.A" as part of the (incomplete)
maker's mark. "Herculaneum" pearlware, produced in Liverpool from 1796 until
1841 (Godden 1963:85; Thorn 1947:60), represented one of the most common marks
encountered (n.6), as did the six whiteware pieces bearing marks of the "T J
and J Mayer" company of Staffordshire, which was active in the period
1845-1855 (Godden 1963:133). Represented by four fragments each of
pearlware/whiteware were the firms "Ridgway, Morley, Wear and Co.," c.
1836-1842, and "William Ridgway and Co.," both of Shelton (Fisher 1970:80;
Godden 1963:263). While almost all of the marks are attributable to the 19th
century, a notable exception is a rare marked fragment of Astbury earthenware
recovered from the Feature 57 trash pit located in Suboperation 2-B. This type
is confined to the second quarter of the 18th century (Noel Hume 1974:123).
Several partially-reconstructed plates and dishes of slip-decorated earthenware were recovered. Figure 46 illustrates the variety of slipped designs
present on this ware, including a rare fragment of trailed and combed redware
bearing splashes of green. The two redware plates, though different in circumference, are quite similar in terms of paste, glaze, edge treatment, and
decorative characteristics (Figure 46, A and C). They may represent examples
of the same ceramic set and/or the work of a simple artisan. Both were found
in the Feature 57 trash pit in the extension to Suboperation 2-B.
Conspicuous by its absence in the Ceramics class (or, following South,
the Activities group) is Colono ware. Based on results from other antebellum
sites in Georgia, few if any examples of this ware were expected to be present
at the Telfair Site due to a combination of ethnic and temporal factors. If
this pottery was slave-produced and -used (Ferguson 1978), it is unlikely to
be present in Georgia since the Trust prohibited slavery until 1749, by which
time Colono ware was being replaced by cheap European-produced ceramics.
However, the complete absence of this type from Georgia cannot be attributed
solely to the horizon effect since it was still common in some areas of South
Carolina in the third quarter of the 18th century (Lees and Kimery-Lees 1979).
Much work remains to be done to clarify the temporal, spatial, and social
parameters of this enigmatic ceramic type.
Also absent or not recognized in the Telfair collection was any ceramic
fragment that could be attributed to Andre Duche', Savannah's colonial potter.
Special attention was given to the utilitarian earthenwares to identify technological or stylistic attributes that might distinguish locally-made pottery
from British imports, but none were identified. Until Duche's kiln site in
Savannah is excavated, identification of this elusive ware will remain highly
speculative.
Glass bottle fragments were quite numerous at the site since most glass
containers probably experienced the same kind of post-depositional movement
and breakage as the ceramics. As a result, we have expanded upon South's format by creating a Miscellaneous bottle class to accommodate small, ambiguous
wine/case fragments as well as bottle glass that does not fit conveniently under South's original bottle categories. As Baugher-Perlin (1982) has
demonstrated, 19th century bottles underwent considerable expansion in terms
of form and function compared to the 18th century, and rather than include
food and household bottles, milk bottles, beer bottles, etc., under the Wine
bottle class, we have created an additional class.
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Figure 42. Transfer-printed saucers. Top left: Whiteware, blue-printed, "Japan Flowers" pattern, Ridgeway,
Morley, Wear and Company, Shelton, England, c. 1836-1842 (2-B-90). Top center: Same as above, brown-printed
(1-D-294). Top right: Blue-printed whiteware, manufacturer unknown (1-D-190,294). Bottom left: Blue-printed
pearlware, manufacturer unknown (1-D-127,159,293,294). Bottom center: Blue-printed whiteware, stamped "D,"
co manufacturer unknown (2-B-96,98). Bottom right: Blue-printed whiteware, manufacturer unknown (1-E-261).

Figure 42. Transfer-printed saucers.

Figure 43. Reconstructed bowls. Left: Blue transfer-printed whiteware bowl,
"Lace Border" pattern, made by John and Robert Godwin, Cobridge, England, c.
1834-66 (1-D-275,294). Right: Blue hand-painted pearlware bowl, unmarked
(2-B-40,59,63).

Figure 44. Reconstructed annular-decorated pearlware bowls. Left:
Annular/mocha pearlware (1-D-293,294). Right: Annular/wormy (fingerpainted)
pearlware (1-D-293,294,275).
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Figure 43. Reconstructed bowls.
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Figure 44. Reconstructed annular-decorated pearlware bowls.
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Figure 45. Earthenware vessels. Left: Late-style Spanish olive jar, unglazed
earthenware, base missing (1-D-159), Right: red earthenware, interior
lead-glazed pipkin, tubular handle scar at left (1-D-287).

Figure 46. Slip-decorated earthenwares. A. Slip-trailed redware (2-B-90,96).
B. Slip-trailed buff-paste earthenware 2-B-39,63,70). C. Slip-trailed redware
(2-B-99,100). D. Slip-trailed and combed redware, with green splashes
(2-B-53). E. Three-color trailed and splashed buff-paste earthenware (2-B-82).
F. Trailed and combed buff-paste earthenware (2-B-51).
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Figure 45. Earthenware vessels.
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Figure 46. Slip-decorated earthenwares.
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As objects of intense commercial-avocational interest and extensive
collection activities by local bottle hunters, whole specimens had already
been "gleaned" from the archaeological record and consequently were rare at
the site by the time we began the fieldwork; Figure 47 illustrates the only
intact large bottles that were found in the 185.5 m2 of site area that was examined. It is apparent that diminutive bottles were frequently overlooked by
collectors as a result of the haphazard recovery techniques they employed. By
constrast, systematic screening of archaeological contexts produced a wide
range of small bottles (Figures 48 and 49), including a rare marked "Ryan"
bottle of salt glazed stoneware (Figure 48, left). This piece is the only example from the entire glass assemblage that can be attributed to Savannah as
its place of manufacture. Several collectors informed us that John Ryan bottles, both glass and ceramic, are highly prized in the local bottle market in
Savannah. The only other marked examples are a soda bottle from New York bearing an "M. L. Gent" trademark motif (Figure 47, right) and a medicine bottle
manufactured in Boston with the bottle contents advertised in embossed letters
as "Dr. Seth Arnold's Balsam" (Figure 49, bottom right). All the illustrated
examples are of 19th century origin.
The Tumbler and Pharmaceutical bottle classes correspond closely to
South's format. Glassware includes clear decanter glass, wheel engraved glass,
pitcher fragments, and stemware. Due to high breakage rates, no examples were
found having illustrative qualities. The Tableware and Kitchenware classes account for only 0.09% and 0.2% of the group total, respectively. The former
contains primarily eating utensils: cutlery (n=2), fork fragments (n=3), handle fragments of miscellaneous utensils (n=22, with 19 composed of bone grips),
and spoons or spoon fragments (n=8), one of which is shown in Figure 55, F.
Kitchenware is composed exclusively of artifacts directly associated with
cooking activities. This includes iron kettle and pot fragments, three stove
flue fragments, and a waffle iron (Figure 59, B).
Bone Group
As discussed earlier, vertebrate remains are quantified by weight rather
than count. These data can be used to make general statements concerning the
disposal practices of the site's occupants by calculating the weight of bone
recovered in each suboperation and dividing the sums by the amount of surface
area (in square meters) that was excavated for each test unit. This generates
a standard comparative measure of the bone density of each area tested at the
site. Such an approach is also used to check other artifact densities, using
frequency rather than weight.
Clothing Group
As indicated in Table 8, artifact classes belonging to this group relate
to the manufacture and use of clothing. Two differences with South's format
have been made in this group. First, we have included lead bale seals in the
Activities rather than the Clothing group, which to us simply seems more appropriate. Second, a Miscellaneous clothing class has been created to accomodate artifact types not encountered by South, such as shoe heel guards,
clothing pendants and snaps (i.e., Figure 55, C), a cufflink, and a brass
safety pin. The most common clothing items at the Telfair Site were buttons,
of which 181 of those found are of bone. Besides being numerous they were of
diverse types, as seen in Figure 50. Of special interest is the brass commemorative button struck for George Washington's inauguration. A probable TPQ
of 1789 is established for this distinctive artifact, which likely had a short
manufacturing duration. It is the earliest dated button found at the site.
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Other temporally diagnostic buttons are the Georgia State button, adopted the
year of the Secession Ordinance (1861), and a U. S. Army general service great
coat button made between 1820-1839 (Arnold 1973:33-34, 132-133, 371-376).
A wide range of buckles is represented in the collection, including both
shoe and apparel types (Figure 51). Notoriously hard to date, thimbles were
composed of two materials, a brass alloy (Figure 51, F) and a steel alloy
(Figure 51, G). The latter type probably was manufactured in the last half of
the 19th century, although brass thimbles were contemporaneous with them (Noel
Hume 1974:256).
Personal Group
No expansion of classes in this group was necessary, but the Personal
items class includes more artifact types than South suggests. A total of 27
coins were recovered. This assemblage covers a wide temporal range, and examples from four foreign countries are represented (Table 12). In Figures 52
and 53 selected examples of several foreign and American coins are presented,
including ones from Portugal, Haiti, Spain, and Great Britain. All the artifacts in tlis class are thought to have entered the archaeological record
uninentionally through loss (e.g., dropped in priv_es during use). The
Personal items class encompasses such artifacts as a bone toothbrush, bone
hairbrushes, copper cane-tip sleeves, eyeglass lenses, finger rings and other
jewelry fragments (Figure 55, D), and even the mandible portion of a set of
false teeth made of a hard rubber substance. No teeth, rubber or otherwise,
were found in association with this artifact. A large component of the
Personal items class, and of the group in which it resides, consists of slate
pencils: 27 of the 53 artifacts in the class are of this type. The Key class
includes a night key and a possible clock key or spigot key (Figure 54,C).
Tobacco Pipe Group
Fragments of white clay pipes comprise this group-class (Figure 55, C).
The frequencies listed in Table 8 include both stem (986) and bowl fragments
(760). This group primarily reflects 18th century idiosyncratic behavior,
i.e., the degree to which certain individuals were addicted to nicotine, and
as such it is expected to vary widely on an intersite and intrasite basis
(South 1977).
Furniture Group
As with the Bone and Tobacco Pipe groups, the Furniture group is an asymmetrical category in South's classification scheme since it consists of only a
single class (Warfel 1982:145). However, unlike the other two groups it is
composed of several artifact types, several of which are shown in Figure 54.
The single most common type under this group and class consists of brass furniture tacks (n=56). Other categories include drawer pulls, keyhole guards,
brass finials, hinges, etc.
Architecture Group
Except for the addition of a Miscellaneous class, the categories proposed
by South are adhered to in this group. The Construction hardware class includes such items as strap hinges, butt hinges, and pintles (Figure 56), while
the Miscellaneous class is made up of slate roofing fragments, roofing nails,
metal water pipes and connections, a window sash pull (Figure 56, H), etc. A
cursory examination of Table 8 reveals a high percentage of architectural
items for Operation 3 relative to the other two operations. The differences
noted are believed to be related to differences in site function and
consequent variability in disposal patterns, as discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 47. Glass bottles. Left: Dark olive ale or beer bottle, turn-molded,
hand-tooled finish (2-B-65). Center: Green wine bottle, free-blown,
hand-tooled finish (2-B-75). Right: Pale green soda bottle, 3-piece cup-bottom
molded, hand-tooled finish, embossed "Trade Mark," Registered," M. L. Gent,
New York.

Figure 48. Ceramic bottles. Left: Saltglazed stoneware bottle, impressed at
shoulder "J. Ryan, Savannah, Ga." (1-D-157), Center: Slipped and glazed
stoneware "ginger beer" bottle (1-F-256,268), Right: Slipped and glazed
stoneware "ginger beer" bottle with wire cork closure attached (1-F-256,268).
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Figure 47. Glass bottles.

centimeters

Figure 48. Ceramic bottles.
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Figure 49. Small glass bottles. A. Dip-molded, ring pontil scar (1-D-294); B.
Dip-molded, ring pontil scar (1-E-262); C. 2 piece-molded ground pontil scar
(1-D-229); D. Dip-molded, solid pontil scar (1-D-305); E. 2 piece-molded, ring
pontil scar (2-B-90); F. 2 piece-molded, solid pontil scar (1-D-185); G.
Dip-molded, solid pontil scar (2-A-3); H. 3-piece, cup-bottom molded, embossed
"Gilman Bros Boston, Dr. Seth Arnold's Balsam" (2-B-75).
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TABLE 12
TELFAIR SITE COINS

a,
QD

PROVENIENCE

DENOMINATION

MATERIAL

1-A-13
1-A-13
1-A-25
1-A-33

12 centimes
?
III cent
halfpenny

silver
silver
silver
copper

1814
?
1852
1714-1830

1-D-129

half-cent

copper

1788

U. S.

1-D-293
1-D-305
1-D-313

one cent
1 real
one cent

copper
silver
copper

1808-1857
1806
1826

U. S.
Spain
U. S.

Common Wealth of
Massachussetts
Liberty
Charles IIII
Liberty

1-E-98
1-E-98
1-E-251

one cent
V cents
?

copper
silver
copper

1890
1884
(1783)?

U. S.
U. S.
?

Indian head
Liberty
REX ?

1-F-156
1-F-268

one cent

copper
copper

1859

U. S.

II REX
Indian head

1-H-180
1-H-181
1-H-181
1-H-181

one cent
one cent
halfpenny
20 reis

copper
copper
copper
(copper)?

1896
(1805)?
1730
1814

1-H-245
1-H-259

one cent
one cent

copper
copper

1846
1827

U. S.
U. S.
Britain
Portugal
and Brazil
U. S.
U. S.

2-B-39
2-B-40
2-B-56
2-B-90

halfpenny
one cent
one cent
one cent

copper
copper
copper
copper

1727-1760
1793-1807
1819
1808-1857

3-A-18
3-A-20

half dime
10 cents

silver
silver

1850
1821

DATE OR PERIOD

COUNTRY

COMMENTS

Haiti
?
U. S.
Britain

George ?

Indian head
Liberty
George II
John, as
Prince Regent
Liberty(Lg.Cents)
Liberty(Lg.Cents)

Britain
U. S.
U. S.
U. S.

George II
1/100 on back
Liberty(Lg.Cents)
Liberty(Lg.Cents)

U. S.
U. S.

Liberty

Figure 50. Buttons. A. Washington Inaugural commemorative button, brass,
diameter 35 mm (2-B-63); B. Georgia State button, brass, 2-piece (3-A-33); C.
U. S. Army general service "great coat" button, brass (1-E-99); D. Embossed,
brass (2-B-40); E. Bulbous, brass (2-B-63); F. Flat, brass (2-B-63); G.
bulbous, embossed (1-A-13); H. Tin-plated brass (2-B-59); I. Brass (2-B-63);
J. Embossed brass (2-B-59); K. Silver-plated brass (2-B-40).

Figure 51. Buckles and Thimbles. A. Shoe buckle (2-B-75). B. Apparel buckle
(1-D-185). C. Apparel buckle tongue (1-D-189). D. Apparel buckle (2-8-48). E.
Apparel or harness buckle (1-E-103). F. Brass alloy thimbles (left, 2-B-37;
right, 1-D-289). G. Steel alloy thimbles (left, 1-A-32; right, 1-A-25).
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Figure 51. Buckles and Thimbles.
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Figure 52. Foreign and American coins, obverse and reverse. Left, top row: Portuguese, 20 reis, 1814, copper
(1-H-181). Left, center row: American, Commonwealth of Massachussetts, half-cent, 1788, copper (1-D-129).
Left, bottom row: Haitian, 12 centimes, 1814, silver (1-A-13). Right, top row: British, half-penny, 1730,
copper (1-H-181). Right, center row: Spanish, 1 real, 1806, silver, (1-D-305). Right, bottom row: American,
3 cents, 1852, silver (1-A-25).

Figure 52. Foreign and American coins, obverse and reverse.

Figure 53. American coins, obverse and reverse. Left, top row: One cent, 1827, copper (1-H-259). Left,
center row: One cent, 1846, copper (1-H-245). Left, bottom row: One cent, 1890, copper (1-E-98). Right,
top row: One cent, 1793-1807, copper (2-B-40). Right, center row: Five cents, 1884, silver (1-E-98).
Right, center row: 10 cents, 1821, silver (3-A-20).

Figure 53. American coins, obverse and reverse.

Figure 54. Brass artifacts. A. Keyhole guards (left, I-F-142; right, impressed
"patent", 2-B-90).
B. Drawer pull posts (left, 2-B-79; right, 1-E-98). C.
Clock key or spigot and a night key (top, 2-B-70; bottom, 1-H-181). D. Drawer
pull knobs (top, 1-E-261; left, I-B-49; right, I-F-145). E. Box latch (2-A-5).
F. Small box hinge (2-B-56).

Figure 55. Miscellaneous artifacts. A. Copper cane tip sleeves (left, 1-D-278;
right, 1-E-261). B. Brass dividers (1-D-305).
C. Tin ornament (2-B-59). D.
Brass finger ring (1-E-98). E. Decorated kaolin pipe (2-B-59). F. Silver
spoon, impressed "M. B. Nichols Co." (1-D-309).
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Figure 55. Miscellaneous artifacts.
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Arms Group
This group is straightforward in its class composition. The Shot class is
expanded slightly from South's 18th-century-derived classification to include
late-period minie' balls, slugs and bullets; 2 lead sprues are also found in
this class. The Gunflint category includes three "blonde" or "honey-colored"
blade gunflints and four dark gray or black gunflints that are prismatic in
form; no spall-type examples of gray flint were found. The prismatic type
probably post-dates the gray "English" and blonde "French" flints and is common in the first half of the 19th century (Noel Hume 1974:220). One gunflint
fragment was found that could not be identified as to form. Only two Gun
hardware class artifacts were found, a brass escutcheon plate and an iron cock
fragment.
Activities Group
According to South (1977:99-100) this group should display a good deal of
inter- and intrasite variability since it includes by-products generated by a
wide range of behaviors. This potential for variability increases at sites
where numerous specialized activities occurred, given on-site trash disposal.
The mixed residential/commercial nature of the Telfair Site, as established in
Chapter 3, is reflected by a diversity of artifact types subsumed under the
Activities group. While adhering to South's format as closely as possible, we
have expanded the types of materials falling under the various artifact classes, particularly for the open-ended Miscellaneous and Other categories.
Construction tools, some of which appear in Figure 57, were not numerous
at the site; a total of 9 were identified. Stable and Barn artifacts (Figure
58) were also rare (only 7 examples found), and none were recovered from
Suboperation 3-A, which was located at the site of a commercial stable documented to have been in existence for over 45 years in the 19th century. No artifacts representing Storage items, Ethnobotanical samples, Stub-stemmed
Pipes, or Colono-ware pottery were noted, while a grapeshot found in a 20th
century pipe trench is the only artifact classified under the Military items
class. Much more in evidence were toys (n.117), especially marbles (n.86), but
also including doll parts, a miniature tea-set saucer, a bone die, and several
slate gaming pieces. The Miscellaneous class consists of a case knife, sharpening stones, iron rivets and staples, washers, screws, brass umbrella frame
parts, sections of chain, etc. Specialized activities are reflected in the
Other class, which includes two nearly complete sad irons as well as one
trivet fragment (Figure 59, C and D), six typeset fragments, a sewing machine
needle, and a brass divider (Figure 55, B).
Artifact Conservation and Curation
Conservation techniques were applied to selected ferrous, cuprous, or
lead artifacts as needed. The procedures outlined below follow the guidelines
presented by Caley (1955), Noel Hume (1969a), and Plenderleith and Werner
(1971), and incorporate experience gained with other large-scale conservation
programs carried out at the Institute of Archaeology (Council and Honerkamp
1983; Council, Will, and Honerkamp 1982; Honerkamp, Council and Will 1982).
Ferrous Artifacts
The first step in the conservation of badly oxidized ferrous artifacts
was to remove gross encrustations by hand. Besides speeding the conservation
process, this procedure also ensured that the next step, electrolytic
reduction, was carried out efficiently. A current of 20 to 60 amperes,
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depending on the structural strength of the artifact, was applied to each
piece using an electrolytic solution of 5% sodium hydroxide. Mechanical and
hand cleaning removed any remaining corrosion. Following this, chlorides were
removed from the artifacts in successive baths of boiling deionized water.
Once the artifacts were free of all chlorides, they were dried in a 100 degree
centigrade oven or else soaked in an acetone bath. The final conservation
procedure consisted of coating the artifact with tannic acid, followed by application of several coats of XIM, an acrylic polymer sealant.
Cuprous Artifacts
Initial treatment of unadorned brass and copper artifacts consisted of an
immersion in a solution of 5% citric acid to remove green copper carbonates.
Deposits of cuprous oxide and cuprous chloride were removed through
electrolytic reduction in a 5% sodium hydroxide solution using 20 amperes of
current for short durations. Remaining corrosion was removed by hand followed
by polishing with a brass or fiberglass brush. After desalinization the artifacts were dried in a warming oven and finally coated with XIM.
Lead Artifacts
Lead carbonates were removed through electrolytic reduction (5% sodium
hydroxide solution, 20 amperes). Baths to remove alkali or acid residues followed reduction. Lead artifacts were dried in acetone, brushed with a
fiberglass brush, and coated with XIM. On occasion, Caley's hydrochloric
acid/ammonium acetate method was carried out, followed by brushing and coating
with XIM (Caley 1955).
Curation
All artifacts and associated maps, photographs, notes and other research
materials generated during the Telfair Site research have been deposited at
the Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of Archaeology for permanent curation. The only
exception to this is the deed search and tax assessment data, which have been
donated to the library of the Georgia Historical Society in Savannah.
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Figure 56. Architectural hardware. A. Strap hinge arm (1-D-192). B. Strap
hinge arm (1-D-309). C. 3-piece butt hinge (3-A-5). D. 3-piece butt hinge
leaf (1-D-301). E. Door slide bolt (1-D-129). F. Surface-mounted hinge anchor
(pintle) (2-B-59). G. Surface-mounted hinge anchor (pintle) (2-B-48). H.
Window sash pull (1-E-105). I.-K. Spike-shanked hinge anchors (pintles) (I.
1-D-125, J. 2-B-48, K. 2-B-59).

Figure 57. Metal tools. A. Felling axe head (1-D-305). B. Auger drill bit
(1-D-309). C. Hammer/hatchet head (2-B-85). D. Claw hammer head, (2-B-48). E.
Unidentified implement, possibly a wedge (1-D-130).
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Figure 56. Architectural hardware.

centime

Figure 57. Metal tools.
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Figure 58. Horse furniture. A. "Keg" horseshoe (2-B-85). B. Jointed-mouth
Pelham bit (Bryan house basement). C. Unidentified harness(?) equipment
(2-B-40). D. Possible bit cheekpiece (1-D-129).
E. Snaffle bit mouthpiece
(1-D-184).

Figure 59. Miscellaneous metal artifacts. A. Brass and iron andiron
(1-D-238). B. Waffle iron, impressed "No. 2" on reverse (1-D-190). C. Sad iron
(1-D-305). D. Sad iron (1-D-129). E. Possible door escutcheon plate (Bryan
house basement).
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Figure 58. Horse furniture.

Figure 59. Miscellaneous metal artifacts.
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CHAPTER VII
DATA EVALUATION AND APPLICATION

Introduction
In this chapter the documentary and archaeological evidence is applied to
Again it should be
answering the research questions posed in Chapter II.
emphasized that our approach is explicitly problem-oriented, as is appropriate
in a cultural resource management study. From both a theoretical and practical
viewpoint, a "shotgun" approach to the site which attempts to generate
documentary or archaeological data for their own sake and lacks an explicit
research design is neither desirable nor appropriate in a CRM context.
Instead, we have made a concerted effort to answer worthwhile questions
generated from focused problem domains.
In Chapters V and VI we demonstrated that a substantial degree of
disorganization to the archaeological record had occurred at the site as a
result of extensive re-use by succeeding generations of the site's occupants,
and from the recent actions of non-occupants (i.e., looting). This reduces the
research potential of the site only if the questions asked require
archaeological evidence from "undisturbed" contexts. By now the astute reader
will have noticed that very few of our research problems require this type of
data.
Correlating specific artifact assemblages with particular occupants
documented at a site demands discrete, tightly-dated (synchronic)
archaeological proveniences (a closed-context spoon handle with the owner's
initials is always helpful, and hoped for, at this level of research), along
with a detailed documentary investigation of the former occupant's ethnic
affiliation, social status, business activities, marital status, etc. At the
Telfair Site, while the documentary data may be available in some cases, the
archaeological data are not amenable to one-to-one correlations. We have
concentrated, therefore, on questions that stand a chance of being answered.
As outlined in Chapter 2, the archaeological and documentary research has
revolved around three problem domains: (1) the definition of urban land use
patterns, (2) the definition of subsistence patterns, and (3) the definition
of 18th-19th century patterns of material culture. Each is addressed below.
Urban Land Use Patterns
The first question under this problem area relates to site structure,
i.e., how was the site organized in a spatial sense during the colonial
period? Although archaeological evidence in the form of fence post lines or
building foundations is sometimes used to define property divisions, little
applicable data of this type were recovered at Telfair. However, evidence is
present in the documentary record concerning the original layout of the site.
Besides contemporary accounts of the ward and tything structure, the Peter
Gordon map of 1734 (Figure 1) provides excellent cartographic data on Belitha
Tything that correlate well with descriptions of the arrangement of town lots,
streets, trust lots, and public squares in Savannah.
Due to the regular
nature of Savannah's planned settlement structure, plat maps were apparently
not required for land transfers, creating a 119-year gap in the cartographic
representations of the site. The basic 60-by-90 foot divisions in the tything
lots are still retained in the 1853 Vincent subdivision map (Figure 2),
lending indirect support to the arrangement depicted in the Gordon map. Our
successful targeting of the Lot 8 party wall attests to the accuracy and
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consistency of the system of property division in Savannah from colonial times
down to the present.
Chapter 3 relates the early formal characteristics to the overall
settlement patterning in Savannah. To reiterate the data already presented,
Savannah's location on Yamacraw Bluff afforded access to natural resources and
an important transportation waterway. It was easily defensible against
attacks, both in terms of its location and its planned, compact settlement
structure. The town's ward arrangement was linked to the political
organization and the land tenureship system in colonial Georgia, which was
designed to increase the man-to-land ratio by prohibiting ownership of large
tracts of land.
The town-garden-farm lot system was meant to encourage
self-sufficiency among the populace. Finally, relatively equal access to
private land, along with large tracts committed to the public good,
demonstrated benevolence and idealism on the part of the ruling elite: the
trustees of Georgia and their representatives.
Although Oglethorpe may not be responsible for devising the plan of
Savannah, he personally laid it out in 1733.
Like Frederica and Darien,
Savannah obviously was a planned town, and direct and indirect evidence of
administrative planning and control has already been presented. Heathcote was
one of the original town wards, and its highly structured, regular arrangement
is indicative of centralized administrative planning. The town contrasts
markedly with unplanned communities that grew by accretion, for instance
Camden, South Carolina (Lewis 1977).
Evidence of diachronic structural change is derived from cartographic
analysis. From the standard 60 by 90 foot tything lots and 90 by 180 foot
trust lots shown in the Gordon map, the area expEriences increased
subdivisioning as the function of the site shifts from resicential to combined
residential and commercial. Associated with this trend is reduction in open
space as land becomes more intensively used and building encroachment on midand rear-lot areas occurs. It is evident from deed trans'ers that the trust
lots, originally designated for public use, begin to come under private
ownership by the late 18th/early 19th centuries and ar3 part of the same
subdivision trend that occurs in the tything properties. Sanborn insurance
maps illustrate increasing division of property as residential and combined
residential/commercial use of the site decreases at the expense of
commercial-only enterprises. In the 20th century, land in Savannah begins to
be recombined into larger parcels in the response to the construction of
large, single, high-rise buildings such as the GSA Federal 3uilding extension.
In general, many elements of the land-use patterns at the Telfair Site were
found to hold true for the Charleston Center Site (Honerkamp, Council, and
Will 1982:32-36, 141-142).
Although the preliminary study of the site predicted the presence of
undisturbed colonial deposits (CRS 1980) and the contracting agency's scope of
work called for archaeological research on the subject of early architecture,
only one bona fide, closed-context 18th-century pit was located. It is
therefore not possible to address directly the question of architectural
techniques, methods, and materials used during the site's colonial period. We
have presented a description of early-period housing, based on secondary
sources and archaeological research carried out elsewhere in Georgia, that
provides the reader with some idea of the types of housing that were available
to the colonists in Savannah. With the cursory description of the Becu and
Bailleau "huts" being the only documented 18th-century architectural evidence
noted for the site (Stephens 1742:307), there is little that can be done with
this question. It should be pointed out that no tabby fragments, structural or
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plaster, were recovered from the archaeological record, although this negative
finding does not preclude its use at the site.
Changes in site structure are assumed to be linked to demographic,
economic, social, and idealistic factors affecting the Gown that were
translated to the ward, tything, and even lot levels. Demographic changes can
be discerned archaeologically if the following bridging argument, taken in
part from South (1977:87), is accepted: all things being equal, periods of
greatest occupation and/or use will produce accelerated cycling of artifacts
into the archaeological record and an increased degree of disorganization to
that record than will periods of low occupation/use. The qualifier is an
important one, for all things are not equal: on-site disposal of trash ceases
with the beginning of systematic commercial collection services, and the
potential for earth-moving (i.e., disorganizing) activities increases
dramatically with the introduction of power machinery. Using a combination of
documentary and archaeological data, however, it should be possible to examine
demography at the site.
A general outline of the demographic growth of Savannah has been
presented in Chapter 3. From it we have identified two periods of sustained
growth in both population and economic activity: the second decade of the 19th
century and the decade immediately preceding the Civil War. Thus,
archaeological evidence should in some fashion reflect this documentary model.
Analysis of ceramic artifacts provides confirming evidence of at least part of
the model.
Mean ceramic dates were calculated for the ceramic assemblages
from each suboperation, as presented in Table 11. In Operation 1, six of the
eight dates fall within one of the target decades (1810-1820) with the MCD
from 1-C off by barely two years (1807.9). This clustering of dates between
1810 and 1820 could be a result of two separate occupations at the site, one
considerably earlier and one later than 1815, with each contributing ceramic
type that tends to cancel the other out when used in the MCD formula. This
would produce a mean date that falls in the time span between the two
occupations instead of reflecting the actual occupation dates. However,
analysis of the ceramic data presented in Tables 7 and 9 indicates a
relatively even distribution of types, with no obvious late or early clusters
occurring. Thus, the MCD estimates reported here are considered to accurately
reflect the most intense periods of occupation. The later date derived for
Suboperation 1-D is believed to be related to the fact that most of the
ceramics from this unit were from privies that were filled and abandoned after
1825.
Little direct archaeological evidence of the demographic surge in
Savannah in the 1850s is available. The ceramic types that were manufactured
after 1830, when garbage collection services may have begun to affect the
archaeological record, account for only 7.1% (n=1859) of the total assemblage.
Since the site is known from the documentary evidenc(. to have been heavily
occupied during the mid-19th century, the lack of corresponding ceramics is
probably a result of shifts in refuse disposal behavior, from on-site to
off-site disposal. Obviously this shift was not a total one as evinced by the
presence of the "late" period ceramics and the 1E36 MCD for the Suboperation
1-D ceramics.
Operations 2 and 3 exhibit tightly clustered dates, suggesting that
similar trash disposal processes took place in each of these areas. In the
case of Suboperation 3-A, located in the vicinity of a commercial stable built
in the 1830s, ceramics may not have been cycled into the archaeological record
at all during the commercial period. Presumed domestic units are shown on the
Vincent map for both of the lots tested in Operation 2, so the slightly
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earlier dates (as compared to the south half of the tything) may be due to
relatively early off-site trash disposal behavior or some other lot-specific
factor.
In our previous discussion of the relationship between economic
specialization and subdivision of land in an urban setting, we suggested a
positive correlation between the two processes. Analyses of the Vincent
subdivision map, the Sanborn insurance map series, and data from the city
directories established the following trends over a 60-year period: (a) a
gradual increase in subdivision of land; (b) an increase in commercial
structures; (c) a decrease in residential units; and (d) a concomitant
decrease in the number of residents at the site. Thus, the emergence of
economic specialization at the site is seen to be linked with changes in site
structure. Although social divisions were present among the site's occupants,
particularly among the alley-side versus street-side dwellers, the occupations
listed in the city directories (Tables 5 and 6) are uniformly blue-collar.
Through time, the blue-collar residents are displaced by white-collar workers
who live elsewhere but who commute to their places of employment at the
Telfair Site.
As suggested in other studies (Honerkamp 1980:293; Honerkamp, Council,
and Will 1c82:17-18; Lewis 1977:190), economic activities are often poorly
represented in the archaeological record at urban sites, especially if they
are retail-oriented. This apparently holds true for the Telfair Site (see
discussion of Material Culture problem domain below). In the absence of
clearly-defined quantitative indicators of site function, archaeologists often
re3ort to qualitative measures. Although intriguing results sometimes emerge
from these approaches (Noel Hume 1982 is an outstanding example), they are
generally unenlightening.
For example, at the Telfair Site the preliminary
study noted the presence of marble fragments in a test trench in Lot 3, and a
stonemason was listed for this lot on the 1898 Sanborn (CRS 1980:34).
Similarly, we have shown that the site was occupied by at least two
individuals employed as typesetters; a seamstress; several dressmakers; and an
umbrella repairman (Tables 5 and 6). The archaeological assemblage contains
artifacts that are "suggestive" of the activities associated with these
livelihoods, including several examples of printing type, a sewing machine
needle, 7 thimbles, 493 buttons, and some umbrella frame fragments. Finding
the orly horse tooth in the entire faunal assemblage in the 3-A test
pit--wtich was located in the vicinity of a known 19th century
stable--provides another example of the "confirmation of the documentary
record" approach. Although presence-absence qualitative statements linking
excavated materials to documentary data are the stuff that popularized
archaeology is made of, they do little to increase our understanding of past
behavior and the formation of the archaeological record.
The spatial organization and utilization of the town and tything lots is
also examined under the urban land use problem domain. We have approached this
question by outlining general trends in site structure and function, as
discerned in the documentary and archaeological records. As already noted,
individual lots in the project area show similar changes in structure,
especially in terms of subdivisions, cleared versus covered space, and
placement of lot elements. Increasing construction of buildings on lots that
were highly circumscribed to begin with placed a premium on open space. An
adaptive response to this spatial constraint, found at other southeastern
historic sites besides Savannah, is seen in the consistent demarcation of lot
areas for specialized activities and features that are basic to maintenance of
life in an urban environment, such as water procurement and storage, waste
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management and disposal, and trash disposal. A common pattern of spatial
organization and use seen at contemporaneous sites in Charleston, Savannah,
Fort Frederica, and St. Augustine consists of front-lot dwellings, mid-lot
wells and cisterns, and rear-lot privies; trash pits dot the tything-lot
landscape across the middle and rear areas. As occupation intensity and
encroachment on open space increases, rear-lot/mid-lot segregation of features
breaks down, as privies are placed closer and closer to wells and cisterns.
The end result of this process is contamination of on-site water sources as
well as a general lowering of overall public health. (Recall James Waring's
complaints on Savannah's poor sanitary conditions and his estimate of 5,625
pounds of excrement deposited within the city limits each day in 1869.)
In archaeological terms, the failure to maintain discrete areas for water
procurement and waste is graphically represented in the south stratigraphic
profile of Suboperation 1-D. This mid-lot, 3 by 3 m unit contained three
separate privies, of which one, and possibly, two, impinged directly on the
construction pit of a probable well (Figure 21). The relatively late TPQs and
MCDs for these features indicate the increasing pressure for space that
apparently begins in the second quarter of the 19th century on Lot 7. Prior to
hook-ups to municipal sewage systems, this trend culminates in the
construction of substantial, and sometimes massive waste disposal facilities
such as the dry wells found in the mid- to rear areas of Lots 7 and 2 (Figures
27-29, 35, 36). Such stop-gap measures were ultimately ineffectual, as Waring
and numerous Health Officers before and after him pointed out.
Based on the above discussion of diachronic change in lot structure and
function, we predict that at other linear-oriented urban sites in the
Southeast, mid-lot privies will in general te constructed, used, and filled
later than many rear-lot examples. The validity of this proposition awaits
future testing in Savannah and elsewhere.
A distinct contrast in the manner in which the water contamination
problem was approached at the Charleston Center and Telfair Sites is apparent.
At Charleston there was a heavy reliance on cisterns, which downspout rain
water from building roofs into (usually) below-ground, water-tight brick
resevoirs (Honerkamp, Council and Will 1982:158-166). In recognition of the
hazards of privy-cesspool contamination to ground water tapped by wells, a
shift to cisterns was already well under way by the mid-19th century. An 1848
census of the city lists 2300 wells and 1035 cisterns, nearly a 2-to-1 ratio
(Dawson and DeSaussuie 1849). The shift to a safer source of potable water in
19th century Charleston is described in an 1882 report in the following terms:
The wealthier citizens began to gather the rainwater that fell
on their roofs into water-tight cisterns, mostly underground, in
order to preserve it for domestic purposes.
As the evil
continued to increase in the wells, such cisterns came gradually
into general use among the middle classes and finally even
amongst the poorest, until a cistern for rainwater became a
necessary adjunct to a dwelling of any kind in Charleston (City
of Charleston 1882:259).
No comparable shift was noted for Savannah, although this observation may be a
result of a lack of surviving documentation on cisterns rather than any lack
in their use. However, the ongoing complaints about ground water contamination
seem to indicate that cisterns simply were absent. Since many wells, privies,
and cisterns were "recycled" as depositories for domestic refuse, they provide
valuable sources of information for urban archaeologists. Targeting such
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features for excavation in future research projects should help to establish
the reliance, or lack thereof, that Savannah's 19th-century residents placed
on alternate water procurement systems.
Another structural difference between the Charleston Center and Telfair
Sites is the apparent lack of disorganization at the former that is
attributable to the development of 19th century waste disposal systems. The
Charleston Center was notable for its intact archaeological record, which
constrasts sharply with the extensive impacts to the Telfair Site resulting
from the privy-to-water closet-to-sewer shift of the late 19th century. This
dissimilarity may be related to differences in construction sequences at the
sites. The Charleston Center was occupied considerably earlier than the
Telfair Site, and construction of substantial brick-foundation buildings over
much of the available landscape may have prevented the development of a system
of underground laterals (sewer lines connected to individual structures)
coupled to collectors (larger lines present under alleys and streets), thereby
placing a heavier emphasis on the use of privies. Above-ground laterals
attached to exterior walls may also have been common at Charleston. Access to
collectors would not have been as restricted at the Telfair Site, which was
developed at a later period with fewer substantial buildings. Another
site-specific explanation may be that the laterals were laid at much shallower
depths at the Charleston Center Site, which possessed an extremely high water
table, than at the Telfair Site, which was situated on well-drained soils.
Following the demolition-and-bulldozer sequence that was documented for the
former, the shallower laterals simply may have been removed from the
archaeological record prior to testing.
Trash disposal behavior is the last topic considered under the subject of
urban land use, but we will return to it in the Material Culture section later
on. Differences in front, middle, and rear sections of the tything lots have
already been defined in terms of feature placement and densities. If they
exist it should also be possible to discern patterns in artifact distributions
in and among lots. One way that this can be achieved is through comparison of
the artifact and bone totals for each of the test units. Using the data
presented in Table 8, we have listed artifact and bone densities for each
suboperation in Table 13. Standardization of the density values is achieved by
calculating the frequency of artifacts and bone weights per square meter of
surface area fully excavated in each unit.
Using this procedure, several
interesting observations can be made. First, Suboperations 1-A, 1-D, and 2-B
show much higher density values for artifacts than do the other units.
Although this finding also obtains for bone densities in 1-D and 2-B, the same
is not true for the 1-A bone
value. As indicated in Table 10, ceramic
artifacts in 1-A apparently experienced extremely high breakage rates,
resulting in the highest frequency of ceramics found anywhere at the site,
along with the lowest weight per sherd. The excessive fragmentation of
ceramics probably has inflated the artifact/m2 value for 1-A as a result,
while the same fragmentation of bone has had little effect on its weight. In
general, the larger the sample, the closer the correspondence between artifact
frequency and bone weight.
Grouping of the suboperations on the basis of lot location yields
significant results in terms of artifact and bone densities. Test units in the
front sections of Lots 6, 7, and 8 and Trust Lot Q consist of Suboperations
1-A, 1-B, 1-C, 1-H and 3-A; the middle areas of Lots 2, 6, 7 and 8 are tested
by 1-D, 1-F, 1-G and 2-B; and the rear-lot sections of Lots 5 and 7 are
sampled by Suboperations 1-E and 2-A. When averaged together, the
artifact/bone densities per square meter of excavated area are the following:
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Artifacts/Bone
Front:

224.8/1 38.8

Middle:

704.5/684.7

Rear:

355.6/339.7

A high chi square value is obtained when these observed frequencies are used
in a 3 x 2 contingency table, suggesting that a significant difference exists
in the distribution of artifacts and bone among the three areas. The heaviest
densities for both types of materials occur at mid-lot, a phenomenon noticed
at the 18th-19th century Charleston Center Site (Honerkamp, Council, and Will
1982) and at two 18th century sites at Fort Frederica (Honerkamp 1975, 1980).
Even with the upward bias introduced by the highly fragmented ceramic
asssemblage from 1-A incorporated into the front-lot artifact value, a
definite tendency to deposit refuse (including bone) away from the house areas
is indicated. Intermediate values are recorded for the rear-lot sections,
perhaps reflecting the "mixed" use of these areas as locations for alley-side
residences as well as trash and waste disposal.
Definition of Subsistence Patterns
The questions generated under this problem domain relate to site-specific
dimensions of diet and subsistence, but at the same time the data used to
answer them can be applied to broader, regional-level questions. The
zooarchaeological analysis of the Telfair faunal assemblage was carried out by
Dr. Elizabeth J. Reitz of the Department of Anthropology, University of
Georgia. Due to the avid interest shown in Dr. Reitz's work by other
historic-site researchers, her report on the results of the analysis is
presented in its entirety as Appendix 2. The following discussion draws
directly from the material presented in this appendix.
Besides calculating such standard measures as minimum number of
individuals (MNI) and diversity and equitability, Reitz has calculated biomass
figures based on archaeological bone weights. This biomass technique provides
estimates of the quantity of meat available from each species identified. As
explained in Appendix 2, this approach eliminates many of the questionable
assumptions that are required with other, less elegant calculations of
quantities of meat associated with archaeological bone. Although the biomass
technique is not without its own limitations and drawbacks, it is believed to
be much less subject to bias than techniques that rely simply on fragment
counts or MNI (Reitz and Honerkamp 1983).
The structure of the faunal assemblage analyzed from the site is
presented in the species list found in the appendix (Table 3). Both in terms
of individuals and biomass, domestic animals loom large in the faunal
inventory. The biggest meat contributor, as predicted by the Reitz-Honerkamp
Coestal Subsistence Model (Reitz and Honerkamp 1983), is cattle, followed by
swine. Wild resources provide 38.3% of the individuals but only 10.9% of the
total site biomass (Table 4, Appendix 2). Based on the age data, a distinct
ennhasis on young animals over mature adults is apparent, which also fits the
coastal model. Domestic birds account for a suprisingly high percentage of
individuals and biomass (28% and 5.1%, respectively), while fishes are
relatively rare in comparison to some other contemporaneous sites; inshore
estuarine species predominate, but a sizeable number are freshwater species.
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TABLE 13
ARTIFACT AND BONE DENSITY VALUES, TELFAIR SITE.

Artifact Bone
Subop Area(m2) Count/Weight

21.1 14.8

Per Square meter
Count/Weight

12

10894

6683

1-B

20

287

266

0.6

0.6

14.3

13.3

1-C

9

637

500

1.2

1.1

70.8

55.5

1-D

9

10653

11831

20.7 26.2

1183.7 1314.5

19.1 24.6

530.9 600.5

1-A

907.8 556.9

1-E

18.5

9821

11109

1-F

12

1923

436

3.7

1.0

160.2

36.3

1-G

9

863

538

1.7

1.2

95.9

59.8

1-H

12

282

369

0.5

0.8

23.5

30.7

2-A

12

2163

946

4.2

2.1

180.2

78.8

2-B

9

12402

11953

3-A

15

1610

567

TOTAL 137.5

a

Percentagea
Count/Weight

24.1 26.4
3.1

51535 45198

Percentage of site totals.
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1.2

1378.0 1328.0
107.3

37.8

As expected, caprines were rarely exploited at the site. These characteristics
are consistent with the structure of faunal assemblages at other southeastern
sites and lend credence to the Coastal Subsistence Model. These data also help
to displace Sus scrofa as the primary source of meat in 19th century southern
coastal diets, the honor being rightfully claimed by cattle.
Some contrasts between the Telfair data and those from other sites
reported by Reitz (see especially Table 1, Appendix 2) are also noted. Besides
an unusually heavy emphasis on freshwater fish, the Telfair assemblage
exhibits lower diversity and equitability values (based on MNI) than several
rural-site collections. More than anything else, these data reflect the
overwhelming reliance placed on cattle, pigs and chickens at the site. Based
on these findings, Reitz provides several hypotheses for future testing that
will refine our understanding of urban versus rural subsistence systems and,
if confirmed, will also allow archaeologists to identify status-marker foods
(i.e., chicken, caprines, fish) in urban situations.
Factors contributing to the structure of the site's faunal record include
the presence of elaborate market systems and trade networks in urban
situations that funnel and distribute domestic sources of meat relatively
quickly and efficiently, thereby reducing the reliance on wild foods. Analysis
of element distribution at the site shows marked differences between pigs and
other domestic animals. Besides being much more abundant, over 50% of the pig
bones were head elements. This suggests on-site pig slaughtering and probably
raising activities.
Factors affecting the dominance of cow over pig in the assemblage include
environmental advantages for herbivores in the Savannah area. Extensive tracts
of marsh grass in the coastal regions are happily exploited by cattle, but
will not support the omnivorous diet requirements of pigs. Particularistic
meat processing methods may also cloud the cow-pig issue. Salt pork could have
been an important dietary component but not be represented archaeologically,
depending on the salting process; prior de-boning would result in smaller (and
innacurate) MNI and biomass estimates for this species.
Modifications to the bones were rare, consisting of burning, cut marks,
hacking, gnawing, and sawing. Less than 7% of the assemblage showed evidence
of burning, which was the most common modification noted. Small cuts were
found along the shafts of long bones and at muscle attachment areas, and
probably result from attempts to disarticulate carcasses and strip meat from
the bone. Along with hack marks produced by a cleaver or hatchet, this
butchering complex is quite similar to that found at Charleston. It differs
from the 18th century complex found at Frederica in two main respects: there
is less emphasis on hacking as a butchering technique, and the Savannah
assemblage exhibits sawing, which is completely absent at Frederica. An
interesting similarity is seen in the high frequencies of swine head elements
found at both sites. Besides on-site butchering, these elements may be
indicative of the production of head cheese. At any rate, these data indicate
that Deetz's "bone sawing horizon" (1977:124) did not blanket the Southeast at
the same time it was being widely adopted in the New England area.
Unfortunately, documentary evidence relating to methods of meat procurement
and distribution in Savannah was conspicuous by its absence.
It was not possible to identify shifts in dietary components over time in
the Telfair collection. To do so would require comparison of a series of large
faunal assemblages from tightly-dated, discrete contexts which are rare at the
site. The faunal materials analyzed were found to date primarily to the first
half of the 19th century, and, due to sample size considerations, were
analyzed as a single data set that is assumed to be representative of the
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dietary practices of the site's inhabitants during that time period. Future
zooarchaeological research in Savannah should generate data that is
considerably finer-grained than what is presented here, but the Telfair
analysis can provide an initital baseline of past subsistence behavior for
comparison and refinement.
Patterns of Material Culture
The final problem domain encompasses questions ranging from the temporal
parameters of the site to a regional-level comparison of the structure of the
Telfair archaeological assemblage. Along with our discussion of change and
continuity in spatial organization and subsistence practices, this section
hopefully will serve as a data base for future studies of urban Savannah and
other southeastern sites.
Reference has already been made to the results obtained from application
of the mean ceramic date formula to the ceramic assemblage. The clustering of
several MCD calculations within a 10-year time frame (Table 11), and the total
range of 32 years for all the suboperation dates (1804-1836) has been
explained in terms of demographic and economic factors affecting Savannah in
general, as well as specific trash disposal behavior at the site. As pointed
out earlier, a drawback in applying the MCD formula is that it tends to
obscure the presence of very early and late types by averaging each type's
manufacturing midpoint together. In an effort to isolate early ceramic types,
and presumedly, the early occupations responsible for depositing them into the
archaeological record, we have examined distributional and relational aspects
of earthenware and stonewares that are known to have been produced exclusively
within the colonial period (prior to 1776). Following the ceramic horizon
concept (Willey and Phillips 1958; South 1972), it is expected that these
types would have been acquired, used, and discarded soon after they were
manufactured.
Thus, they should "flag" the locations of some of the earlier
occupations in the study area.
Table 14 lists the frequencies of colonial earthenware and stoneware
types, by suboperation. Less than 1% of the total site assemblage is made up
of these early ceramics. Suboperation 3-A contains the greatest percentages of
colonial types, but they account for only 2% of the total assemblage from this
unit. Due to the presumed lack of domestic refuse deposited in Trust Lot Q
during the period it contained a stable, the early types assume
proportionately greater importance in comparison to the other suboperation
ceramic assemblages. However, a different picture emerges when the same type
frequencies are converted into a measure of ceramic artifact densities. In
terms of the number of sherds per square meter excavated in each test, it is
Suboperations 1-E and 2-B that have the highest density figures. Both were
located in the back-lot areas of two properties that are documented to have
been occupied in the colonial period (Becu on Lot 7 and Bailleau on Lot 2).
Although not conclusive, this analysis of temporaLly-sensitive artifacts
suggests that the presence of early occupations at complex, heavily-occupied
urban sites is best detected by examining areal dis;ributions of artifacts
rather than the traditional percentages of total assenblaEes. Again, further
testing at other sites is needed to substantiate this methodological
suggestion.
Discerning patterns in market linkages through analysis of ceramic and
glass artifacts was not a particularly productive excercise. As discussed
previously, only 3 of 47 marked ceramic pieces were domestically produced, the
remaining being British imports. Other market linkages are suggested by
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TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF COLONIAL CERAMICS, BY SUBOPERATION
Suboperation

Earthenwaresa

1-A

5

1-B

Stonewaresb

Total°

Per m2

26

31 (0.5)

2.5

1

0

1 (1.3)

0.05

1-C

0

2

2 (0.6)

0.2

1-D

4

7

11 (0.2)

1.2

1-E

27

65

92 (1.8)

4.8

1-F

0

6

6 (0.4)

0.5

1-G

0

1

1 (0.3)

0.1

1-H

0

0

0 (0.0)

0

2-A

4

14

18 (2.0)

1.5

2-B

5

37

42 (0.6)

4.6

3-A

2

10

12 (2.7)

0.8

Site Total

48

168

216 (0.8)

aIncludes Astbury; Buckley ware; green-glazed, cream-colored earthenware; and
Whieldon ware.
b Includes Westerwald, molded white sald-glazed, scratch-blue white salt
glazed, slip-dipped white salt-glazed, Shaw stoneware, Crouch stoneware, and
Elers ware.
°Percentages of total suboperation ceramics are given in parentheses.
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foreign-made ceramics (Westerwald salt-glazed stoneware, oriental trade
porcelain, Spanish olive jar, etc.), but many of these non-British types were
probably transhipped to the United States by British merchants. Foreign-made
coins indicate market linkages in a tenuous fashion at best since they were
circulated freely as legal tender throughout this country in the 18th and 19th
centuries (Schilke and Solomon 1976:65-69). Our prediction that bottles would
be the most common type of locally-made artifact associated with 19th-century
Savannah has been neither confirmed nor denied by the Telfair data. From a
cursory examination of the contents in the shops of Savannah's bottle dealers,
we still maintain this prediction, but we are pessimistic about the
possibility of empirically testing it--that would require the excavation of a
site in the town that has not already been looted. Suffice it to say that the
data that are present at the Telfair Site indicate an overwhelming reliance on
British-made goods in the 18th and 19th centuries.
The question of occupational specialization at the site was approached
using documentary as well as archaeological information. Our analysis of the
results of Bancroft's 1847 survey of Savannah's wards revealed a below-average
number of dwellings and only two stores listed for the entire Heathcote Ward.
At the same time, however, the ward contained relatively high populations of
both Whites and Blacks; in combination with the low number of residences, this
indicates the presence of boarding houses or other multiple-occupancy
structures. Thus, at mid-century, the ward and presumedly Belitha Tything are
primarily domestic-oriented. By 1884 important changes had occurred that are
associated with a gradual transition to a commercial retail function for the
site. Since retail occupations generally do not cycle functionally-distinct
artifacts into the archaeological record, direct evidence of occupational
specialization was not anticipated, while considerable evidence of domestic
activities was expected.
Some of the qualitative, presence-absence evidence of occupation
specialization was reviewed in the discussion of economic activities. It is
also possible to examine this problem in a quantitative sense. In Tables 15
and 16 we present the artifact group and class frequencies for each of the
suboperations (3-A is given in Table 8); using these data, we have calculated
the group percentages ("empirical artifact profiles") for each suboperation in
Table 17. It is apparent from these profiles that few of the Telfair artifact
assemblages fall within the 95% confidence intervals suggested by South for
the Carolina Artifact Pattern (South 1977:107; Table 7). In fact, none of the
suboperation profiles are completely consistent with South's suggested ranges
for either the Carolina or Frontier Patterns. The greatest source of
variability is associated with the Kitchen group: in only one case (2-A) does
the percentage fall within South's range. Most of the Kitchen group
percentages exceed the range, suggesting that 19th century urban artifact
assemblages differ in several ways from the 18th century assemblages which
South used to abstract the Carolina-Frontier profiles. The Telfair results
mirror those from Charleston, even after the removal of "open-context"
artifacts from the Convention Center data base (Honerkamp, Council, and Will
1982). It appears that only after the artifact sample is extensively culled to
remove "loosely-dated" or "late" materials (those that reflect long-duration
occupations) does the empirical artifact profile begin to conform to South's
model (Basalik and McCarthy 1982:21). Thus, the Telfair data indicate that the
Carolina-Frontier models may be time-dependent, but in ways that are exactly
opposite from those suggested by Basalik and McCarthy (1982), who predict a
decrease in Kitchen-related materials from the mid-18th to the early 19th
centuries.
Another obvious factor that could account for high kitchen
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artifact percentages is population-occupation density.9 Boarding houses often
contained large numbers of people who would cycle extensive amounts of
domestic refuse into the archaelogical record in a short time; socializing
institutions such as taverns or lodges could also have the same effect. Many
archaeologists seem to treat the population variable as constant when they
analyze urban archaeological assemblages. Such a simplified approach is
probably justified in very few situations. The occupation density factor
underscores the importance of integrating documentary and archaeological data
for interpreting urban artifact assemblages.
Intrasite analysis of the Telfair samples reveals some interesting
relationships. Suboperations 1-E and 3-A show the highest and lowest values in
the Kitchen group, respectively, with an inverse relation3hip occurring in the
Architecture group. Additionally, Suboperation 3-A exhibits the lowest
percentages of all the tests for the Furniture, Clothing, and Tobacco Pipe
groups. The distinctive artifact profile for this unit is believed to be
associated directly with the function of Trust Lot Q, as documented in earlier
chapters. As would be expected, the long-term presence of a stable on this
property would result in a lesser amount of domestic-type materials being
contributed to the archaeological record than would the known domestic
occupations. Conversely, the relative contribution of Architecture and
(possibly) Activities artifacts to the empirical artifact profile would be
greater. This is obviously the case with the Architecture group, although the
Activities artifacts are not particularly numerous for this sample.
In summary, evidence of occupational specialization is not clearly
apparent in the archaeological record at the Telfair Site. Only in the case
of Suboperation 3-A is there a discernable non-domestic activity indicated in
the empirical artifact profile, but a direct linkage between the artifact
assemblage and the specific activities carried out in this area is absent. At
present, documentary data provide the most useful evidence for dimensioning
occupation specialization at the site.
The question of subsistence versus non-subsistence artifacts at rural and
urban sites was posed by Rothschild and Rockman in their study of the Stadt
Huys Block in New York City. They have made a seemingly logical prediction on
the subject: "...all things being equal, urban sites should yield a higher
ratio of non-subsistence to subsistence-related artifacts than rural sites"
(Rothschild and Rockman 1982:11). As we have demonstrated, however, such is
not the case in Savannah or Charleston. Comparative data from rural sites are
lacking, but our research in 18th- and 19th-century urban contexts in the
Southeast indicate extremely large amounts of Kitchen-related artifacts in
relation to non-subsistence artifacts.
Our review of the documentary record indicates that the Telfair Site was
probably occupied by both Blacks and Whites prior to the Civil War; ethnic and
social heterogeneity is still present by the time that the City Directory of
1884 was produced (see Table 5). By 1897 the site's residents seem to be
almost exclusively White, blue-collar, and middle-to lower-class. A contrast
in socio-economic status, whether linked to ethnic factors or not, is
apparently closely linked with residence location, with poor Blacks and Whites
living in alley-side structures. An archaeological implication of this spatial
arragement is that back-lot areas should show evidence of more low-status
artifacts compared to front-lot assemblages--if primary refuse disposal
practices are carried out at the site. As we demonstrated earlier, rear- and
mid-lot areas were heavily used for trash disposal, thereby considerably
obscuring the contribution of rear-lot, primary-context refuse in the
archaeological record. It is possible to make a lot-by-lot comparison of
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TABLE 15
ARTIFACT GROUPS AND CLASSES, BY SUBOPERATION, OPERATION 1
SUBOP A

—}
00

SUBOP B

SUBOP C SUBOP D

SUBOP E

SUBOP F

SUBOP G

SUBOP H

KITCHEN GROUP
Ceramics
Wine bottle
Case bottle
Misc. bottle
Tumbler
Pharmaceutical
Glassware
Tableware
Kitchenware
Group Total

6104
940
229
340
4
5
62
3
58
7745

77
39
0
80
0
0
0
0
0
196

319
61
3
53
0
2
1
0
0
439

4690
890
37
2017
81
149
42
14
7
7927

5010
1927
405
851
36
48
33
6
7
8323

1252
242
5
101
0
5
10
0
1
1616

271
88
0
82
1
0
1
0
0
443

132
28
1
34
0
4
0
2
0
201

BONE GROUP
Weight in grams

6683

266

500

11831

11109

436

538

369

ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Window glass
Nails
Spikes
Construction hardware
Door lock parts
Miscellaneous
Group Total

2361
158
2
0
1
10
2532

75
0
0
0
0
0
75

158
2
0
1
0
1
162

1888
87
7
11
1
34
2028

844
27
7
3
4
21
906

187
5
1
0
0
7
200

359
4
0
0
0
11
374

30
0
0
3
1
2
36

FURNITURE GROUP
Furniture hardware

20

2

1

23

22

3

4

3

ARMS GROUP
Lead shot, bullets, sprues
Gunflints
Gun hardware
Group Total

26
4
1
31

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

28
0
2
30

4
1
1
6

1
0
0
1

2
0
1
3

2
0
0
2

Table 15 (continued)
SUBOP A
CLOTHING GROUP
Buckles
Buttons
Pins
Beads
Thimbles
Hook and eyes
Scissors
Other
Group Total

--,
up

PERSONAL GROUP
Coins
Personal items
Keys
Group Total
TOBACCO PIPE GROUP
White clay fragments
ACTIVITIES GROUP
Construction tools
Toys
Stable and barn
Military objects
Farm tools
Fishing gear
Other
Miscellaneous
Group Total
Suboperation Total:

SUBOP B SUBOP C SUBOP D

SUBOP E SUBOP F SUBOP G

SUBOP H

2
56
52
16
2
2
0
4
134

0
7
1
0
0
0
0
0
8

0
6
5
0
0
0
0
0
11

8
160
56
6
3
11
1
12
257

4
100
29
2
1
6
0
7
149

0
11
14
1
0
0
0
1
27

0
9
1
0
0
1
0
7
18

0
12
5
0
0
0
0
1
18

4
6
0
10

0
0
0
0

0
2
0
2

5
9
0
14

4
10
2
16

0
1
0
1

0
1
0
1

6
2
1
9

396

5

21

285

385

71

19

8

0
24
0
0
0
1
0
1
26

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

4
56
2
0
1
0
3
23
89

1
10
3
0
0
0
0
0
14

0
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
14

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

10894

287

637

10653

9821

1923

863

282

TABLE 16
ARTIFACT GROUPS AND CLASSES, BY SUBOPERATION, OPERATION 2
SUBOP A

SUBOP B

KITCHEN GROUP
Ceramics
Wine bottle
Case bottle
Misc. bottle
Tumbler
Pharmaceutical
Glassware
Tableware
Kitchenware
Group Total

886
298
11
218
3
10
13
0
0
1439

6697
989
252
847
11
26
51
10
3
8886

BONE GROUP
Weight in grams

946

11953

ARCHITECTURE GROUP
Window glass
Nails
Spikes
Construction hardware
Door lock parts
Miscellaneous
Group Total

591
32
1
2
0
39
665

2697
6
3
6
3
21
2736

FURNITURE GROUP
Furniture hardware

3

27

ARMS GROUP
Lead shot, bullets, sprues
Gunflints
Gun hardware
Group Total

1
0
0
1

14
3
1
18

CLOTHING GROUP
Buckles
Buttons
Pins
Beads
Thimbles
Hook and eyes
Scissors
Other
Group Total

0
14
6
0
0
0
0
1
21

4
113
70
6
1
8
0
0
202

PERSONAL GROUP
Coins
Personal items
Keys
Group Total

0
0
0
0

3
21
2
26

180

Table 16 (continued)
TOBACCO PIPE GROUP
White clay fragments
ACTIVITIES GROUP
Construction tools
Toys
Stable and barn
Military
Farm tools
Fishing gear
Other
Miscellaneous
Group Total
Suboperation Total:

181

28

437

1
3
0
0
0
1
1
0
6

3
13
1
0
0
0
5
48
70

2163

12402

TABLE 17
ARTIFACT GROUP PERCENTAGES, BY SUBOPERATION
1-A

1-B

1-C

1-D

1-E

1-F

1-G

1-H

2-A

2-B

3-A

Site

71.1

68.3

68.9

74.4

84.7

84.0

51.3

71.3

66.5

71.6

41.0

73.0

Architecture 23.3

26.1

25.4

19.0

9.2

10.4

43.3

12.8

30.7

22.1

56.3

20.6

Furniture

0.2

0.7

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.5

1.0

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.2

Arms

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.3

0.1

0.05

0.4

0.7

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.1

Clothing

1.2

2.8

1.7

2.4

1.5

1.4

2.1

6.4

1.0

1.6

0.9

1.6

Personal

0.1

0.0

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.05

0.1

3.2

0.0

0.2

0.2

0.1

Tobacco Pipe

3.6

1.8

3.3

2.7

4.0

3.7

2.2

2.8

1.3

3.5

1.0

3.2

Activities

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.8

0.1

0.2

0.1

1.8

0.3

0.6

0.5

0.4

Kitchen

ceramic artifacts by noting the diversity of types encountered in each lot,
regardless of provenience.10 Under this approach, the suboperations displaying
the greatest number of types (that is, ceramic sets) in each lot are compared
with each other, as we have done below:
Suboperation
1-E
2-B
1-A
2-A
3-A
1-G

# Types
97
92
91
62
59
37

Lot
7
2
8
5
Q
6

Referring to the summary of tax assessments presented in Table 4, we find that
compared to the rest of the tything, Lots 7 and 8 had fairly high tax rates
prior to the Civil War, but this is only weak confirmation of the presumed
relative high status of the lots' inhabitants. It should be noted, however,
that the lowest assessment listed for the six lots tested was for Lot 6, which
also happens to contain the fewest number of ceramic types of any lot at the
site.
Complicating this analysis are such factors as type diversity being a
function of occupation span, or, in the case of Lot 8, a doublehouse that may
have been occupied by two sets of boarders or families, thereby doubling the
potential ceramic diversity. At sites with closer contextual control, a better
test of the relationship between ceramic diversity and socio-economic status
is possible and should be attempted.
The definition of patterns of artifact deposition is the final problem
examined in this study. We have previously disussed trash disposal behavior at
the Telfair Site in terms of front-, middle-, and rear-lot areas and how it
conforms to patterns defined at other sites in the Southeast. Behavioral
regularities seem to occur at these sites in response to similar demographic,
environmental, and cultural conditions present at each one. In the
administratively-decreed circumscribed lots of colonial Georgia there were
essentially three choices to be made concerning trash disposal: (a) it could
be deposited off-site; (b) it could be disposed of as sheet deposit, perhaps
as described by South's Brunswick Pattern of Refuse Disposal (1977); or (c)
trash could be placed in sub-surface features. Due to the contiguous
arrangement of the colonial lots in Savannah, off-site deposition was not
always convenient or possible. Adaptations to problems associated with the
disposal of continuously-generated garbage involve what we will refer to as
"formal" (sub-surface) versus "informal" (sheet deposit) modes of disposal
behavior. Deetz (1977) has linked the shift from the Brunswick Pattern to the
formal disposal of trash with a shift in the "mind sets" of colonists in New
England during the mid-18th century. Following both Deetz and South, a test
implication of this informal-to-formal-disposal hypothesis can be generated:
in general, front-lot (house) areas of the Tel!'air Site should contain higher
densities of early ceramic types deposited in sheet-refuse contexts. As Table
14 indicates, however, most front-lot tests exhibit low densities of the early
types, regardless of context. Only in Lot 7, which is documented to have been
occupied in the colonial period, is the density above one sherd/m2 for a
front-lot location. Although the Telfair data do not sound the death-knell for
South's distributional pattern at British colonial sites, they are consistent
with recent work carried out at 18th-century domesttc sites excavated by
Honerkamp (1980:262-274) at Fort Frederica and Deagan (1983:269) in Spanish
St. Augustine.
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A definite tendency to dispose of trash in sub-surface contexts is
apparent for two artifact groups, Kitchen and Bone, that are associated
primarily with domestic activities. A total of 30.1% of the entire Kitchen
artifact collection is associated with positively-identified cultural
features, while the figure for the Bone group is 37.0%, indicating a greater
tendency to deposit faunal remains below ground. A higher proportion of bone
in formal trash disposal contexts was also found at Frederica and is believed
to reflect the singular aromatic qualities of this group that is largely
absent for the others. These figures would probably be much higher had modern
earth-moving activities not reduced visibility and consequent recognition of
archaeological features at the site.
Formal trash disposal is also clearly evident in the consistent recycling
of sub-surface features as garbage repositories. With the obvious exception of
the dry wells, both of which date to the late 19th or early 20th centuries,
almost all the features contained trash as fill material. This was especially
apparent in the privies, all of which were filled to capacity with household
refuse. This pattern was also recognized at Charleston and Frederica and is
expected to be found at almost any 18th- or 19th-century site characterized by
highly circumscribed boundaries. Apparently this practice ceases at the
Telfair Site in the late 19th century, probably as a result of the development
of a dependable garbage collection system, and possibly as a function of
decreasing quantities of household garbage being generated on-site as live-in
owners or workers are replaced by business-only day employees and managers.
Future archaeological and documentary research should help to refine this
diachronic model of trash disposal behavior in Savannah.
Summary
This chapter has examined aspects of site structure and function,
historic subsistence patterns, and patterns of material culture at the Telfair
Site in order to clarify a number of questions concerning the day-to-day
lifestyles of Savannah's early inhabitants. It has also attempted to place the
Telfair data in a larger, regional framework through comparison with other
southeastern sites. Since this project constitutes the first systematic,
large-scale archaeological and documentary research effort to be carried out
in urban Savannah, the data presented in this report will hopefully provide a
springboard for discussion and additional research. It is expected that many
of the conclusions presented in this and in earlier chapters will be discarded
as more information concerning Savannah's past is brought to light by
archaeologists, historians, and geographers.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
Overview
The approach taken in the preceeding chapters has been to consider the
city as a site rather than as a place where sites exist. To gain an
understanding of the urban process in Savannah requires that our study not be
limited to arbitrarily-defined "early" temporal periods, as is commonly done
in urban archaeology. The processes which we have chosen to investigate are
not confined to "early" periods. Nor has it been possible to ignore
archaeological evidence of disorganizing forces at the site, for these forces
were and are ongoing factors in urban site formation. The builder's trench
associated with a late 18th century house and the pipe trench for a late 19th
century sanitary hookup both represent adaptive responses to human biological,
social, and even ideological conditions in an urban environment, and as such,
both are--or should be--of importance to urban archaeologists. These
adaptations, and how they may change or stabilize over time are of primary
interest to us. Evidence of both "old" and "recent" behavior is needed to gain
the diachronic perspective that is the major contribution of archaeology and
history to the social sciences.
This study of urban environments and adaptations has been selective, as
dictated by practical CRM constraints and our own admittedly subjective
research interests, but it nevertheless has attempted to define and
investigate several important archaeological-historical questions. We have
examined the initial "city-building process" (Lebove 1969) in Savannah in some
detail since the form that it took had long-range consequences for the overall
development of the city as well as the Telfair Site. The
administratively-decreed structure of Savannah's early trust-and-tything
layout has been linked to demographic, economic, political, and ideological
factors. As conditions in Savannah began to change during the transition from
frontier settlement to urban center, the original patterns of land were
altered in several ways. At the Telfair Site the Trust lots--originally
intended for public use--quickly came under individual private ownership as
restrictions on land acquisition were lifted during the Royal administration.
However, these large parcels tended to retain their original sizes, as they
experienced substantially less subdivisioning than did the tything property,
anc with few exceptions became the locations for religious, commercial, and
governmental concerns up through the present. The centralizing functions that
hac originally been envisioned for the Trust lots necessitated large parcels
of land. As they came under private or governmental ownership, it is apparent
that these parcels were selected for their large size by businesses and
organizations that required (and could afford) large land holdings.
By contrast, the tything lots were granted to individuals for domestic
use; they started out small, and in many cases they stayed that way or became
smaller still. Both archaeological and documentary evidence suggests that
these lots retained their domestic functions until the second quarter of the
19th century, when combined demographic and economic growth in the city
produced shifts in land values, settlement patterns, and land use. Probably
the first move toward commercialization of the site occurred in the form of
multiple occupancy structures such as boarding houses that appeared in
response to housing shortages. As Savannah's economy boomed in the decade
preceeding the Civil War, large numbers of persons seeking employment were
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attracted to the city, creating strains on all aspects of the urban support
systems (recall this period as the begining of major municipal service
programs). As a transition area in Savannah between the business core and
residential sections to the immediate west and south, the Belitha tything
became an advantageous location for retail services, and by 1884 there was
considerable commercial movement into the area. By this time the tything was
occupied predominantly by blue-collar Whites, despite the close proximity of
upper-class residences.
Although subdivisions related to inheritance, debt
forclosures, etc., had occurred throughout the first century-and-a-half of the
site's existence, lot fragmentation was greatly accelerated by the commercial
development activities. Associated with this trend is a constant reduction in
open space for the individual lots as occupation density increased, and a
concomitant clustering of water procurement, waste disposal, and refuse
disposal features. Besides feature placement, recycling behavior with respect
to features (part of the shift from informal to formal trash disposal) is also
seen as a function of density-dependent factors. When problems associated with
maintenance-of-life behavior reached critical levels, municipal services were
developed, however unevenly they may have been applied. The nearly-empty dry
wells we uncovered stand in stark contrast to the earlier trash-filled privy
vaults and illustrate the shift from private initiative to public
responsibility in addressing maintenance-of-life problems (in this case, trash
disposal) present at the site. This shift is a profound one, requiring major
behavioral and political adjustments. Establishing when, how, and under what
conditions such shifts occur in urban situations (i.e., what constitues a
"critical level" that demands municipal-level intervention) remains as an
important area of research in urban studies.
While structural-functional relationships are apparent for the site,
clear correspondence in the artifact assemblages with documented occupational
specializations is far from obvious. Evidence of retail activities are not
likely to be cycled into the archaeological record, and it is futile for
archaeologists to search for something that is not there. As with other
contemporaneous sites, the Telfair Site exhibits high frequencies of
Kitchen-related artifacts that are associated with the domestic requirements
of the live-in owners of retail establishments. Urban geographers have for
years recognized the combined home-and-business arrangements that distinguish
the urban past from its business-only present, but the implications of these
findings have largely been ignored by archaeologists who continue to cling to
naive expectations about direct linkages between artifacts and occupational
specialization. Socio-economic variability is an equally complex subject of
research at urban sites, and again requires considerably more sophisticated
hypotheses than the porcelain-equals-high status variety that are traditional
in the field.
Although diachronic intrasite comparisons are absent, analysis of the
Telfair faunal assemblage has presented a cross-section of the dietary
components and butchering practices of the site's inhabitants. A pronounced
reliance on domestic animals, especially cattle, is apparent, with less than
11% of the total site biomass contributed by wild animals. The presence of a
considerable number of freshwater fish was unexpected, as was the high
percentage of domestic birds. Pork, which is often synonymous with Southern
diets, is conspicious by its (relative) absence, and it is sIggested that what
is present may have been butchered on-site. Although there is some evidence
of sawing as a butchering technique, cutting and hacking are much more common,
in contrast to butchering methods in the Northeast during the 19th century. In
many respects the assemblage conforms to the Coastal Subsistence Model
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proposed by Reitz and Honerkamp (1983), thereby extending the applicability of
this model to include 19th century urban sites.
Recommendations
Several themes have emerged in the preceding chapters which should be of
interest to archaeologists, historians and those entrusted with the management
of cultural resources.
Three deserve to be emphasized again. First, we
believe that urban sites that have experienced intensive occupation and
alteration are still amenable to systematic, scientific research. Admittedly,
the types of questions asked and the data requirements of those questions may
differ greatly from traditional archaeological or historical studies. Because
of this, innovative approaches to problem definition and analysis are needed
to fully exploit these difficult but potentially rewarding sites. Second, as
is true of archaeological resources in rural areas, urban sites are undergoing
serious disorganizing or destructive impacts from intentional and
unintentional sources. Despite our positivistic approach at the Telfair Site,
it is painfully obvious that extensive disorganization processes limited our
ability to address several site-specific questions which are probably of great
interest to nonarchaeologists and archaeologists alike. The full impact of
looting by bottle collectors is realized by reference to this fact: they rob
the site not only of its bottles, but also of its cultural heritage and
meaning. Third, it is obvious that the integration of archaeological and
documentary lines of evidence is an absolute necessity in urban studies. To
ignore either data base is self-defeating and ultimately irresponsible.
At a less abstract level, several observations can also be made
concerning methodologies and techniques that can be applied to urban sites.
Adequate archaeological surveys of urban sites require approaches that are
considerably different from those applied at shallow, less complex sites. The
trenching technique used in the preliminary study was inadequate for doing
more than locating brick foundations and generating unprovenienced artifact
collections; the integrity of the site's archaeological resources could not be
determined at all. Secondary testing, which was not carried out prior to data
recovery, would have been useful in determining the site's research potential.
In fact, it may be that a restructuring of the traditional CRM
survey-testing-data recovery approach is now in order. We recommend that
future survey-level projects at urban sites include intensive, systematic
documentary research to determine basic site parameters (demography, site
function, occupation densities, introduction of municipal services, social and
ethnic affiliations, identification of features for archaeological targeting,
etc.) prior to any archaeological fieldwork. Only in rare situations would an
urban site be devoid of all documentation, but the absence of such
documentation would not, of course, preclude further investigation by
archaeologists.
Indeed, such a situation would constitute a strong argument
in favor of archaeological testing. In most cases, however, documentary data
will be available that can be used to structure archaeological research in an
efficient, productive manner. In the event that it is the archaeological data
that is found to be absent (due to extensive earth-moving activities, for
instance), a thorough, problem-oriented documentary study of the site will
have created a valuable source of information for students of urbanization as
well as for the general public. In either case, CRM responsibilites are
well-served.
It has also become apparent that archaeologists will have to deal
directly with the problems of looting at urban sites in Savannah and
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elsewhere.
The Telfair property had been systematically searched for both
documented and undocumented privies; probably close to 100% of these features
had been dug prior to our research at the site.11 Although the extent of
looting may be unusual in this particular case, the fact that bottle
collectors are aware of 19th century settlement patterning with respect to
feature placement is a problem that all urban archaeologists will eventually
have to face. Rather than submitting passively to the recent ravages of the
archaeological record, archaeologists should develop positive, active
approaches for dealing with looted contexts. Playing the part of the "research
victim" and loudly complaining about disturbances will contribute very little
to an understanding of past human behavior in urban environments.
We have examined several problems during the Telfair project that extend
beyond the confines of the study area to Savannah, the southeastern coastal
region, and urban areas in general. The parameters of structural change and
continuity were outlined, and the essential correspondence between site
structure and function was illustrated. The Coastal Subsistence Model was
tested and refined at the same time that a cross-section of the subsistence
practices of the site's occupants was obtained. Reference was also made to the
work of other histc'ric-site researchers, particularly Stanley South, and
several proposed relational and distributional artifact patterns were compared
to the Telfair data. Although South's Pattern Recognition approach was found
to be useful in an organizational sense, neither the Carolina nor the Frontier
Patterns were found to be applicable at this site. Similarly, it is becoming
clear that urban adaptations do not always result in intuitively obvious
connections between past behavior and the structure of the archaeological
Archaeologists must begin to generate more sophisticated,
record.
better-informed hypotheses on urban adaptations that are based on the
above-ground research of historians and geographers as well as the
contributions of their dirt-oriented colleagues.
In summary, the Telfair Site illustrates the prospects, promises, and
problems common in urban archaeology today. It is up to students of urban
history to fully exploit the complex but rewarding archaeological and
documentary records of cities, records that are disappearing at an
increasingly rapid rate. We have attempted to meet this challenge, and we hope
that our efforts have contributed to defining aspects of urban environments
and adaptations that will result in a fuller and more meaningful understanding
of the reality of the city.
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NOTES
1 Besides providing indirect evidence applicable ;o answering several
research questions, the chain-of-title data consitute a ialuable resource for
geneological and historic researchers. Dr. Anthony Dees, Director of the
Georgia Historical Society, has expressed interest in this documentation, and
arrangements have been made to transfer the title-search notes and records to
the Society's Library for permanent curation.
2Stanski's comment on archaeological mind-sets is appropriate here:
"Until more summaries of the empirical evidence on preservation are available,
resources will continue to be threatened more by the opinions of the
archaeological community than by urban development itself" (1982:119). The
observation made by Gordon S. Smith (personal communication) is even more
succinct: "It's not the sites that are disturbed; it's the archaeologists."

3The tendency toward subdivision becomes reversed in the late-19th and
early-20th centuries as land began to be recombined into larger parcels which
were needed for massive, single, high-rise buildings. GSA's expansion on to
the Telfair Site, and the planned construction of the Charleston Convention
Center (Honerkamp, Council and Will 1982), are manifestations of this more
modern trend. Attendent parking facilities, de rigueur in contemporary urban
landscapes, also require continuous, uninterrupted space and serve to
reinforce this trend.
See, for example, the Savannah Convention Center,
whithin sight of Telfair Site.
4Exactly who colonized Georgia has been the subject of warm debate. Most
historic studies of the problem are characterized by a certain ambivalence: on
the one hand, the idea of Georgia as a "noble experiment" to relieve Great
Britain's poor is strongly emphasized, while at the same time great pains are
taken to demonstrate that the colony did not include indolents or debtors.
Even the trustees were of two minds on the subject, writing in 1742 that their
intention had been to
make the settlement principally with those, who were a Burden on
the Publick at home. And tho' it was apprehended that many of
them would still continue idle, yet it was not doubted, but some
would, as they do, prove industrious, and lay a Foundation for
foreign Protestants and others to join them; and the Charity was
confined to those, who were most indigent in Town, it being
thought not so proper to take People from the Plough, or
necessary Labors of the Country, tho' these would have been more
useful in the Province (Reese 1973:128).
Whatever the composition of the rest of the population, known debtors
immigrating to Georgia numbered less than one dozen (Coulter and Saye 1949;
Saye 1943:31-42).
5The bluff on which Frederica was established was also "easily cleared,"
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as it was situated on what Peter Gordon described as an old "Indian field"
(Georgia Historical Society 1840:115). This was probably also the case for
Yamacraw Bluff.

6It is unknown if the two were related.
7Curiously, few if any cognitive archaeologists have actually had
justifications for these negative labels published, perhaps believing that
Pattern Recognition is so beneath contempt as to preclude serious discussion.
South, on the other hand, sees the recent emergence of cognitive studies as a
"siren song" which lures young, impressionable minds onto the reefs and
shallows of structuralism; he is less discreet in his criticism of what he
perceives as an intellectual Bermuda Triangle in historical archaeology (see
especially South 1979).
8This of course does not hold true for urban industrial sites, which
often generate prodigious amounts of waste materials and by-products.
9We are indebted to Beth Temple and Lynda Lancaster for bringing this to
our attention.
10A better procedure for examining the question of social heterogeneity
would be to compare ceramic forms on a lot-by-lot basis. This was not possible
due to the fragmented nature of the Telfair ceramic assemblage.
11Despite repeated requests, GSA would not provide us with information
concerning the demolition sequences and methods employed by the
sub-contractor(s) at the site. From stratigraphic analyses we suspect that
much of the looting occurred during or just after the demolition activity.
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APPENDIX 1

TRUST AND TYTHING LOT SUMMARIES OF CHAIN OF TITLE DATA

Note: Deed references are cited by deedbook volume (number
and letter) and by folio (page) numbers, e.g., 6T:104-106,
and refer to deed record books of Chatham County, on file,
County Courthouse, Savannah, Georgia. Locations of the
lots are shown in Figure 9.
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Trust Lot 0
The west half of Truot -bot 0 was granted by the Crown to Clenent Martin
on 5 March 175 (A. 96). Martin conveyed the parcel to John irvinn on 6
Febraury 1770
129). It was apDarently prior to February 1777, tl:t 7r-Ine
sold the lot. Although the deed proper is not indexed, the ouitclaim of
Irvine's wife Anne is dated 18 February 1777 (2C 820). The Irvir-r-, had conveyed the parcel to James E. Pr,
"119 'ho on 11 F.-'ruary 1777 7o1;; the lot to
Lachlan McIntosh (2C 821).
It was in the division of the McIntosh's estate that the were half :7 C,
passed to Charles Harris (as recounted in subsequent instruments). Fre.m Harris
the lot evidently passed (through executors) to Nicholas Bayard of the fir',of
Bayard and Hunter of Savannah. Bayard used the Lot 0 parcel to secure a e-bt
to William W. Gordon on 8 October 1832 (28 283-285); the dPht was satisfied.
Bayard made a marriage settlement with his wife. Sarah Glen. in May 1833, conveying (evidently) some property to his partners, Gecrge Glen and wimber17 J.
Hunter. After the death of Sarah Glen, her trustee, George Gaen, and Nichn1as
J. Bayard sold the west half of Lot 0 to William E. Long on 13 June 1850 (3G
415-416). Long used the property to secure a debt to George Glen, and the debt
was satisfied (3G 386-387). Long again used the property to secure a debt
with James M.Smith and John Stoddard (as trustees for John D. Mongin,
deceased) on 4 February 1852 (31 278-279); the debt was satisfied.
On 4 April 1854 Long sold the west half of Lot 0 to Aaron Champion (3M
329-330), who in turn conveyed the parcel to the City of Savannah on 27 June
1854 (3N 14). Two days later the City also acquired the east half, and the lot
was consolidated into one holding.
The east half of Trust Lot 0 was granted to William Little on 15 May 1756
(A 633). Through unknown conveyances, the southeast corner of the property
evidently was being leased by Charles Boyd and his wife who, on 1 August 1803,
transferred the parcel to Edmund Walsh for a period of seven years (H 513). On
7 August 1805, Walsh's property on the parcel, and apparently the remainder of
the lease, was sold to Thomas Walsh, a cooper (Z 219-221). The east half of
the lot was owned (evidently) by the Solomon's Lodge No. 1 of Savannah (3N
46-47). On 29 June 1854 the Solomon's Lodge sold the east half of 0 to the
City of Savannah (3N 46-47).
Now consolidated into a single holding, Trust Lot 0 was sold on 5 July
1854 to John J. Kelley (3N 42-43). Kelley deeded the lot back to the city to
secure the balance due, but the debt was satisified (3N 49-50). C. D. C.
Rhind, as executor of Kelley's estate, sold Lot 0 to the Union Society of
Savannah on 30 August 1873 (4P 38). In November, 1883, the Union Society
leased the east half of the lot to Herman Myer for three years (5R 173-175).
Trust Lot Q
Trust Lot Q was granted on 5 September 1758 to William Handley (B 12),
and was in turn conveyed to the trustees of the Presbyterian Congregation of
Savannah on 4 February 1770 (V 147). On 31 December 1821, the trustees of the
Independent Presbyterian Church of Savanah conveyed Lot Q to a Savannah merchant, Joseph Cumming (2L 94-95). Cumming sold the lot on 24 April 1828 to attorney Mordecai Myres (20 487), who secured his debt to Cumming with a deed;
later the debt was satisfied (20 488).
Myres sold the lot to John J. Dews on 19 May 1832 (28 24-25), who conveyed lot Q to Young S. Pickard on 8 March 1833 ;2R 460-461). In the
Dews-Pickard transaction the lot is described as 60' by 150'; the diminution
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in the length of the lot is not explained. Pickard conveyed half interest, in
th- lot. to Zachariah M. Winkler on 1 September 18311 (2S 51S-519); the deed
,!necribes the lot "on which is erected a livery stable commonly called
Patrick's stable." On 27 October 1834, Winkler secured his debt to Pickard by
deed (23 516); it was apparently satisfied. In this deed to secure debt, the
stable is called Pickard's. Pickard conveyed his half interest in the lot and
stable to Shadrack Winkler on 12 January 1837 (2Y 282). S. Winkler's half interest in Lot Q was conveyed after his death to Abner Sawyer, R. G. Hollister.
ard G. H. Sawyer (31 265-266) on 1 January 1852. On the same date, Zachariah
Winkler conveyed his half interest to Sawyer, Hollister, and Sawyer (3T
232-283), who deeded the property back to Z. M. Winkler and the executor of' S.
Winkler to secure the debt (31 228-229; 31 317-318). Sawyer, Hollister, and
Sawyer again used the Lot Q holdings to secure a debt with Zachariah M.
Winkler on 23 July 1852 (3K 151-152), and again, with Hubbard L. Hart on 13
July 1853 (3L 362-363).
George H. Sawyer quitclaimed his interest in the Lot Q property and
stable in February, 1854 (3M 165). In November, 1855, the property was seized
and sold to satisfy two outstanding mortgages; Charles Stebbins purchased the
property and its improvements (3R 2). Stebbins sold half interest in the
property to John Jones on 25 November 1857 (3Q 555). As part of the transn_
tion, a complete inventory of the stable and its contents was made.
Stebbins mortgaged his interest in the stable in April 1858 (3R 253-255),
and then sold it to William Wright on 28 December 1858 (3S 37-38). Wright had
purchased John Jones' interest in September 1858 (3R 482), leaving him in control of the entire parcel. Wright leased the stable to Stebbins in January.
1859, for a period of three years (3S 36-37). After Wright's death, the
property was conveyed on 10 December 1862 to the Mechanics Savings and Loan
Association of Savannah (3V 174-175), who transferred the lot to Edward
Padelford on 1 May 1866 (3X 312).
The executors of Padelford conveyed the lot to Andrew Hanley on 23 April
1883 (5G 504). Hanley used the property to secure debts with the Chatham
Mutual Loan Association on 21 June 1884 (5P 95-97), 20 November 1884 (51,
103-106), and 26 January 1885 (5R 239-242).
On 2 October 1889, Hanley had the northern property line of Lot Q moved
north 8' with a like amount removed from the south side of the Lot (6P
183-186). Hanley incorporated himself on 12 May 1897 (7T 51-53), and the
description of his property includes warehouses of paints, oils, glass, sash
blinds, cement, builders hardware and similar building and painting supplies.
On 23 August 1907, The Andrew Hanley Company borrowed $25,000 from the
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company of Wisconsin and secured the debt
wLth title to Lot Q (9N 384). The Hanley Company defaulted, and title was ass;_gned to Hugh M. Comer. In order to recover the debt from the Hanley Company,
Comer reconveyed the property to its former owners (10F 240) on 9 May 1910,
aid on 9 June 1910 the city sheriff re-delivered the title to Lot Q and its
s:ructures to Hugh M. Comer (10G 145-146).
Comer, on 17 November 1911, deeded Lot Q to his wife, Elizabeth W. Comer
(10R 265-266). On 2 June 1920, Elizabeth Comer sold Lot Q to I. C. Helmby; the
structures on the lot were being leased by the Lindsay and Morgan Company (15F

3 714-375)
Tything Lot 1
Lot 1 was granted to James Baillou by the Crown on 6 December 1756 (A
496). Baillou and his wife, Mary, sold the lot to George Dressler on 2 July
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1771 (X 113), who in turn conveyed the property to Jacob Russell, a gunsmith,
on 6 January 1783. Russell and his wife, Margaret, sold the lot to John
Habersham, Esquire, on 1 December 1783 (1C 372-377). Habersham and Ann Sarah,
his wife, conveyed the lot to John Brickell, a "practitioner of physick" on 1
March 1787 (1D 333). Brickell sold the west one-half of Lot 1 to a butcher,
James Kirk, on 6 June 1789 (1G 383-387).
Missing deeds prevent a reconstruction of the period from 1789 to 1815,
when Ann Miller received title to Lot 1 as part of the division of the estate
of John Miller (M 143). On 13 May 1817, Ann Miller sold the entirety of Lot 1
to Patrick Stanton, a merchant of Savannah. When Stanton sold the lot to
Andrew G. Lemmes, a merchant, on 8 February 1820, the lot contained a "Capital
Brick House and improvements" (21 465). Apparently Lemmes defaulted on his
mortgage, but regained the lot in a public sale; the prcperty was again deeded
to him on 7 August 1822 (2L 365).
William Law, appropriately enough a Savannah attorney, mortaged his Lot 1
property to Anthony Porter to secure a debt (2T 377) which was satisfied on 18
September 1835. On 27 January 1840, Law again mortgaged the lot to Sarah G.
Haig (2Y 83-84), prior to satisfying this mortgage, Law undertook a second
mortgage with Francis L. Barhow, Administrator of the etate of Joseph
Burroughs, on 10 May 1858 (3R 274).
Law conveyed title to the property to Alexander Fawcett on 1 June 1863
(3V 415-416). On 10 December 1866, Hiram Buckston claimed a lien on the estate
of Alexander Fawcett, by that date deceased. Buckston was owed money for
repairs to the structure (3V 111). Upon settlement of the estate on 12 July
1872, Lucy D. Fawcett, widow and sole heir of Alexander Fawcett, gained title
to the property (4N 254) and on 7 August 1877 conveyed Lot 1 to George Mills
(4U 275-276). Mills reconveyed the lot and house to Lucy Fawcett on 1 March
1879 (4W 299-300).
On 11 August 1887 Lucy D. Adams (apparently having remarried) sold Lot 1
to Richard F. Harmon, Trustee for the Knights of Pythias Hall Association (6C
361-362) who on 9 December of that year granted title to the Knights of
Pythias (6G 98-100).
Tything Lot 2
The Crown granted Lot 2 to James Baillou on 7 July 1761 (0 298). Baillou
and wife, Mary, sold the lot to George Dressler on 2 July 1771 (X 113).
Dressler conveyed (through undetermined instruments) the lot to Jacob and Mary
Russell, who on 1 September 1788 conveyed the lot to Joseph Rivers (1H 193).
Rivers lost the property in a court-ordered sale (to satisfy a debt owed Jacob
Russell) to Richard Seymour, a merchant (1L 182-184), on 20 December 1792. On
June 3, 1793, Seymour deeded the property to Joseph River and his children, in
trust (1L 320-323). Two of Joseph River's children, Rosetta Ralston and Joseph
River, sold Lot 2 to Mary Stotesbury on 7 June 1815 (20 628-629). Stotesbury
sold the lot to John Nevitt on 29 January 1816 (20 629), who held the property
nearly two decades.
John Nevitt sold the west half of Lot 2 to George R. Hendrickson on 9
March 1837 (2V 51-52); Hendrickson, on 6 April of that year, deeded the
property to Louisa Nevitt and her children for their benefit (2V 52). Louisa
Nevitt and her children quitclaimed title to the lot to John W. Nevitt, Arthur
J. Nevitt and Hannah Nevitt on 23 February 1854 (3M 214-215). John W. Nevitt
held sole title to the lot, for on 3 February 1855 he sold the lot to Samuel
G. Miller. to secure his debt to Nevitt, Miller deeded the lot to Nevitt on
the same day (3N 433-434).
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Miller repeatedly mortgaged the lot. On 12 February 1855 he mortgaged the
lot to the Savannah Mutual Loan Association (3N 477-478), again on 12 March
1855 (3N 511-512), and again on 11 June 1855 (30 177-178). On 12 July 1857
Miller mortgaged the lot to the Oglethorpe Mutual Loan Association (3Q
138-139); and on 2 April 1866, to Edward Henderson (3X 393-394). Miller
secured more debts by deeds to the lot, on 2 April 1866 to George H. Ash (3X
257-258), to Ash again on 7 April 1866 (3X 258), to the Workingman's Mutual
Loan Association on 18 June 1867 (3X 169), 16 July 1867 (3X 197), 19 November
1867 (3Z 457), and 18 August 1868 (4B 56).
Samuel Miller sold Lot 2 to George H. Miller on 11 June 1874 (4T
381-382), who sold the lot to Mrs. Anna E. Miller on 14 August 1876 (4T
380-381). Anna E. Miller made three mortgages on the western half of the lot
to the Pulaski Loan Association; on 25 September 1882 (5F 200-205), 13 October
1883 (51 351) and 17 September 1885 (5T 54-58).
Anna Miller sold the east half of Lot 2 to Samuel S. Miller on 13
September 1887 (6G 125-126). On 30 September 1887, Anna Miller sold the west
half of Lot 2 to Anna Josey Miller (71 225). Anna J. Miller leased the west
half of Lot 2 (and the structure thereon) to Fleischman Heo for five years (7Q
403-404) on 3 August 1896. Anna J. Miller and the Knights of Pythias on adjacent Lot 1 made an agreement to construct a party wall between their properties on Miller's land (7W 200-203); the 24 March 1898 agreement deeded a 14 to
4 inch wide strip from Miller to the Knights of Pythias, and specified that
the structure already standing on the west half of Lot 2 would remain intact
despite the removal and reconstruction of its west wall.
The heirs of Anna J. Miller sold the western half of Lot 2 to the Knights
of Pythias Hall Association on 28 April 1909 (9X 309-310). The heirs of Samuel
S. Miller deeded the east half of Lot 2 to the Salvation Army on 28 December
1915 (12P 165-166).
Tything Lot 3
The chain of title for Lot 3 is incomplete. Formerly in the possession of
LeLoyd Gibbons, Lot 3 was conveyed by John and Francis Coffee to Adrian Lloyes
on 16 October 1758 (C 319), who conveyed the lot to Thomas Mathias on 11
January 1760 (C 456). There is some confusion in the succeeding conveyances,
and evidently the lot was partitioned.
On 25 October 1790, William Mathews, a planter, and his wife, Peggy, conveyed the eastern two-thirds of the lot (a 40' by 90' strip) to Joseph Roberts
for 10 shillings and rent, at the end of one year, of one peppercorn (H
395-396). This ambiguously-worded deed was succeeded on the following day by a
second deed with a consideration of 210 pounds sterling (H 397-400). The
second deed gives the name of grantor as William Mathers. At this date, Joseph
Rivers apparently owned the western one-third of the lot, as he did adjacent
Lot 2. Joseph Roberts, in possession of the eastern portion of Lot 3, was
listed as a tailor. Eliza Roberts was deeded the eastern two-thirds of Lot 3
on 1 April 1824 by the sheriff of Chatham County after suit by a third party
against John J. (Joseph) Roberts (2N 61-62).
On 4 March 1802, William Henry Mathews and Margaret, his wife, conveyed
the western one-third of Lot 3 to Homer Vivione (1Z 208-209). The deed also
includes a quitclaim by Ann Henly, formerly Ann Mathers, wife of Thomas
Mathers (Mathias?). Vivione conveyed the parcel to James Eppinger on 11
November 1802 (X 357), and Eppinger transferred title to Saul Simons on 7 June
1803 (X 350). Samuel Simons conveyed the western third of Lot 3 to John J.
Roberts on 27 June 1818 (2H 47-548). This conveyance was subject to the life
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estate of a free woman of color named Hannah; this life estate was granted by
Saul Simons, indicating that Samuel Simons was Saul's heir.
Eliza Roberts, John J. Robert's administratrix, sold the w4-stern third of
the lot to James Eppinger (who had evidently owned it previously) on 21
February 1833 (2S 338-339). Possibly this sale was to raise cash for debt
settlement, for the parcel was reconveyed to Eliza Roberts on 4 March 1833 (2S
338).
Eliza Roberts, who by 1833 owned all of Lot 3, died and passed (by will)
her property to her heirs who conveyed Lot 3 to William Roche on 31 December
1895 (70 348-349). On the same day, Roche sold the western half of Lot 3 to
Mrs. Ellen Roche (70 350-351). In May, 1901, in exchange for leave to make
improvements on the lot, William and Ellen Roche agreed to surrender to the
City of Savannah an encroachment along one line (100 255-256).
Tything Lot 4
The Crown granted Lot 4 to John Shick on 20 October 1759 (B 192). On 21
May 1801, the heirs of John Shick sold the lot to John Herb, a blacksmith (1V
455-457). In this deed, mention is made that John Shick acquired the lot from
William Blackshell. In the division of John Herb's estate on 14 February 1816,
Mary Herb received the east half of Lot 4, Catherine Herb (daughter of John
Herb) received the west half (2F 474-475). Evidently John F. Herb, another
heir of John Herb, bought the west half of Lot 4 from his sister, Catherine,
for on 30 August 1816 he secured his indebtedness for the sale with title to
the parcel (2G 161). Although the debt was apparently satisfied, Catherine
Herb, spinster, made a second deed for the west half of Lot 4 to John F. Herb,
blacksmith, on 24 December 1821 (2L 99-100).
The parcel was seized and sold
to Hugh Cassidy on 3 April 1827 (20 186), and included a building. On 21
November 1829, Hugh Cassidy purchased the east half of the lot from the Bank
of Darien (2Q 167-168).
The heirs of Hugh Cassidy sold Lot 4 to Henry Haupt on 3 December 1850
(3H 68-69). After Haupts death, the lot was sold to Charles W. Brunner on 5
April 1859 (3S 537-538). On 5 May 1859, Brunner sold the lot to George S.
Frierson in trust for his wife and children (3S 538-539).
The Frierson heirs sold the east half of Lot 4 to Charles B. Cregar on
14 July 1887 (6D 252-253). Cregar's mortgage on the parcel was satisfied (6D
253-254). The Frierson heirs sold the west half of Lot 4 to T. D. Heidt on 14
July 1887 (6D 248-249); Heidt's mortgage was also satisfied (6D 249-252).
Heidt sold a half interest in the west half of Lot 4 to Cregar on 28 June 1889
(60 238-240); in the same agreement, Cregar sold half interest in the east
half of Lot 4 to Heidt. Heidt and Cregar evidently sold or mortgaged a portion
of the jointly-owned Lot 4, for on 2 June 1893, the Chatham Real Estate and
Improvement Co. conveyed the western one-third of Lot 4 to Heidt and Cregar
(7G 305-306). On the same day, Heidt and Cregar sold the western one-third to
Harriet Annie Olsen (7G 306-330).
Harriet Annie Lustig (Olsen) conveyed the western third of Lot 4 to
Albert C. Lustig on 2 July 1906 (9G 427-428), but the transaction was later
nullified.
The Heidt-Cregar partnership evidently dissolved, perhaps due to Heidt's
death. After a suit between Josephine O. Heidt and Charles B. Cregar, the eastern two thirds of Lot 4 was sold to T. E. Youmans and E. K. Demmond on 15
July 1907 (9M 319-320). On 18 July 1907, the Heidt heirs quitclaimed the eastern portion of the lot to Youmans and Demmond (9M 321). Also on 18 July 1907,
Youmans and Demmond conveyed the parcel to T. M. McIntosh (9M 320-321).
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McIntosh subdivided the eastern two thirds of the lot. On 1 August, 1913,
McIntosh sold the middle third of the lot to Allan M. Broom (11L 363-364). On
14 August 1913 Broom sold the middle third to Walter K. DeLorme (11L
364-365). McIntosh sold the eastern third of Lot 4 to Emile F. Fegeas (11L
362-363) on 14 August 1913. A second deed of 6 December 1915 duplicated the
above transaction (12N 349-350).
W. K. DeLorme sold the middle one-third of Lot 4 to J. Hartridge Smith on
29 March 1919 (14B 330-331); there was a note due on the property, executed by
DeLorme to one J. A. Foster (12M 409-411). Hartridge Smith sold the middle
third to William C. Jaudon on 30 March 1920. The eastern one-third of Lot 4
passed from Fegeas' estate to B. J. Sheperd on 7 July 1926 (21Y 94-95).
Tything Lot 5
Lot 5 was granted to J. P. Briton by the Crown on 7 February 1764 (D
376). Through unknown transactions, the property came to be owned by Abraham
Dea Costa, Emanuel De LaMotta, and Jacob Bruce, merchants, who on 6 May 1785,
sold the lot to John Herb, a blacksmith (1A 286-292). The immediate prior
owner was apparently one William O'Bryan.
In the division of John Herb's estate, 14 February 18'6, Lot 5 was subdivided: John Frederick Herb received the west half of the lot, and Catherine
Herb (widow) and Hannah Herb received the east half (2F 474-475. J. F. Herb
sold the west half to Catherine Herb on 27 November 1817 (2H 553). Through unknown conveyances, the east half of Lot 5 was sold by Henry S. Cutler, a
Darien merchant and husband of Annah Herb, to Frederick Herb and John Dillon
on 8 June 18'9 (2J 346). Nathaniel Cornwell came into possession of the east
half of the lot, and on 8 June 1824 conveyed the parcel to Dexter Chaister (2M
444-445) to secure a debt. On 19 June 1829, however, Henry S. Cutter as adminstrator of Catherine Herb's estate, made title to the eastern half of Lot 5
to Frederick Eerb and Moses Cleland of the west half of Lot 5 (2P 222-223).
Through unknown conveyances, Zachariah M. Winkler acquired the west half
of Lot 5. Following his death, the estate conveyed the parcel on 5 November
1867 to Davit Waldhauer (3Z 468-469). On 2 December 1867, Waldhauer sold the
parcel to Mrs. Adele Goerz (32 467-468). On 6 April 1871, Goerz conveyed the
parcel to Cornelius D. Rogers (4K 174-175).
On 15 April 1871, Henry S. Cutter and Cornelius O. Rogers became joint
owners of Lot 5 in its entirety (4K 242-244). On 4 May 1874, Rogers sold
Following Cutter's death, the Lot 5
Cutter his interest in Lot 5 (4Q 8-9).
property was conveyed to the Union Society of Savannah on 1 July 1901 (8J
15-16).

Tything Lot 6
Lot 6 was granted by the Crown to William Rigden on 4 December 1759 (B
301). Rigden's widow conveyed the lot to George Bridges on 22 May 1769 (V
388). After Bridge's death on 2 August 1770 the lot was sold to Hannah
Sheftall and passed to her heirs, Levi and Sarah Sheftall, who on 18 March
1794 sold the property to John Cunningham (1M 300-303). On 10 July 1795,
Cunningham, a merchant, sold Lot 6 to James Whitefield, an attorney (1P
2 -23). On 10 February 1820 the lot was owned by William Whitefield and wife
A)igail Thompson Whitefield; on that date, the southern half of Lot 6 was sold
t> George L. Cope (21 467-469). A deed to secure debt on the half lot was made
tie same day (21 469-470); Whitefield apparently resided in New Jersey.
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George Lewis Cope, a planter, sold the south half of Lot 6 to Samuel Jay
Bryan, merchant, on 23 November 1821 (2L 274). Apparently Cope never fully
paid Whitefield for the half-lot; the parcel was seized by the Sheriff and
sold to Sarah C. Davidson on 2 November 1824 (2N 200-201). Davidson, a widow,
secured a debt with title to the south half of Lot 6 to Jacob P. Henry, a merchant, on 27 October 1832 (2R 306-307); the debt was satisfied. Davidson acquired the north half of Lot 6 on 26 December 1833 from Bellamy Crawford
Robertson, spinster (2S 213); Robertson was willed the half-lot by George
Whitefield. On 20 March 1834 Davidson secured a debt with the Bank of the
State of Georgia with title to all of Lot 6; the debt was satisfied (2S 246).
Davidson again secured debt with title to Lot 6 on 25 February 1836 (2U
56-58), which debt was also fully satisfied. On 24 January 1843 Davidson
secured a debt to Aaron Champion with title to Lot 6 (3A 329-330). Evidently
this debt was not satisfied, for on 19 July 1843 Sarah C. Davidson made a warrant deed to Aaron Champion for Lot 6 (3B 48).
Champion sold Lot 6 to James Sullivan on 1 February 1851 (3H 162). On the
same day, Sullivan used the Lot 6 title to secure a debt to Cosmo P.
Richardson (3H 144-146); the debt was satisfied. The heirs of Sullivan sold
the northwest corner of Lot 6 to Charles E. Wakefield on 17 September 1877 (4U
329).
Wakefield was in process of erecting a brick building on his portion of
Lot 6 when the City of Savannah claimed that the structure was an encroachment
on Barnard Street and furthermore, that a wooden structure at the corner of
York Street Lane and Barnard was also an encroachment on Barnard. To avoid
litigation over the boundary dispute on the west side of Lot 6, Wakefield
agreed that at the end of 10 years, he would remove all encroachments on
Barnard Street (4U 352). The agreement was signed 7 October 1877.
Wakefield had made bond to purchase the remainder of Lot 6 prior to his
death, for on 25 November 1886, the Sullivan heirs (Sarah A., Katie M., Fannie
J., and Jerome G. Sullivan) made title to the property to Mary Wakefield, administrator of the estate of Charles E. Wakefield (5Y 233). The bond for title
was made by the Sullivans to Wakefield on 23 January 1885 (5P 145-146), and on
the same day Wakefield had secured the debt by reconveyance (5P 147-148).
Wakefield had also used his title to the northwest quarter of Lot 6 to secure
a debt to Adam Kessel; Kessel quitclaimed his interest in the parcel to Mary
Wakefield on 5 January 1886 (6S 239).
Wakefield's heirs, son, Charles E., and widow, Mary Wakefield, agreed to
a division of the estate on 2 January 1894 (71 271) and on 1 May 1894 Charles
E. Wakefield sold to his mother Mary his half interest in the Lot 6 property
(7J 317). On 17 May 1897 Mary Wakefield sold Lot 6 to Adele M. Goerz (7T
116-118), who on the same day sold the lot to Charles S. Deutsch (7T 118).
On 17 June 1912, the heirs of Deutsch sold Lot 6 to Joseph Levy and Simon
Golden (10x 389). On 24 July 1922, Levy sold his half-interest in Lot 6 to
Simon Golden (171 360).
Tything Lot 7
Lot 7 was granted to Giles Becu; although a grant was apparently not
signed, the date of the Crown grant was presumably 1734 (L 203). The lot
remained in the Becu family through the 18th century. On 11 March 1802,
Abraham Becu secured a debt to John Herb with title to Lot 7 (1W 487-488).
Abraham Becu died in 1815, conveying (by will) Lot 7 to his wife, Mary Becu,
and after her death, to a step-daughter, Lydia Broughton and
step-granddaughter, Elizabeth Bryan. After the death of Mary Becu, the lot was
divided into east and west halves.
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Samuel J. Bryan and wife, Elizabeth, held title to the west half of the
lot and in 1821 erected a brick structure on the South Broad Street
(Oglethorpe Avenue) frontage. On 14 March 1822, they mortgaged the parcel to
M. Myres to secure a debt (2A 495-496). On 8 March 1823, the Bryans sold the
west half of the lot to Charles W. Rockwell, a merchant (2L 527-528). This
transaction was evidently cancelled or the lot otherwise reconveyed to the
Bryans, for on 16 March 1831, Samuel and Elizabeth Bryan conveyed the west
half of Lot 7 to John Grevner, Trustee, for the benefit of Mrs. Charlotte E.
Ganahl and her heirs (2Q 216-217).
On 6 July 1855, Mrs. Charlotte E. Renshaw (Ganahl), Charles Ganahl,
Joseph Ganahl and Francis Ganahl mortgaged the west half oof the lot to
Chitham Mutual Loan Association to secure a debt (30 211-213).
The east half of Lot 7, given by will to Lydia Broughton, passed from the
estate of Elijah Broughton (under trustee George S. Gray) to several parties.
On 27 August 1867, Alexander K. Wilson and wife, Rebecca Augusta Wilson, conveyed a one-third interest in the east half of Lot 7 to Louisa A. Ford, a
widow (3Z 291-293). On 1 January 1889, Rowella G. Lawrence, Henry C. Benning,
ani Augusta Benning conveyed their interests in the parcel to Louisa Ford for
a totek sum (6N 362-363). Rebecca A. Wilson was sole heir of Louisa A. Ford,
ani in 1896 she obtained title to the eastern half of Lot 7 from J. F. Brooks,
adninistrator of Ford's estate (7R 404-405). Rebecca Wilson sold the parcel to
Francis B. Denton (as trustee) on 29 June 1907, for the benefit of her
children (12E 466-468).
The various Ganahl heirs holding title to the west half of Lot 7 conveyed
title to Joseph Ganahl, who consolidated ownership. Frank Ganahl conveyed his
one-fourth interest on 5 November 1881 (5C 241-242). Maria H., Henry G., and
Ann Elizabeth Ganahl conveyed their one-fourth interest on 21 January 1882 (5C
312-314). Charles Ganahl conveyed his fourth interest in Lot 7 to Joseph
Ganahl on 20 February 1882 (5C 440).
On 15 April 1889, Joseph Ganahl sold the western half of Lot 7 to Mrs.
Mary J. Raines (6N 26-28). Raines held the title until 1 April 1904, when she
conveyed the west half of Lot 7 to Southern Bank of the State of Georgia. The
Southern Bank conveyed the half lot to the Citizens and Southern Bank on 26
March 1906 as part of a consolidation of the two companies (9E 377-379).
In 1908, the west half of Lot 7 was sold to Abraham Rundbaker. After
Rundbaker's death in August 1912, the Citizens & Southern Bank quitclaimed the
title to his widow, Pauline B. Rundbaker (11G 240-241) who on 13 March 1913,
sold the parcel to Joseph Hilton (11G 393-394).
Tything Lot 8
Lot 8 was granted by the Crown to George Peters on 5 April 1757 (A 436).
Peters' sister (and only heir) acquired title to the lot and on 19 June 1775
conveyed the east half of the lot to Gershon Cohen (2C 916). George Peters had
conveyed half of the west half of the lot to John Wright on 28 March 1771 (U
510), but by 21 July 1777, Isaac Baillou apparently held the west half of the
lot and conveyed it to John Richards (2C 934). On 18 July 1777, John Richards
had acquired the east half of Lot 8 (2C 933), thereby giving him )wnership of
the full lot. The chain of title at this point is broken.
Lot 8 came into the ownership of Maria Edwards, who died in 1359, leaving
the property to two trustees, Isaac Brummer and George W. Davis, iz trust as a
life estate for Harriet, John, and Lewis Montmollin. On 1 April 1369, John S.
and Louis (Lewis) S. Montmollin sold their interest in Lot 8 to the Union
Society of Savannah and the Trinity Church for the Methodist Episcopal Church,
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as per provisions in the will of Maria Edwards (4C 271-274). Brummer, the
surviving trustee, on 9 August 1869 conveyed the east half of the lot to the
Union Society and the west half to the Trinity Church (4E 220; 4E 265-269).
On 22 July 1875, the Trinity Church for the Methodist Church South in
Savannah sold the western half of Lot 8 to Mrs. Mary S. Webb (4R 529-530).
Webb held the half lot until 4 September 1912, when the parcel was conveyed to
the Woman's Christian Temperance Union (11B 38-39). The Union Society of
Savannah sold the east half of Lot 8 to Emil Eisenberg on 19 June 1920 (15L
1); Eisenberg reconveyed the parcel to the Union Society to secure his debt
(15L 1-3).
Tything Lot 9
Lot 9 was granted by the Crown to John Fitzgerald on 3 December 1760 (B
530). The title to the lot was conveyed from the estate of Fitzgerald, by the
Provost Marshall, to John Owen on 27 April 1775 (2D 83). Owen conveyed the lot
to Mrs. Barbara Wright on 11 October 1775 (B 200); Mrs. Wright was the
daughter of Ann and John Owen. A break in the chain of title occurs at this
point.
On 22 December 1812, Joshua Buckhalter conveyed Lot 9 to Catherine
Buckhalter (B 110). In a marriage settlement between Catherine Buckhalter and
James Ellison on 15 January 1823, title to the west half of Lot 9 was vested
solely in Catherine Buckhalter; Richard Cuyler acted as trustee in the settlement (2L 476-478). Cuyler sold the west half of Lot 9 to Anson Parsons, a
druggist, on 12 November 1831 (2Q 436). On the same day, James Ellison sold
the east half of the lot to Parsons, leaving him in sole ownership of Lot 9
(2Q 436:438).
Anson Parsons sold Lot 9 to Mathew Jones on 24 November 1837 (2V
297:298). Mathew Jones conveyed Lot 9 to Caroline Miller and her children for
their benefit on 13 May 1840; James V. Jones acted as trustee (2Y 329-330). As
trustee, James V. Jones secured a debt with title to the lot to Mitchell
JoneB on 21 November 1847; the debt was satisfied (3E 89-90).
Jones, as trustee for Mrs. Caroline Miller and her children, mortgaged
the property several times to secure debts. The entire lot was mortgaged to
the Chatham Mutual Loan Association on 2 December 1851; the debt was satisfied
(31 230). On 19 September 1859, the western half of Lot 9 was mortgaged to the
Savannah Mutual Loan Association and again on 15 May 1866; both debts were
satisfied (3S 439; 3X 370-372). The entire lot was mortgaged to the
Workingman's Mutual Loan Association on 20 August 1867; the debt was satisfied
(3Z 301-303). In April 1870, the west half of the lot was mortgaged to George
W. Anderson, Jr. (4G 296-298). On 10 May 1877, Lot 9 was mortgaged to William
D. Palmer (4V 166-167) and Johannes Roth.
In two actions, the outstanding debts of the owners of Lot 9 were transferred to the Chatham Real Estate and Improvement Company. The county court
tranEferred and assigned city tax fi fas to the above company for taxes owed
from 1879 to 1885; the transfer was made 17 August 1886 (5X 239). In a related
(and encompassing) action, the court transferred title and Lot 9 to the said
company, which assumed the Roth and Palmer mortgages and the city tax fi fas
(5z 183-187). By August 1886, Elizabeth and Virginia Miller were the owners of
record of Lot 9. By 1896, all outstanding debts had been satisfied.
After legal act_on among Miller heirs, Elizabeth and Virginia, Miller
deeded a 1/7 intereot in Lot 9 to Caroline Miller on 29 October 1903 (8T
107-108).
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Tything Lot 10
The original owners of Lot 10 can be reconstructed only in later deeds.
Benjamin Wright, then Hannah Barbara Wright owned Lot 10. In a sale to recover
taxes, Lot 10 was conveyed by the city treasurer from Hannah Wright to William
Wright on 1 September 1807 (2A 486-487). Wright conveyed the lot to John
Goodwin in June 1809 (2C 245). Evidently Wright's sister, Catherine, had some
unsatisfied claim on Lot 10. In July 1820, one William Alford was in possession of Lot 10, and Catherine Buckhalter (Wright) on 29 July 1820, conveyed
the east half of Lot 10 to Alford and retained possession of the western half
(2K 173-174) in exchange for settling the debts of William Wright. One James
Klison quitclaimed his right to the eastern half of the lot to William Alford
in September 1820 (2K 174); his claim to property is through uncertain means.
William Alford, a grocer, secured a debt to M. Myres, attorney with title
to the east half of Lot 10 on 5 August 1820 (2K1 174-176). M. Myres purchased
the east half of Lot 10 on 3 July 1821 at a sheriff's sale to satisfy Alford's
debts (2L 36-37). On 6 December 1821, Myres sold the east half of the lot to
Francis M. Stone and Mathew Lufburrow (2L 55). Richard Cuyler, on behalf of
James and Catherine Ellison, sold Mathew Lufburrow the western half of Lot 10
on 6 November 1829 (6N 139-140).
The chain after this point is interrupted. On 12 August 1885, William W.
Lufburrow and Caroline W. Lufburrow quitclaimed their two-thirds interest in
Lot 10 to Stephen B. Lufburrow (5Q 386-387). On 29 June 1889, Stephen
Lufburrow sold to the city 497 1/2 square feet of property classified as an
encroachment on South Broad (Oglethorpe) and Whitaker Streets (60 122-124).
On 30 July 1912, S. B. Lufburrow sold one-half interest in Lot 10 to T.
J. Dooley and the remaining half interest jointly to C. C. Pacetti and G. E.
Pacetti (10Z 238-239). The two Pacetti's acquired title to the nothern half of
the lot on 4 July 1919 (14N 176-177), and Thomas J. Dooley and Francis Dooley
acquired the southern half of the lot on 4 September 1919 (14N 177-178). On
that same date, the Pacetti's who owned the northern half of the lot, secured
a debt to the G. A. Mercer Company with title to their property; the debt was
satisified (14N 178-181).
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Abstract
Vertebrate remains from the Telfair Site, Savannah, Georgia were
recovered by the Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of Archaeology in 1982 during
mitigation of the lot upon which an extension of the General Services
Administration building will be constructed. Faunal materials wer,, studied
from contexts dating primarily to the first half of the 19th century. A total
of 186 individuals were indentified from the collection, which included 4684
bones weighing 13,574 g. The faunal collection provides information about the
impact of time, location, and socio-economic status on antebellum subsistence
activities. It was found that diversity was lower at the urban Telfair site
than at contemporaneous rural sites regardless of socio-economic status.
Telfair data also support the position that cattle were at least as heavily
exploited at coastal sites as were pigs, based upon the archaeological
evidence.
Time, Space, and Socio-Economic Status
One of the interesting aspects of vertebrate analysis is the interplay of
time, space, and socio-economic status in the formation of faunal assemblages.
In recent years excavations at several historic coastal sites have provided
evidence for the importance of these factors on subsistence strategies. Sites
which provide such information include the Thomas Hird site, Cannon's Point
Plantation, Charleston Convention Center, McCrady's Tavern and Longroom, and
the Hermitage Planation (Table 1). Cannon's Point and the Hermitage are
multi-component sites with both planter and slave deposits. Faunal collections
from these sites provide contrasts in time period, geographical location,
socio-economic status, and access to urban markets.
Analysis of the vertebrate fauna from the Thomas Hird Site of Fort
Frederica, St. Simons Island, Georgia, has provided information about a rural
colonial strategy (Reitz and Honerkamp 1983). Most of the individuals from
this collection were wild species, although much of the biomass was from
domestic animals, particularly cattle. A wide variety of wild mammals, birds,
aquatic reptiles, and estuarine fishes were exploited. The types of fishes
used clearly reflect the site's location on an estuarine sea island. In
comparison with collections from nearby lots in Frederica, the Hird collection
is quite distinct (Reitz 1979; Honerkamp 1981). Basically, the Hird faunal
assemblage is more diverse than the collections from the Dobree lot or the
Hawkins-Davison lot. These differences are attributed to socio-economic
status. Thomas Hird is thought to have been a successful colonial businessman
living in a rural, estuarine setting, while his compatriots were not as
successful in their adaptations to the social and natural environments.
The Cannon's Point Plantation data are also from St. Simons Island,
Georgia. The data were excavated by John Otto from the Cooper family kitchen
at the Cannon's Point Plantation. They probably represent garbage disposed of
by the planter's household between 1794 and 1860 (Otto 1975). The vertebrate
assemblage is similar to that from the Hird Site in several respects. The main
difference between the Cooper deposits and those made by Hird several decades
earlier is that fish were even more heavily exploited at the Plantation and
4ild birds were not used at all. Domestic species and wild terrestrial animals
decreased in prominence. Based upon biomass, beef was much more extensively
used than pork, although pig individuals were slightly more abundant. The data
show high diversity and can be interpreted as the subsistence remains of a
wealthy antebellum planter living in a rural, estuarine setting.
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Urban data from the antebellum period are available from the Charleston
Convention Center Site, also excavated by the Institute in 1981. The
vertebrate collection is from a series of contiguous lots whose occupants were
of unknown socio-economic status (Reitz 1981). The site is located at the edge
of Charleston as the town existed about 1739. Artifacts from the site date to
the late-18th/mid-19th century. Although Charleston is located on the Cooper
River delta, fish were not heavily exploited. Instead, the majority of the
individuals and biomass came from domestic animals. Cattle were more
proninent than pigs, while chickens constituted 21% of the individuals. In
contrast, at the Hird Site and at the planter's kitchen on St. Simons Island,
chickens composed less than 5% of the individuals. Caprines contributed 2% of
the individuals in the Convention Center collection. They had also contributed
2% of the individuals at the Cannon's Point Plantation, but less than 1% of
the individuals at the earlier Hird Site. Several different wild mammals were
identified in the Convention Center collection, but the diversity was much
lower than that found in either of the St. Simons Island collections. The
differences between the two island collections and that from Charleston could
be due to a rural/urban contrast, to a slightly different location on the
coast, or to socio-economic differences.
Data from the Hermitage Mansion occupied by Andrew Jackson's household
between 1821 and 1888 help to define the coastal data. The Hermi-,age Mansion
was excavated by Sam Smith and the faunal remains analyzed by E. Breitburg
(Smith et al. 1977). The site is located in Tennessee, near NashvLlle. Use of
domestic and wild mammals by the Jackson household was very simila- to that of
the Hird household, although a wider variety of animals were used by Hird's
family.
Even more wild birds were used by Jackson than by Hird. The use of
fish by Jackson is greatly reduced from that by Hird, but surprisingly it is
nearly identical to that at the Charleston Convention Center. Pigs were more
abundant at the Hermitage than were cattle.
Caprines and cattle both
contributed less than 2% of the individuals; chickens, however, contributed
17% of the individuals. The Hermitage data probably represent refuse from a
suc3essful politician-planter whose activities were roughly contemporaneous
with those of the Cooper family at Cannon's Point and of unknown individuals
at the Convention Center Site on the Atlantic coastal plain.
The differences among these collections suggest that the significant
factors in this analysis are socio-economic status and location rather than
time period. The three collections from sites where the resident's
socio-economic status is known to have been high all show evidence of heavy
use of wild resources. When diversity is ca:culated for MNI, the diversity
values are all above 3.0 and equitability values are all above 0.8. The two
collections from the estuarine setting of St. Simons Island do contain more
fish than the Hermitage and Convention Center Sites, but this may be due to
locations more distant from the estuarine setting rather than to time period
or socio- economic status. The most striking differences found among these
collections is between the Convention Center assemblage and the other
collections regardless of time period. Domestic fauna were much more important
at the urban Convention Center Site than they were at any of the rural
locations. Diversity at the Convention Center Site was also lower (2.8), as
was equitability (0.7). These differences may be due to either socio-economic
differences or to an urban/rural dicotomy.
Resolution of this puzzle would best be sought from excavation of an
urban site where socio-economic status could be controlled. Unfortunately
such an excavtion has yet to be carried out. Some data are available which
suggest what the results of such an excavation might be. McCrady's Tavern and
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Longroom was excavated by Marthaa Zierden in 1982 in a colonial section of
Charleston, South Carolina. The McCrady's Site was a public facility
frequented by American Revolutionaries and visited after the War by George
Washington. Presumably the patrons were influential members of the community.
Although the McCrady sample is very small (39 individuals) it may provide some
data on subsistence of wealthy residents of that town (Reitz 1982b). As at the
Convention Center, most of the individuals were domestic cattle, hogs, and
chickens. Chickens contributed 13% and caprines 5% of the individuals. The
only wild terrestrial species identified were deer. While wild birds were used
more extensively than at the Convention Center, fish were only slightly more
common, although not as frequently as at the sea island sites. Diversity was
not calculated for this collection due to the small sample size (Grayson
1981); however, it is clearly less diverse than all of the other collections,
with the exception of the Convention Center. This contrast may be due to
small sample size, but it may also reflect the fact that McCrady's was a
public dining facility, contrasting with sites whose functions were
residential and commercial. The McCrady collections could also be an example
of affluent subsistence in an urban setting. The increased use of caprines,
wild birds, and estuarine fishes may be indications of the diversity expected
from high status in an urban setting.
The McCrady data considered in combination with the other data suggest
several possibilities. One is that use of wild animals was common in
antebellum times, but perhaps not as common at urban sites as at rural
locations. The data also indicate that diversity was valued among the
affluent. Diversity in rural settings may also be a reflection of problems in
obtaining and storing beef and pork. This decrease could be compensated for by
increased self-suffiency. This may be evidenced in the faunal record by use of
more wild foods, only if wild food supply is kept constant. Both factors were
probably important in the formation of rural subsistence. In those cases where
slave food debris has been examined in conjunction with analysis of planter's
refuse (Cannon's Point and Hermitage), the slave subsistence remains were more
similar to the planter's deposits than to those from the urban sites of
McCrady's or the Convention Center (Otto 1975; Smith et al. 1977). Slave diets
were also varied and contained high percentages of wild foods, although not as
much as the planters' diets did.
There are obviously too many gaps in the archaeological record for a true
test of the rural/urban contrast. Excavations at the Telfair Site, however,
have provided additional data with which to expand the urban sample. Like the
Charleston Convention Center Site, Telfair provides data from an urban site of
unknown socio-economic status with mixed domestic/commercial activites. The
Telfair data will be examined for further evidence or urban subsistence
activities in the 19th century.
Methods
Vertebrate fauna examined in this study were excavated under the
direction or Dr. Nicholas Honerkamp, Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of
Archaeology and Dr. Charles Fairbanks, University of Florida. Excavations were
conducted in 1982 at the site of the General Services Administration Building
in Savannah, Georgia. This lot is located in the Heathcote Ward, which was
laic out in 1733. Three separate areas of the site, designated as operations,
were excavate1. Most of the faunal materials were recovered from Operation 1,
consisting or the south half of Belitha Tything, while few materials were
recovered from Operations 2 and 3, the north half of the tything and the
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adjacent Trust Lot Q, respectively. Contexts included two brick-lined privys,
two dry wells, nine builder's trenches and construction pits, a brick hearth,
a wood-lined privy, several trash pits, and sheet deposit. All of the faunal
components appear to be associated with an urban occupation by people of
middle-class socio-economic status. Activities at the site probably combined
domestic and commercial functions from the late-18th through the late-19th
century. Some materials were excavated from more recent contexts, but these
were not studied. A 1/4-inch mesh screen was used in recovery of the faunal
materials.
Samples recovered using chemical flotation were examined for
evidence of shrimp only. No shrimp or additional vertebrate species were found
while examining any of the flotation samples.
The vertebrate faunal collection was examined using standard
zooarchaeological methods. The remains were identified by Helen Doney and
Cathy Brown using the comparative skeletal collection of the Zooarchaeology
Laboratory, Department of Anthropology, University of Georgia. Bones of all
taxa were weighed and counted in order to determine relative abundance of the
species identified. Notes were made of modifications to the bones and the
elements identified in order to discuss butchering techniques. Measurements
were taken of all elements where possible, following the guidelines
established by Angela von den Driesch (1976). Diversity and equitability were
calculated using the Shannon-Weaver Diversity Index (Shannon and Weaver 1949)
and the Sheldon Evenness Index (Sheldon 1969). Minimum Numbers of Individuals
(MNI) were determined based on paired elements, age, and sex. In calculating
MNI a total of 52 different analytical units were defined, based upon
archaeological evidence.
In addition to MNI, bone count, and bone weight, an estimate of biomass
provides information on the quantity of meat supplied by the identified
species. In some cases the original live weight of the animal can also be
estimated. The predictions are eased upon the allometric principle that the
proportions of the body mass, skeletal mass, and skeletal dimensions change
with increasing size. This scale effect results from a need to compensate for
weakness in the basic structural materials, in this case, bone. The
relationship between body weight and skeletal weight is described by the
allometric equation:
Y = aX b
(Simpson et al. 1960:397). Many biological phenomena show allometry in
accordance with this law (Gould 1971). In this equation X is the skeletal
weight or a linear dimension of the bones, Y is the quantity of meat or the
total live weight, b is the constant of allometry (the slope of the line), and
a is the Y-intercept for a log-log plot using the method of least squares
regression and the best fit line (Casteel 1978; Wing and Brown 1979; Reitz
1982a; Reitz and Cordier 1982). A given quantity of bone or a specific
skeletal dimension represents a predictable amount of tissue due to the
effects of allometric growth. Values for a and b are obtained from
calculations based upon data at the Florida State Museum, University of
Florida. The allometric formulae used here are presented in Table 2.
Allometry is used to predict two distinct values. One of these is
kilograms of meat represented by kilograms of bone where X is archaeological
bone weight. This is a conservative estimate of biomass determined from the
faunal materials actually recovered from the site. (The term "biomass" is used
to refer to the results of this calculation.) Biomass reflects the probability
that only certain portions of the animal were used at the site. This would be
the case where salted meats or butcher meat was consumed. On the other hand,
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when X is a linear measurements of a skeletal dimension defined by von den
Driesch (1976), scaling predicts the total live weight of the animal. The
total live weight estimate is used to assess the size of colonial and American
livestock. It does not imply that the entire animal was consumed at the
Telfair Site. At the present time linear allometric formulae are available
only for the mammalian atragalii.
MNI, biomass, diversity and equitability calculations are subject to
sample size bias. In samples of less than 200 individuals or 1400 bones, the
sample is undoubtedly too small for reliable interpretations (Grayson 1979,
1981; Wing and Brown 1979). With small samples the species list is too short,
and the abundance of one species in relationship to others is probably
somewhat inaccurate. It is not possible to determine the nature or extent of
the bias, or correct for it, until the sample is made larger through
additional work.
The age of the species identified was estimated by observing the degree
of epiphysial fusion for selected elements. When animals are young their bones
are not fully formed. Along the area of growth, the shaft and the end of the
bone, or epiphysis, are not fused. When growth is complete the shaft and
epiphysis fuse. Elements fuse in a regular temporal sequence (Silver 1963;
Schmid 1972; Gilbert 1980), although environmental factors influence the
actual age at which fusion is complete. Fusion rates can be grouped into four
general categories. Bones identified were noted as either fused or unfused in
the age category where fusion normally occurs. This is most successful for
unfused bones which fuse in the first year or so of life, and for fused bones
which complete growth at three or four years of age. Intermediate bones are
more difficult to interpret. An element which fuses before or at 8 months of
age and is found fused archaeologically, could be from an anima1 which died
immediately after fusion was complete or many years later. The ambiguity
inherent in age groupings is reduced somewhat by recording each element under
the oldest category possible. Although this method had drawbacks, it does
provide a rough indication of husbandry techniques.
As a further step in analysis, the species identified were summarized
into faunal categories. Domestic mammals include rabbits (Oryctolagus
cuuiculus), pig (Sus scrofa), cattle (Bos taurus), and caprines. Caprines
in3lude sheep and goat. These animals are difficult to distinguish using
Zooarchaeological remains, hence they are identified as either sheep or goats
ani referred to as "caprines." Domestic birds include chickens (Gallus gallus)
ami pigeons (Columba livia). These birds, like the domestic mammals, are not
native to North America and were introduced here after European contact. Wild
bids include the turkey (Meleagris gallopavo), a native of North America.
Donestication was common by the mid-1800's when standards of excellence had
al-eady been established for turkeys (American Poultry Association 1874;
Johnson and Brown 1903). Turkeys at Telfair could have been wild or domestic
birds. Opossum (Didelphis virginianus), squirrels (Sciurus sp.) and deer
(Odocoileus virginianus) were classified as wild terrestrial mammals. Cats
(Fells domesticus), and dogs (Canis familiaris), horse (Equus caballus), and
Old World rodents were classified as commensal species. They probably were not
colsumed.
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Results
While none of the sub-samples from the Telfair Site are adequate for
analysis as discrete units, when combined they approach the level of adequacy
outlined above. The sample from Operation 1 dominates the faunal list for the
site. Due to the disparity in size it is not possible to say whether or not
the fauna from the other operations are markedly different from that of
Operation 1. Results of the identification are reported in Table 3 and
summarized in Table 4. Diversity and equitability data are presented in Table
5. Bone modifications and element distributions are summarized in Tables 6 and
7. Age structure based upon the presence of fused or unfused elements is
recorded in Table 8. Measurements of mammalian, avian, and fish elements are
presented in Tables 9 and 10. Table 11 presents summary data for to
suboperations from Telfair.
Domestic species were the dominant vertebrate category at Telfair, both
in terms of individuals and in terms of biomass contribution. Although there
were more pig individuals than cow individuals, beef provided an estimated 33%
of the biomass compared to 25% for pork.
Chickens provided over 25% of the
individuals, although only 4% of the biomass. Caprines were a minor component
by all measures. Wild terrestrial species were not heavily exploited except
for deer. In fact, opossum and squirrels may have been commensal species.
Interestingly, fish provided more biomass than did deer, although neither
resource was extensively exploited. Among the fish, freshwater species
contributed 41% of the individuals. The identification of shad in the
not unexpected, but it is unusual. The high use of freshwater
collection
species may reflect Savannah's more inland location as well as a heavy
reliance on commerically-acquired fish.
Modifications to the bones included burning, cut marks, hacking, gnawing,
and sawing. In general, bone modifications were rare. Although burning was
the most common modification noted, less than 7% of the assemblage had
experienced the effects of fire. Cut marks included small cuts and nicks
located along the shafts of long bones and at muscle attachment. They probably
represent efforts to strip meat off the bone and disarticulate the carcass.
Marks identified as hacks were probably inflicted with a cleaver or hatchet.
Gnawing was done by both rodents and carnivores.
They indicate that some
vertebrate remains were left exposed after disposal rather than being
immediately buried. Sawed bones were not common, but were a distinctive
element in the collection. The abundance of large bone fragments is probably
the most significant bone modification as it indicates that most bones were
broken prior to, during, or after cooking.
Analysis of the distribution of elements suggests that pigs were utilized

at the Telfair Site in a fashion distinct from cows, caprines, and deer. Pig
bones were very abundant at the site compared to bones from the other species,
but over 50% of the pig bones were from the head. Particularly abundant were
teeth. Bones including and distal to the carpals and tarsals constituted 29%
of the pig bones. Cattle teeth contributed only 7% of those bones, while feet
bones formed 48% of the cattle remains. No head elements of deer or caprines
were identified. This suggests that most of the meat used at the site was
purchased from a market, except for pork. Pork may hale been obtained from
pigs raised and slaughtered on the lot. The horse was ideitified from a single
tooth from Operation 3-A-18. The domestic rabbit from Operation 2-B-43 was
essentially complete, suggesting that it represents a pet rather than food.
Another presumed pet, a kitten identified from the hand-looted portion of the
wood-lined privy (Fea. 69, Operation 1-D-190,196-275,293), was almost complete
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also.
A fetal pig was identified from Operation 2-A-20 and 2-A-24 (Fea.19)
which is also indicative of on-site pig husbandry.
Age at death was determined by the degree of epiphyseal fusion. Very few
adult animals were consumed. Perhaps as many as three of the pigs were less
than 18 months old at death, although at least one individual was older than
three years. No calves were identified, but juvenile cattle were more commonly
consumed than adult animals.
Young deer, including at least one under 11
months of age, were also consumed. The rabbit was an adult at death, adding
additional evidence to its role as a pet. The dogs, however, were also young
at death, perhaps less than two years of age. Both of the cats were kittens.
Of the bird bones identified as chickens 92 (23%) were from juveniles.
Very little evidence was found for the sex of the animals utilized. Two
tarsometatarsal shafts bore spurs (Operations 1-D-190; 1-D-238), indicating
the presence of roosters. Two of the chicken bones also contained medullary
bone, indicating some consumption of laying hens (Rick 1975).
Very little archaeological information is available on the size of
antebellum animals on the Atlantic coastal plain. The data reported here are
included to encourage assembly of such information. Since few comparative data
are available at this time, it is not possible to interpret the significance
of the Telfair data. However, the measurements do indicate that prior to the
late 1800's, domestic animals were generally smaller than their recent
counterparts.
Chicken data indicate a wide range in sizes even in the early
1800's. This suggests that several distinct breeds of chicken were present at
the site. The cattle astragalus measurements (GLI) could be used to estimate
the orginal size of the cattle consumed at Telfair. The predicted sizes are
1423kg, 385kg, 366kg, 398kg. These sizes are within the ranges reported for
Georgia cattle by Bonner (1964) and for southern cattle by Rouse (1977).
Telfair cattle are also similar in size to those from Charleston Convention
Center and McCrady's Longroom (Reitz 1982b), but smaller than those from the
Hird Site (Reitz and Honerkamp 1983).
Discussion
In many respects the faunal component from Telfair is very similar to
that from other historic coastal sites. A variety of species were consumed,
many of which were wild. Deer were consumed as were turtles and wild birds.
Cattle were more abundant in the collection than pigs, based on biomass.
Chickens were common but caprines were a minor component. Fishes were
primarily inshore estuarine species rather than offshore species. Juveniles
were heavily exploited.
In other respects the Telfair collection is unique. Quite a large number
of the fishes consumed were from freshwater rather than estuarine settings.
This indicates that even a slightly less coastal setting influenced use of
seafood. Of particular interest is the abundance of shad in the collection
(21% of the fish individuals). Shad are anadromous fish which return to the
freshwater stream of their birth to spawn. During their seasonal migration
they are abundant in riverine waters. Although it has been assumed that shad
were an important food resource prehistorically and historically, they have
rarely been identified from archaeological sites. The Telfair colleciton is
quite unique in this regard.
The prominence of cattle over pig in the collection is consistent with
what has been found at colonial sites previously (Reitz 1981). This pattern
could be due to a number of factors. It is possible that beef was simply more
abundant in coastal diets than pork. Certainly the low lying coastal plain
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area was known historically as a cattle-raising area (Dunbar 1961). It is also
possible that pigs are underrepresented archaeologically due to the use of
salted pork, which may or may not contain bone (Wilson and Southwood 1976;
Poplin 1982; Schmid 1982; Wijngaarden-Baker 1982).
Use of pork could,
therefore, be somewhat inaccurately preserved in the archaeological record.
Two other characteristics warrant further attention. One of these is the
apparent tendency for caprines to have been more heavily used at McCrady's
Tavern and Longroom than at the other sites. Caprine use may correlate with
more affluent, urban diets rather than rural or less affluent urban diets. It
is also interesting that chickens have been abundant in all of the urban
collections and even at the Hermitage while quite rare in the two St. Simons
Island collections. Further study is required before the significance of these
data becomes clear.
The Telfair faunal assemblage is similar to that from the Charleston
Convention Center and McCrady collectons in many respects. MNI diversity
(2.81 and 2.96) and equitability (0.77 and 0.79) were lower in the Telfair and
the Convention Center collections than in the rural collections. Domestic
mammals were heavily used at all three urban sites, as were chickens. Fishes
were somewhat more common in the Telfair assemblage than in the Convention
Center or McCrady collections, but did not approach the level of use at any of
the rural coastal sites. Use of wild terrestrial mammals was low at all three
sites and was restricted primarily to deer. At McCrady's, deer were the only
wild mammal identified. Turtles were also used in a similar fashion at all of
the urban sites, although the Telfair collection did contain more aquatic
reptiles than the other urban collections.
The fauna from these collections can be used to define a hypothetical
subsistence continuum to be tested in future research. It appears that high
diversity in faunal resources used is an indication of higher social status.
However, rural slave diets probably were only slightly less diverse than those
of the planters. Urban diets of well-to-do individuals was probably less
diverse than that of their rural counterparts or of rural slaves, but more
diverse than less affluent urbanites. Use of domestic fauna was greatest in
urban areas. This may be due to better access to trade networks or to the
presence of markets. Animals may have been more routinely slaughtered in towns
than in the country since in the urban setting meat couLd more quickly be
distributed. Sawing may also be more common at urban sites, particularly at
affluent urban sites, for this same reason. High use o.' caprines and chickens
appears to be an urban phenomenon, although caprine uf;e in the urban setting
may be a status marker. Fish appear to have been heavily used only in the
estuarine setting. However, in urban locations, use of fish may also indicate
higher socio-economic status. Finally, use of pork :iather than beef in the
diet was a characteristic of the upland South rather than the coatal plain. As
more data are collected from archaeological sites on the coatal plain, this
continuum will undoubtedly be substantially modified.
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Summary
Analysis of the Telfair data helps refine our knowledge of historic
subsistence on the coastal plain. At all historic sites both wild and domestic
fauna were exploited. Domestic fauna were more heavily used at urban sites
than at rural ones. Cattle were a major food resource, followed by pigs and
chickens. Caprines were a minor component on the Atlantic coastal plain and
fish were used only where locally available. Use of fish at urban sites may be
a status marker. Affluent urban households generally enjoyed a more diverse
diet than did less well-to-do households, but urban households generally had a
more restricted diet than did their rural counterparts.
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY COMPARISONS OF SEVERAL 18TH AND
19TH CENTURY SAMPLES
% of MNI
Hird

Hermitage

Charleston McCrady's

Cannon's Pt.

Domestic Animals

12%

13%

34%

36%

7%

Domestic Birds
Wild Mammals
Wild Birds

6%
17%
21%

18%
19%
33%

22%
10%
4%

15%
10%
15%

2%
7%

Turtles
Fishes

3%
37%

4%
11%

5%
11%

3%
15%

16%
60%

4%

2%

14%

5%

8%

Commensal
Total MNI

235

1014

183

39

195

Hird Site, Ft. Frederica, GA, 1736-1750's (Reitz and Honerkamp 1983). Rural
Cannon's Point Plantation, St. Simons Island, GA, 1794-1860 (Otto 1975). Rural
Hermitage Mansion, Davidson Co., TN, 1821-1888 (Smith et al. 1977). Rural
Charleston Convention Center, Charleston, SC, late 18th Century-mid
19th Century (Reitz 1981). Urban
McCrady's Longroom and Tavern, Charleston, SC, 1778-1780's (Reitz
1982). Urban
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TABLE 2
ALLOMETRIC FORMULAE WHERE X EQUALS SKELETAL WEIGHT
Taxon
Mammal
Bird
Turtle
Osteichthyes
Non-perciformes
Siluriformes
Perciformes
Serranidae
Centrarchidae
Sparidae
Sciaenidae

N

Slope (b)

Log a

r2

97
307
26
393
119
36
274
18
38
22
99

0.90
0.91
0.67
0.81
0.79
0.95
0.83
1.08
0.84
0.92
0.74

1.12
1.04
0.51
0.90
0.85
1.15
0.93
1.51
0.76
0.96
0.81

0.94
0.97
0.55
0.80
0.88
0.87
0.76
0.85
0.80
0.98
0.73

Allometric Formula Where X Equals Astragalus Dimension
Mammal (GLI)a

6

2.78

aFollowing von den Driesch (1976).
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-2.48

0.99

TABLE 3
TELFAIR: SPECIES LIST
T

MNI
#

Unidentified Mammal
Unidentified Small Mammal
Unidentified Medium Mammal
Unidentified Large Mammal
Didelphis virginianus
Opossum
Oryctolagus cuniculus
dom. Rabbit
Unidentified Rodent
Sciurus spp.
Squirrel
Rattus spp.
Old World rat
R. norvegicus
Norway rat
R. rattus
Roof rat
Mus musculus
House mouse
Canis familiaris
Dog
Felis domesticus
Cat
Equus caballus
Horse
Artiodactyl
Sus scrofa
Pig
Odocoileus virginianus
Deer
Bcs taurus
Cow
Caprine
Sheep/Goat
Unidentified Bird
Ardeidae
Herons
Anas spp.
Ducks
Phasianidae
Pheasants and Quails
Gallus gallus
Chicken
MeLeagris gallopavo
Turkey
Columba livia
Pigeon
Passeriformes
Perching birds

WT.,GMS.
%

BIOMASS
Kg
%
601.89
82.4
0.25
0.03
11.04
1.5
37.11
5.1
0.004
0.03

924
32
328
859
1

1

0.5

4072.65
10.21
758.88
2282.33
1.0

81

1

0.5

25.79

0.49

0.07

4
2

2

1.1

1.29
0.38

0.03
0.01

0.004
0.001

20

5

2.7

5.97

0.77

0.1

5

3

1.6

1.52

0.04

0.005

9

1

0.5

1.83

0.05

0.007

2

2

1.1

0.12

0.004

0.001

10

2

1.1

6.26

0.04

0.005

22

2

1.1

18.52

0.36

0.05

1

1

0.5

2.74

0.07

0.01

23 12.4

29.39
1646.99

0.66
25.35

0.09
3.5

12
273
18

4

2.2

218.03

3.27

0.4

67

18

9.7

2201.26

33.05

4.5

15 5 2.7 115.3 2.41 0.3
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1.53
90.56
0.2
1 1 0.5 0.2 0.005 0.001
1

1

0.5

1
395

49 26.3

1.21

0.02

0.003

1.12

0.02

0.003

314.09

3.95

0.5

8

6

3.2

35.56

0.59

0.08

18

3

1.6

6.63

0.13

0.02

14 3 1.6 1.36 0.03 0.004
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Table 3 (continued)

1

1

0.5

0.23

0.005

0.001

5

2

1.1

1.89

0.04

0.005

1

1

0.5

0.21

0.004

0.001

5

2

1.1

1.42

0.03

0.004

1

1

0.5

0.29

0.006

0.001

1

1

0.5

0.62

0.01

0.001

1

1

0.5

0.9

0.04

0.005

11

1

0.5

0.07

0.03

0.004

23

3

1.6

120.14

1.35

0.2

6

4

2.2

0.77

0.11

0.02

8

4

2.2

1.21

0.03

0.004

Meadowlark

Pond turtles
Pond turtle
Pond slider

Herrings
American shad
Catfishes
Bullhead catfish
Channel catfish
Sea catfishes
Ariopsis felis
Hardhead catfish
Serranidae
Sea basses
Centropristis striata
Black sea bass
Micropterus spp.
Bass
Archosargus probatocephalus
Sheepshead
Sciaenidae
Drums
Cynoscion spp.
Sea trout
Pogonias cromis
Black drum
Sciaenops ocellatus
Red drum
Mugil spp.
Mullet

Total

4684
4684 186
186

232
232

13574.0

730.4

TABLE 4
TELFAIR: CONTRIBUTION BY CLASS
Biomass

MNI
Kg
47
52
7
12
13
39
16

Domestic Mammals
Domestic Birds
Wild Terrestrials
Wild Birds
Aquatic Reptiles
Fishes
Commensal Species

25.3
28.0
3.8
6.5
7.0
21.0
8.6

186

60.E
4.1
3.3
0.7
1.2
2.8
1.3

81.9
5.5
4.5
0.9
1.7
3.8
1.8

74.3

TABLE 5
TELFAIR: DIVERSITY AND EQUITABILITY
N
Biomass
MNI

74.3 Kg
179

# of Taxa

Diversity

Equitability

42

3.0149

0.8066

42

2.9643

0.7931
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TABLE 6
TELFAIR: BONE MODIFICATIONS
Burned Cut Sawed Hacked Gnawed Total
Unidentified Mammal
Unidentified Rodent
Artiodactyl
Pig
Deer
Cow
Sheep/goat
Unidentifed Bird
Chicken
Turkey
Turtle
Unidentified Fish
Black drum
Unidentified Bone

204

Total

326

5
3

73

156

32

10
1

1

3

1

11

2

1
6
1
3
1

4
7

3
1

1
5
1

4

97
87

168

41

15

475
1
1
16
1
19
1
7
7
1
1
5
5
97
637

TABLE 7
TELFAIR: ELEMENT DISTRIBUTION
Pig
Head, other
Teeth
Vertebrae
Forelimbs
Forefeet
Feet
Hindlimbs
Hindfeet
Innominate
Other
Total

Deer

47
98
5
15
4
63
17
12
5
7

Cow

Caprine

5
1

273

234

6
1
3
6
2

14
7
3
10
22
4
2

4
3
4
2
1

18

67

15

TABLE 8
TELFAIR:

Unfused

AGE DISTRIBUTION

Fused

Total

Pig
12-18 months
2-2 1/2 years
3 1/2 years

17
24
11

1
1
4

18
25
15

Total

52

6

58

2
3
5

1
2

3
3
7

10

3

13

3
3

3
7
4

6

14

2

Deer
11 months
14-29 months
29 months
Total
Cow
12-18 months
2-2 1/2 years
3 1/2 years

4
4

Total

8

Caprine
10 months
18-28 months
3-3 1/2 years

1
1

1

2
1
2

Total

2

3

5
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TABLE 9
TELFAIR: FAUNAL SAMPLES BY OPERATION
Presence/Absence

Taxa
Unidentified Mammal
Didelphis virginiana
Oryctolagus cuniculus
Rodentia
Sciurus spp.
Rattus spp.
R. norvegicus
R. rattus
Mus musculus
Canis familiaris
Felis domesticus
Equus caballus
Artiodactyl
Sus scrofa
Odocoileus virginianus
Bos taurus
Caprine
Unidentified Bird
Ardeidae
Anas spp.
Phasianidae
Gallus gallus
Meleagris gallopavo
Columbia livia
Passeriformes
cf. Sturnella magna
Unidentified Reptile
Unidentified Turtle
Emydidae
Chrysemys spp.
C. scripta
Unidentified Fish
Lepisosteus spp.
Amia calva
Clupeidae
Alosa sapidissima
Siluriformes
Ictalurus spp.
I. punctatus
Ariidae
Ariopsis felis
Serranidae
Centropristis striata
Micropterus spp.
Sparidae

1-A 1-C 1-D 1-E 1-F 1-G 1-H
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

2-A 2-B

3-A

X X

X

X
X
X X
X X
X X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X X X
X X
X X
X
X
X
X X X
X X
X X
X
X X X
X
X X
X
X X
X
X
X X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
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X

X

Taole 9 (continued)
Taxa
Sciaenidae
Cynoscion spp.
Pogonias cromis
Sciaenops ocellatus
Mugil spp.
Human
Unidentified Bone

1-A 1-C 1-D 1-E 1-F 1-G 1-H 2-A 2-B

3-A

X
X
X
X
X

X
X X
X
X

X

X
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X

X

X

X X

X

